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This report describes
objective attack from

the

2-nd Arn»red Divisions limited

iS to 2g November

\^\ in the

BOSR Kiver

Offensive against a grimly defended segment of the SIEGFftISD I
IBS.
To find an example of a limited objective attack "by armor in
World War IIis difficult because tanks "by their nature seek al-r
ways

to thrust deep atid "break free in the enemy ls rear areas where

they can wreak the maximum damage.

In this operation

the attack

was limited "by the SOM Hiver from any hope or possibility of a

>

Although the term limited objective is familiar to all
military student*;

.no

The definition at the

official, printed definition is available,
beginning of Chapter IIthat a limited

objective is normally within the enemy battle po-sition was

hammered out by our committee with the help of faculty members
of the Command and Staff Department, The Armored School,
In or&etf to present a clear, unbroken narrative of the

action, many interesting sidelights have bee.n omitted,

Those

which are vital to a thorough understanding of the operation
have been added as appendices.

Since this report is a study of

an armored limited objective attack, the tank actions have been
stressed.

>

Although infantry and artillery participation has not

been described in detail, the vital necessity for combined arms

teaifsvofk must no-t be overlooked.

II

We are indebted to Major M. J. L. Greene and Mr. Joe M.
Hibbs, "both of the Research

and Evaluation Department,

The Armored

School, for their meticulous editing of our manuscript.
helpful suggestions

unitiF the reader

Their

are responsible for whatever clarity and

may find in our narrative.

Records and accounts of the planning phase are meager,
they

no doubt because
until they became

were never written down in permanent form

decisions and orders.

However, Major Greene

provided us with ample after action reports, unit histories,

and documents

dealing with the battle.

We were" particularly fortunate in obtaining first hand
accounts

from members of the 2nd Armored Division who partic-

ipated in the events*

3rigadier General John H. Collier, former

commander of CCA; Colonel Paul A, Disney, who commanded

the

67th

Armored Regi«<aat; Lieutenant Colonel Frank M. Muller, assistant
division G-U during the operation?
mander of the 2nd Battalion,

Major H. S. Long, Jr..

66th Armored

Paull A. 3ane r executive officer of the

We

3rd 3attalion, 67th

gratefully record our thanks

to answer our
to them and to Major

General Ernest ll.'Harmon, former division commander,
interest

com-

Regiment; and Major

Armored Regiment gave .their time generously
Questions,

*

for their

and assistance.
Major
Major
Major
Major

Linden K. Qannon, Jr.
Alexander G. Praser, Jr.
Thomas S. Jones
Sugene

Saffold

Captain David I. Poster
Captain James t), McLanachati
Captain Max R. Maehnicke
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A month before the Battle of the Bulge the newspaper

headlines in the United States screamed
VICTOR! I$F THE WEST."

1

FOR FIM
life*STRIKE
-

!t ALL

*'\u25a0

The November Offensive on the Western

Front had jumped off• Preceded ."by Third Army fs push % November
in LORRAINE toward the SAAR, the entire front from the SCHELDT
to the VOSGSS drove forward on

l
6November toward the RHIIFE.

Little wonder that Hanson W. Baldwin, military analyst of the New

tork Times exclaimed exuberantly, "A great Allied attempt to end

*2

the war with Germany this year started last week...,. 1

But the men of the 2nd Armored Division had a more limited

I objective.
north,

Uot. BBHLI3ST, but a slight rise in the muddy ground

of GSSSOITSV/EIJEH^ SfflMAsY, was their goal- and they expected

a dogged, desperate

battle to get there.

They had good

reason.

Along with the rest of the Allied Armies they had outrun their
supply lines in the wild dash from

KOHMASBY across FRA¥CB! and.

now after a month 1 s delay they faced a reorganized German army
securely defending the famous SIEGFRIED LUTE

To the south the grim battle

demonstrated

\u0084SpY 11 Corps, which opposed

been ordered to hold at

).

for .AACHUf

the enemy capability of tenaceous

now know from a postwar statement

area.
just ended had

defense.

by the commander

And we

of the German

the 2nd Armored Division, that he had

k%l eosfcft

et port^of

which Hitler was even then planning,

1

tHetbounter-offensive

Neither the (German)

>
troops nor (( the irN) leaders knew at this time that an advance on

M&ASTBICH was intended to take place from the bridghead at
fiOJSMDND-' in connection with the offensive in the

AED2MBS,

fore the unconditional demand that no ground "be given up."

There-*

k

These defenders facing the 2nd Armored Division held a
deep -"belt of strongly fortified

towns stretching to the EO3R

Elver, with mutually supporting fields of fire surrounding each

town. An attacker could find little cover in the gently rolling

fields "between these

fiercely defended

strong points.

these fortifications a sea of mud covered
restricting wheeled vehicles

the ITinth Army commander,
\u25a0\u25a0"'\u25a0
\u25a0\u25a0n\u25a0\u25a0.6. .
a fight.

;

the entire "battle area,

to paved roads and making the going,

even for tanks, almost impossible.

)

Besides

To his staff General Simpson,

said succinctly, "I expect one hell of
\u25a0\u25a0' >
. ;.

In General Eisenhower

1s

overall plan the First , Third,

and ITinth Armies were to attack to the SHINS with General Simpson ls

T
Ninth Army protecting the left flank of the First.

Ninth Army

assigned its main effort to XIX Corps, commanded "by Major General
Haymond S. McLain.

divisions

\u25a0*

This Corps was composed of three veteran

the 2nd Armored Division commanded "by Major General

Ernest N. Harmon, the 29th Infantry Division commanded fry Major
General Charles- H. Gerhardt, and Major General Leland S. Hobbs

30th

Infantry Division,

1

The 2nd Armored Division1s combat record

went back to the NOHTH AFRICAN landings

)
2

a"nd' the SICILIAN campaign,

>

while all three divisions had "been outstanding in the HOHMASBT

campaign and the S$ LO "breakthrough*

(See Appendix I~G for

ground of 2nd Armored Division*)

tIX Corps

planned its main effort with the

29th and 30th

Divisions making a combined attack on JULICH to establish a
bridgehead

The 2nd

across the BOER.

Armored^ Division protecting

their northern flank would drive northeast

to two objectives,

CrBKffiSTSIHI2BR and BAHMM, from its positions along the line
B
(See Appendix VIIIA for map. ) By going
WAUHICESKhBIIGGBTDOiIJ1

.

as far as the first objective,

Division would seize the

high ground at hill 9& dominating

LIKHICH on the ROS& Biver.

)

would pass

Wf(3SßffiMjJsB&, the 2nd Armored

Then the 102nd Infantry Division

through to reach the river and make a crossing.

capture of the

second, objective,

The

BAHMM, would deny the enemy his

last northsouth communications west of the HOEH, and protect the
left flank of the
sequent

29th

Division attack on JULICH and its sub*

crossing of the RO23R,

vicinity of

follow the

Prom an. assembly area in the

BAfiMSM" the 2nd Armored Division would prepare to

29th across the HOUR.

For the 2nd Armored Division the operation was divided
into two distinct efforts.

Poised like a boxer on the line

¥AURICHI3H~BE&(JEMDOEF it planned first to throw a left jab
I

east to

GSf^o|S^JL^^ and then a

punch with the right due east

to

BABMM* Brigadier General I. t), %ite f s Combat Command 3 would

)

make the left jab toGE^9$SM$$J& and then turn its sector

3

over

to the 102nd Division of XIIICorps which would drive on from

•GEJEO2T3KEB to I
JUSTICE.

At that time the Corps "boundary would

shift to south of SD2R2H.

(See Appendix VIIIBfor map*)

The

punch with the right would "be made "by Combat Command A, commanded
"by Brigadier General (then Colonel) John H, Collier, after GCB'e

attack and after the

29th Division had cleared SETTKRICH,.

would drive through SSDTMICH* SDSSU

WSB&ffItB&SSW

Then it

and i^JIALDMHOVSF to seize

and MMM. (For attack order see Appendix 71.)

On the left of the 2nd Armored Division the front curved
hack "beyond WAUHICHMT.

CCB 1s drive would deepen a salient already

created "by the German possession
of WAURICrar.

of G2ILMORCEI'? to the left rear

The $Hh Division of XIIICorps was placed under

British JO. Corps for the reduction of
salient "before XIIICorps passed
at GTI&HSOTEa

(rSIM^IRCHSN to widen the

the 102nd Division through COB

t0 raak:e SHI. Co^ps 1 raaili effort against LIMICH*

n fo sum up, the mission of the XIX Corps was to
establish
a "bridgehead at JULICH and to advance

within striking distance of

LIHNTCH,

The mission of British

movements

of the XIXand XIIICorps "by reducing the GEILSN&IUCHBEF

salient," 9

3^ Corps

was to facilitate' the

Xtll Corps had the mission of carrying the "ball be-

yond CCB's objective at

GERSOIJ3(/]EO:^ to

seize a "bridgehead at

LIIfl?IGH. Thus 2nd Armored Division1s mission was a limited objective attack "between the main effort Of XIX Corps on the right

to JUUCH and XIIICorps' main effort on

4

the left to LIMCH.

Due to

/unfavorable weather the attack

for 10 ITov was postponed day by day until

originally planned

16 ftov. At 12^5 that

an air strike greater than the memorable carpet
•K>
"bombing at ST 1,0, the armies attacked.
In the 2nd Armored
day, following

Divisi6n sector CCB^ initial objectives, IMOTORF and PUFrafDOBF
fell the first day, "but the reduction of APW!SIL3R required three
days,

17

IThe 9th panzer Division counter attacked the morning of

Kov in the "biggest tank battle in 2nd

Armored

experience

11

laying the capture of Q^WiMM]®ss& unt il20 Fov, Meanwhile CCA
'

attacked 18! Fov through SDBRM and PRimLDBRHOVBT to secure
MmZMBffISW and B&HMST, which fell 2g Hoy,
This, operation

imtrnMtt* above all that AHMDR DEA.WS

ARMOR* The German commander s considered the presence of 2nd

Armored Division such a threat that

they drew in all available

armored units to meet it* The gth Panzer

tiivision^ l^th Panzer

Grenadier Division and lOth SS Panzer Division were all committed
against the 2nd Armored Division despite the necessity to hoard
every tank for the AED3NHSS counteroffensive.

Yet the

2nd Armored

Division was making only a limited objective attack blocked by
the BQER River from any possibility of a decisive breakthrough.
On each flank a corps main effort thrust out for a bridgehea<3r~

XIX Corps l 29th Division

against

JtftlGH on the south and XIII

Corps l 102nd Division toward LIHfICH on the north.

What woi&d

have happened if these German tanks had counterattacked
these infantry drives?

either of

The psychological effect of armo£ in

5

#

drawing enemy strength appears

clearly in this action.

In referring to the canrpaign, General Simpson said that
heavy weight German

armor caused, a high "battle loss rate to our

lighter armored and gunned

However, he added that the

tanks.

2nd Armored Division inflicted heavy losses on the 9th panzer and

15th Pan&er Grenadier Divisions and diverted this
attack against our infantry

enemy

armor

from

divisions^

FOfSS 6F CHAPTSR I
1.
Few York Times, Sunday

2.

19 Fov UH
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PLANHIII& A LIMITED 03JSGTIYS ATTACK
The 2nd Armored I)ivision!s limited objective attack required especially careful

planning*

from the normal armored operation

This type of attack varies

which seeks

through

& break

followed "by exploitation in the eneray rs rear areas.
attaclc in which the objective is within the enemy

It Is an

"battle

position

and I;he dommander has no intention of continuing the attack

iramediately beyond that point,

No plans are made for an exploits**

tion and all effort is directed toward taking, securing, and defending the objective.

Since the objective is within the battle position, the

tactics employed are like those of the penetration rather than
the exploitation.

The objective is relatively close and it is

defended by an organized enemy ., Resistance
immediate heavy counterattacks

will be continuous and

may be expected.
\u25a0\u25a0»

Being close, the limited objective offers fewer

of approach and fewer choices
tant objective.

of

raaneiiver

plans than a.

on a distant objective,

which offers infinite variations and" possibilities for
planning

maneuver*

is more necessary because of the

resistance which is likely to be encountered.
equally

more dis-

This restriction of maneuver makes detailed

planning more possible than for an attack

The deli "berate

avenues

heavy

This applies

to the 2nd Armored Division1 s objectives of G-ERSDITS^riIILSR

and BAEMSBV

7
%

The timely receipt of the XIX Corps order afforded General
Harmon and his staff ample time to make complete plans for this

limited objective attack against a strongly fortified position.
He ordered the division engineer to construct a large sand table
representing

the division zone of attack,

!This table proved to be

an invaluable training aid during the weeks of preparation which
followed.
hereon.

Key personnel from each combat battalion were oriented

lach battalion commander ordered the construction of
the terrain in their particular

smaller sand tables representing

zones.
Ij&eh company

commander

briefed his tank crews on the

battalion table so that when, HHour arrived all crew members knew

the overall plan.

the part that they would play in
planning, so necessary

This type of

in an attack against a strongly organized

position, paid great dividends because
1
tion and confusion.

it eliminated all hesita*

Because of the flatness of the ground in the division
zone, buiitaxp

areas assumed an

importance not normally given them,

tfhese areas commanded virtual^ all crossroads and
appendix

IV for

terrain study.)

Germans constructed

defensive

bridges.

(See

Around, all these key points the

positions in depth all the way back

.

to the HOSE River. .

In addition the enemy dug extensive antitank ditches
between

these

strong points.

These ditches were approximately

tsn feet wide and often eight feet deep.

8

Two we£e encountered

in

the division sector.,

o»& "beginning northwest

of APtfSILUR saw!

extending south to a point west of LOVBRICH, with several

gaps

near FIOVSRICE.' A more continuous ditch protected the western
approaches

to JBpSRSbT

an&

FRSIA^DEMHOVHK",

Neither of these ditches

had been completed 'but were tied in with a system of fire trenches
and foxholes*

Added to the obstacles, presented "by natural and prepared
defenses,

was the mad.

Soil trafficaMlity was the concern of

everyone from the Army Commainder, Lt, Gen. W. H. Simpson, down
to the Sherman tank commanders,

who were to make the assault.

General Harmon realizing that the condition of the soil was a
deciding factor of the date of attack personally checked

the soil

daily.

The division drew up elaborate plans to overcome expected
obstacles.

First the antitank ditches had to "be bridged~.~a

problem increased by the antitank fire covering these ditches.

Included in the plan was the decision to drive certain tanks into
the ditches and quickly doze them over thereby, forming a bridge.

Another method was a bridge, improvised by the 17th Armored
Engineer Battalion, capable

of supporting a medium tank and

transported by a T2 $ank Retriever (see plate 2),

would accompany
the.y

met.

connector

This retriever

the leading tanks prepared to bridge any ditch

It was expected that, despite the addition of track

extensions (duck bills},., the boggy ground would still

mire the vehicles.

9
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All light and' medium tanks carried logs approximately
nine feet in length and four to six inches in diameter.
logs would help increase

flotation. Lashed in."bundles they were

carried on the rear decks of the tanks.

necessary

These

to use them "because

However, it was seldom

the tanks traversed the ground

easily in first and second gear.

The area covered "by the. fighting

was dotted "by log piles, after the tank crews decided to cut
loose their unused "burden.

2

Additional obstacles

confronting the division

were

employed to block avenues

minefields and "barbed wire concertenas

of approach and gaps in the prepared defenses.

The

numeucrus^

which the

minefields, both antitank and antipersonnel,

enemy had prepared were g&pped by the engineer units attached

to each assault battalion.

General Harmon, realizing that secrecy in the attack was
practically an impossibility, devised a very effective plan of
deception.

battalions

This was to confuse the Germans as to when the assault
moved to their attack positions. . Several nights

fore the attack

tank platoons,

first from CCS and later CCA t moved

in and out of WAURICHUT and B3GGSKDOKF during the night..
1

The

first few nights this movement received hostile mortar and artillery

fire and also caused the enemy to discharge flares along his front.
Bventually this movement

ceased

to alarm the Germans;.

Except for

the usual amount of harassing and interdiction fire the front
remained quiet.

'

.

,

11

.

Logistics

$>

The logistical situation within the division was generally
however, some problems did arise.

adequate;

Although the tank

was almost IQQS, about half of the MMs were of the old

strength

model, armed with

75

*4M guns.

Track connector

extensions

for

full track vehicles had not teen received in sufficient quantity
"by the division,

Therefore the division G— \ arranged with a

ufacturer in LISGrS, BELGIUM, for the production of these
ments.

By Dday nearly three~*fourths of the vehicles had "been

tests

After the installation of these extensions,

equipped.

indicated a considerable gain in cross country mobility.
new equipment

was received and a great deal of maintenance

performed on all organizational

equipment.

in short supply was rationed "by Army,

was

Certain ammunition

The shortage of

Si MM and all HVAp was especially serious,

Some

105

MM,

(For detailed

istic report see Annex VII.)
Plan Of Fire Support
2?he division artillery commander after studying the
terrain and available enemy information devised a plan of fire
By utilizing the

support.

lHth,7Sth, 92nd, 65th

and S 3rd

ored Field Artillery Battalions (105 MM HOW), and the
the

557 th

of attack.
the

B>Hth

and

Field Artillery Battalions (155 MM Gun) he prepared an
thirty minute preparation

extensive

258th

to be fired prior to the time

In addition to the artillery units mentioned above

Infantry Division on the north flank agreed to place the

12

fire of its "battalions on. the initial oTjjc^tiT&c i»..<5C25*0

Mas

of attack,

To thicken the artillery and to add additional close support to the leading elements of COB, the artillery commanders
plan provided for the massing of all assault

in centralized firing positions*

gun and mortar platoons

Sach platoon set up a fire dir-

ection center and fired first on prearranged

missions during the

preparation and then on-call missions, after the attack had /been

launched.

AFA Bn
In addition, an air observer from the 9 2&d

adjusted fire on targets of opportunity*

Allplatoons were placed

on a coßmon radio channel and were tied in to the air observer
and also to division artillery fire direction center

for fire from forward observers could be answered,

so" that calls

$his plan was

intended to secure maximum, fire support to the initial assault
from the

available

weapons*

Preceding the thirty-^minute artillery preparation

Allied Air forces

provided saturation bombing

and communication

centers and assembly points in the BOSH. Siver

valley and towns east of the line of departure,

of

enemy

the

supply

IMEHI3OEF

,

IFLOTSiaiCH and L6V3HICH were each struck by a squadron of fighter*bombers,

Damage in the towns, though extensive, did not hinder

the passage of the assault waves (see Appendix 111 for description
of air preparation).
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Order of Battle
The 2nd Armored Division1 s' lack of armored infantry

was especially serious in an attack of this kind against a
fortified position.

It was necessary

other divisions to make up the lack.

to attach infantry from
It must, "be remembered

that the 2nd Armored Division was one of the old "heavy"

armored divisions, which was later replaced "by the present
light

armored division.

In the heavy division there were;

two armored (tank) regiments and one armored infantry
ment (see Figure 1 for organization)

*

a total of six tank

"battalions and three infantry "battalions compared to the
four tank and four infantry "battalions in the present

ision.
and

25$

ision.

In. other words there were roughly

sQfo

more tanks

less infantry in the heavy than in the present

div*

(However, one of the companies in each tank

talion was a light tank company*) One "battalion of the

Ho6th

Infantry Regiment, 102nd Infantry Division which attacked

with CCB on Fov

16, was not sufficient.

1U

Therefore*, on

DETAILED REGIMENTAL ORGANIZATION
Figure

i
i

i

•

Sgf

£g#

"

fit

it

wag

\u25a0rei»£or<3e& fty %h& e&tire regiment

a^ttaehjientig.

} ..

.

£Ses fig2

\u25a0\u25a0

fke ggae^al eneii^r sitttationt indicated, a delaying action

on Successive positions to a strong defensive along the BOSR Biver.

'flhe sector in front of the 2nd Armored Division was defended
elements of two infantry
and a separate
resistance,
consisting

N

regiments.

A reconnaissance

"by

"battalion

machine gun battalion formed the main line of

with one locally formed "battle group (kampfgruppe)
of approximately forty tanks and one regiment of

16

All this detailed planning paid off in the assault

l
6JTov. !Ehe

air preparation

followed

immediately "by

the. execu-

tion of a coordinated artillery plan, stunned the defenders.

Careful integration of attached infantry units into the division

assure^ maximum
though

striking power to the assault

the measures

echelons,

for "bridging the anti-tank

found to "be unnecessary,

Al-

ditches were

the detailed orientation of each in- \

dividual on the sand tables gave the troops a confidence which

albded to the violence of the if assault,
objective within eight

minutes

force 1 reached its

and the attack was

executed ex-

actly as planned.

WT%S fOH CHAPTER 11.
1.

Personal interview, Colonel Paul A« Disney, former
Commander of 67th Armor&d Regiment^ at Port Kn6x, Kentucky,
November 19^8.
2.
Kinth United States Ari^y, Operation IT, Offensive in
November (U-fch Information and Historical Service) p. s^*

)
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CHAPTER 111
2EHJ ATTACK—FIRST' MY

Its detailed planning completed, the 2nd Armored Division

attacked illdolumn 3f combat commands, CCB fading.
Mission

61 seizing the

effectively

COB had the

To

high ground north of ., GSR3OFSWEILSR.

cover the zone, General White

fesee

Plate 3) organized
them that

his combat command into three task forces and assigned
part of the zone most favorable

for their employment.

Colonel

Paul A. Disney's tank heavy force struck on the south and captured

IiCTORICH and PHFF3£TOHF with a successive; objective attack.
Colonel Hillyard in the center seized FLC7SRICH with his balanced

>

tanbinfantry force.

Colonel James C, Beeves

1

infantry heavy

force took IMM3ETDOBF in the north.
Since the tremendous

air "bombardment preceeding

the First

and Hinth Armies' attack required favorable weather, D~day and
Ehour could not "be determined definitely in advance.
set Dday as the first clear day after
In preparation

Corps order

10 Uoveiiiber*

for the all out offensive, plans required units

to move to attack positions during the period 1011 November.
During daylight on the 10th, assault guns and mortars of the

Armored

Hegiment and the

howitzers of the

Hist Armored

JSth and 2>3rd Armored

Infantry Hegiment,

to support the

Division halted movement of other troops at

) upon receipt

of orders postponing the attack.

19

and the

Field Artillery Battalions

moved forward to indirect fire positions prepared

attack.

67th

2330

ITov 10

The units returned

>

1
to their original positions. . Prom 12 to
alerted daily.
instructions
"be

announced.

from XIX Corps that IKday would "be

the division was

16 Hbv, Hhour to

General "White moved his combat command into attack

6Fov (see Appen&ihc
0020 on l

AH uaits closed into
The three task forces

yards

Hoy

Finally, at OkOQ hours 15 Uov Division received

positions "beginning at

map),

15

VIII^C for

their positions "before daylight.
of COB attacked

on a front of

3200

(for detailed composition see Appendix I^D), Task Force 1,

commanded fty Colonel Paul A, Disney, moved into its attack
ition in the 33BG&EKDOKFPRIKHA^SW area,

>

Initially it was to.

seize JiOYBEICH, PUFIEEDORF, and the high ground to the north.

Task Force 2, under Lt, Col, Harry Xv Hillyard, from its attack
position 1,500 yards north of ÜBACH, was to take

ILOVSEICH, and

strike for the high ground southeast of ABOTI^R* Task Force X,
initially un&er lit. CoJ. James C, Reeves, occupied an area in and
2
around WAURICHW.
Its mission— the capture and holding of

IMMUNDOSF or the. left flank.

These forces planned to work inde^

pendently in taking the three initial objectives;

then cooperate

in attaiaing further gains toward GQSREONSWEILSR.*

The air and artillery preparations
proved very effective,
Ijom'bers

participated.

12Q1+ American

the morning of

l
6Bbv

and 11SS British heavy

They hit practically all of the towns

in the immediate front of the 2nd Armored Division from the line

>

of departure

to the ROER River,

study of the air

strike),

If

(see appendix XII for detailed

The weather did not clear sufficiently

21

for the air mission until late in the

oame. at OS^O

morning, finally, word

that Bhour would definitely be at

and that

The artillery fired a

the air strike would precede the attack.

30

18^5

minute preparation "beginning at H minus

30* It included the

fires of 2nd Armored Division Artillery, S^th Infantry Division
Artillery, "battalions of XIX Corps Artillery, and the assault
guns

and mortars of the 67th and the i^lst AlE

#

fired concentrations
then

sevejt

live "battalions

on known commandj posts and gun positions,

"battalions massed their fiire on the thr&e objectives,

BSMSJDQRtf, ft@W&l($t and tO^HIICH;

vfhile S3JT!PI!RSCH

and PKtUW JB2T

on each flan. k of the objectives received similar treatment.
\u25a0

APWIIL3SR and PtMSKDOBI1 were fired on after the attack jumped off.
Promptly at

H three

12^5

CCB crossed the line of departure with

task forces a"breast covering the entire division zone of

attack*
Task Force 11

Colonel Disney divided his
teams "built around Ist Bn,

67th

t4nk

Armored Regt, 2nd Bn,

Adored Hegt^ and 3rd Bn, i+lst Armored
Major Clifton

heavy force into three

Infantry Eegt respectively*

£\u2666 Batchelder, commander of the Ist JBn, 6jth

Armored Jtegt, commanded the right (south) team.
Ist Bn,

67th

67th

It consisted of

Armored Regt (~), a platoon .of Company B,

17 th

Armored Engineer Bn, and a platoon f»om Company B, 702 dTank
Destroyer Bn (9Gmm),

Batchelder 1s force had the mission
on of enveloping I.OVSEICH

B from

the south and protecting the right fli
flank of the left force

22

I
"by neutralizing enemy fire from, the east and
accomplished

northeast.

these missions,, it was to be prepared

Having

to assist in

the attack on PUE'FElißOil'' and the high ground to the north.

£t Col,. Lemuel 1, Pope commanded the left (north) force
of the 2nd Bn,

which consisted

"by Company E,

I+lst Armored

each of engineers

67th

Armored Regiment reinforced

Infantry Eegiment,

and tank destroyers*

and a platoon

The mission of this foree

to cross the line of departure on order, pass

—

to the north of

LOVSRICH, capture PUFFSJIPOBI 1, and organize it for all around
defense.

:

|jt. Col,

>

Bn,

Armored

companies.
capture of

Marshall 1^ Crowley, Jr., commander of the Jrd.
Infantry Begiment, led an infantry force of two

His mission to assist Batcheldex^s

tank force in the

LOVER! CH "by approaching the town from a different

direction, clear and organize it for defense. 5
Colonel 3)isney f s scheme of maneuver called for an attack
on successive
successively;

objectives in column of "battalions

LOVIEICH, PUFFSEDOBJ

1000 yards northeast
Ist Bn
envelop

67th

pf \u25a0FtfHTEHDOKB 1

AH (Batchelder's)

,

1

o

His objectives

and the high ground approximately

(see map ,Apponclix VIII~C). The

planned to lead off and quickly

The infantry battalion (Crowley's) less one

LOVSEICE.

company, would proceed directly into town so as to arrive shortly

after the tanks,,

>

. The plan

several advantages,

for taking this first objective had

two of which were;

23

the tanks had ample room

>
from the

for an enveloping maneuver
received

south, and the

infantry

soon as Colonel Disney

the most direct route,

satisfied himself that Batchelder, could handle LOVSRICH

("before it was mopped up) he planned to commit Pope T s force to

Jjuickly

"bypass IjOVSRIOH to the north and

seize PtOTSHDOEF.

On

the other hand, if Batchelder coi&d not handle LOTSRICE then
Pope would be directed, to provide;/

force would next take ELVL
Major Batchelder
promptly at

12^5#

1

102.6

assistance*
or assist

6

Batchelder r s

in PfIOTINDCOT. .

s team crossed the line of departure

£"*> Eobert $. Lee f s Company D (medium tanks)

...Thes.6,. two platoons

led with the Ist and 2nd platoons abreast,

fanned out to the right and eastward under the direction of

I

their platoon leaders as soon as they had crossed over the
age ditch on the edge of .BEa&BEDOB?
platoon

followed the 2nd on the

(see figure

right to

2he 3d

cover the advance.

Lt.

Lee had placed his strength on this flank "because he expected
serious

opposition from the

east.

The platoons advanced rapidly

over the fairly level terrain just to the right of the coal mine,
east of BSGKOTDOBP,

S. Pfaff

Capt Francis

, commanding

Company

A, moved a platoon of his light tanks to cover the advance of the
mediums and to protect their right flank #
!The attack started well. Within three minutes after the
jump~*off the first prisoners

several

started coming in.

The force crossed

trenches protected "by concertina wire barriers without

incident,

At

12^+9

the 2nd platoon reported receiving antitank

fire from the vicinity of . SETTER! CH (in the zone of the
24

29th
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this tank
Lt Lee

the fire of his two flank platoons on the eneny

position and in a matter of two minutes

guns.' 7 (See Fig. 5, first phase).

25

silenced

the hostile

— V u

:i '/\u25a0

>

%

The tanks of Company!) 1 s first platoon

arrived in the

orchard on the east of LOVERICH only eight minutes after they
had crossed

the line of departure at BJJSGEIEDGRF (see Plate k)m

This represented

a distance traveled of approximately 1200 yards.

The speed and violence of the tank assault following closely
on the heels

of the artillery fire stunned the enemy in liOVIRICH

to such an extent

that they gave up in large groups.

The light ta.nks and infantry soon arrived to complete
the task of clearing the town and making it secure.

The shock

action provided "by the tanks made the job of the infantry easy

»

as they advanced into town from BEQOTIDOBJ 1,
Two companies

of armored infantry, Company G on the right

and Company I
on the left, arrived at the town shortly after the

tanks, killing 20 to 3;Q Germans and capturing about 100 who were
flushed out "by the tanks.
on the eastern
mopup.

edge of town after aiding the infantry in the

Company G

against possible

Company A (light tanks) reorganized

(infantry) secured the right flank for defense

counterattack

from SETEBQELICH, to the

southeast.

As soon as the light tanks and infantry arrived in

LOVSRICH, lit. Lee moved his company of medium tanks to the high
ground north of

LOTERICE.

This move provided security for the

town. . From this position he could see the next objective for his

>

force, HILL 102>6, .north of FOOTUTOOHE.
The suspected presence

of minefields around LOV33BICH did

not deter Colonel Disney from using tanks for the

26

assault.

Some

•

I

i

/

'

ft

TO

6

o o

§
CO

°
+3

I

im

I
tanks were lost to mines but enough got through to accomplish the
The tanks which were blownup "by. mines, for the most

mission.

part, merely lost tracks and were returned to unit in about

2^

hours.
Colonel Disney, realizing that Bat chelder !s force could
handle liOVERICE without assistance,
crossed

moved Pope out.

Pope f s force

the line of departure and moved between LOYERICH and

BiOYSBIQH in the direction of POTENPOKSV
cross country, in a column of companies
tanks leading.

The

battalion attacked

with Company .B !s light

The infantry followed with Company ls 11 medium

tanks bringing up the rear,

IUOO and secured

Pope's

POOWDQKF at

1^55.

troops bypassed LOVERICH at
g
This force encountered very

little opposition taking FOT2KPCW (see Fig. 5, second phase),

lour tanks mired in the soft ground and six others were blown up
by mines,

(see Plate 5.)

Major Batchelder

received orders from Colonel Disney to

attack: his next objective, HILL 102.6, at
attack proceeded
Boggy ground made

in a similar manner

lUoo

hours,

to the assault

The

of LOVERICE.

the advance difficult, but the battalion soon

occupied the hill.

The enemy reacted strongly and his heavy artillery fire
made it impossible

hill.

Major

for the battalion to hold the top of the

Batchelder

pulled his tanks and infantry back to

the draw just south of HILL 102,6.

28

From here he could command

I
the hill "by fire and at the same time have his troops in
ade (see Fig, 5, third phase).
After Pope*s force took

HOTENDQKT, the enemy plastered

the town with artillery and mortar fire.
continuously

throughout

the afternoon

This fire came in almost

and night.

Colonel Pope

received instructions from Colonel Disney to dig in for the night
and resume the attack on GEREONSWEIL3R at

OgQO the next day.

Task Force 2
Colonel Hillyard T s Task Force 2 attacked on the left of
and simultaneously
the

with Task Force 1.

Task Force 2 consisted

of

3rd Bn 67th AR (Hillyard!s Battalion), Ist Bn 41st AIR, and

I supporting

engineers

fairly well "balanced

and tank destroyers.

The force contained a

ratio "between tanks and infantry.

The tank

battalion was minus Company I, held in com'Oat command reserve.
Colonel Hillyard planned for Task Force 2 to make a frontal
assault

on FIQVSRICH at Ehour with a medium tank company leading.

The infantry would follow at 200 yards with light tanks and
engineers

in support.

The tank destroyers

received the mission

of silencing any direct fire from IMMMDOBF, APWULKEt, or

FLCVUKICH.

With the capture of FLOTEEICH the force would continue

on to the high ground south of APWEILER.
Captain James L. White, commanding

his

l
6medium

Co

tanks (one under normal strength)

)
30

67th

AR, moved

through the

JtcL

I
%.

ATTACK OF TASK FORCE ONE*
0

16N0V44
FIGURES
SCALE
500
1000
1500
YARDS

~5)

ft
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2000

I

Bn UoSth tnf Begt, and across the line Of departure at HhoUr,

The Ist 3n

AtE had moved, dialing the

existing foxholes

these holes

night

15~16 &ov>

infantry occupying ,ihe

"behind the

into

line. From

they coiild quickly pass through the troops along the

front and follow the

*
The movement of the tanks through the

tanks,

infantry had been carefully preplanned so that no infantrymen

would "be injured • As the tanks started to move each rifleman

held up a ration "box with his rifle. The
•
/
:''.\u25a0
"

'

\u25a0

tanicers

\u25a0

\u25a0

easily spotted
'

\u25a0'•'..

••

these "boxes which marked the fox holes and thereby moved "between

them with ease."

2?h© tanks moved in two colu,nais into the

attack without confusion.
Fortunately "both the Ist and
1

I

antitank;

over the

platoon circled

3& platoons

ditch and crossed without delay.

found a gap

The Ist

FIiOVSRICB to the north and the J>6. platoon came

around the south side of town.

"

!Ehe two platoons met on the east of

town and effectively isolated it (see Fig, 6).
perfect positions

to prevent

from "being reinforced.

'

They occupied

the enemy from fleeing the

,

town

or

The support platoon, the second, soon

joined the other two platoons

east of FLOTSRICH.

The tank assault of FLOVMSH reduced Company &*s
strength "by six tanks.
\u25a0\u25a0

\u25a0
\u25a0

\u25a0

Mines "blew up three, a "bazooka set one

\u25a0

'.

.

\u25a0

'

\u25a0

on fire as it crossed a trench, a mortar shell stopped another,
and a sixth had mechanical

I

failure due to previous damage.

32

•
•
Major John W Finnell, commanding officer of Ist Bn
#

Hist AIR, had his

infantry follow 200 to

medium tank company.

300

yards "behind the

Each company had a platoon of Company C T s
These light tanks accompanied

(67th AH) light tanks attached.

the infantry, some leading and some following.
this was an excellent

As it turned out

formation to adopt since the infantry

followed far enough "behind the medium tanks so as not to catch
the artillery fire directed at the tanks.
leading effectively neutralized

The light tanks

machine guns firing at the

33

»

infantry.

advance

did. $uch to insure the uninterrupted

'This arrangement

Those; following the companies

to the objective..

effective flank

provided

security*

The enemy reacted to the. advance with a great volume of
fire from light and medium guns.,.. Some small arms fire from the

railroad to the northeast hit Company 0.
caused the most damage.

A£R, who had

Lt,

Harold

The artillery fire

Crane, Commander of Co C

B,

fought with t&e company since it landed in

have ever
A#HICA two years "before, said, !!It was the worst I

seen,

11

The only consolation in the German fire was that it also

fell on their own troops aftd pinned them down sufficiently for

»

10
the men of the First Battalion to overpower

Lt, Crane's company assaulted

them easily*

the northwest outskirts

of FLOYHRJCH and drove straight through to the northern part of

town.

Company A entered

northeast.
again

Both companies

tke lighij

force advanced

from the southwest

and cut toward the

encountered limited resistance.

t©,nkg proved

invaluahle in the mopping up.

rapidly through, the town and reached

Her©

The

the eastern

edge at lUll,,

While the troops worked their way through and cleared
the town, the medium tanks of Company G
side of FXCrraiCH, had a busy time.

Germans

>

67th

iE on the western

The riflemen flushed the

towards the east where they encountered

group of enemy on the high ground

the tanks,

A

yards east of FLOYERICH

drew attention t?y firing small arms and machine guns at the

34

tanks*

Several

UMs charged up the slopes and overran this

position, taking approximately 50 prisoners.
stayed in place*

The tank commanders.,
11
waved the Germans back into town.
Reorganization

FLOVERICE.

The remaining tanks

standing in the turrets,

of Task Force 2 took place east

of

The force moved out with the 10 tanks of Company G

in the lead, and Company A!s infantrymen again following at 200
yards.

The tanks planned

The force moved in a wedge formation.

to capture
to secure

the high ground

600

yards southeast

the right flank of the infantry*

to move into and secure

of APWEIL3R, and

The infantry intended

AP.vEILER.

Task Force 2 moved out, crossed

FLOVERICE, and headed toward

the railroad east of

,AF£3ILER (see Fig.

•
35

7)* The Germans,

>

who had previously emplaced a number of antitank guns in the Woods
on the south edge of iPWEILER, spotted our tanks as they topped
the

hill* The Germans held the it fire until the tanks had reached

an area approximately

simultaneously

300

yards

south of iPICBILSE. Then the

opened with intense and

accurate fire on the

In two minutes Captain White lost seven medium

attackers.

Three 'burned and the others were Immobilized,

tanks opened fire on the guns
the ambush,

Company Qr suffered

anf

guns

tanks.

The three remaining

silenced four of them.

In

the loss of seven tanks, three

tankers killed and seven seriously wounded.
Lt, Crane's company (Co C
HjOVSEIOH about

\u25ba

Company

4

jumped off from

and proceeded

toward

through the draw which runs generally from 3TIOVERICH to

APWHIIiBR
jOTEHiER,

They made good progress

along the way.
approached

reached

15 minutes after

Hist AIE)

despite scattered

resistance

The infantry received increasing fire as it

the town,

16H5,

Shortly before dark, about

the company

a point within 100 yards of the western edge of v&FWEILSIR*
Major IFinneil, the battalion commander,

decided to pull

Company C back near the railroad and have it tie in with Company

A on the south and Task Force X on the north.
The defensive line for the night ran from 200 to UOO
yards northeast

of the

railroad.

A platoon of Company B filled

the gap between Company A ancL Task Force

1. A gap

between

Company C and Task Force X on the left was secured by patrols.

I

The tanks of the force pulled back to the eastern

36

outskirts of

>

EIiOVEEJCH.

Here a small shell fragment jammed the turret of one
i

of Captain White 1 s three remaining

.
Company 0 had a "bad

\

\u25a0

mediums.

The day*s action had cost the company. lk of their

day.

16 tanks*

fsmk goirci X
Simultaneously

with

Task

Pprce

2*s attack, General

White had ordered Task "Force X, on the left to seize IMMEHDOKB1
It, 061. Beeves 1 force, predominately

and prepare it for defense.
infantry, consisted

67th

of the 2nd Bn Üb6th Inf reinforced by Co H

AR (medium tanks)*

Colonel Beeves planned to attach

IMMEHDOE3? at Ehour with two infantry companies in the assault
supported by tanks*

while

I

rifle

Company

Company 33 would

envelop from the southeast

3P. made a frontal assault.

companies

Company E provided "both

with a platoon of tanks.

The task force moved from its attack position vicinity,

of WAURICSEBT and crossed the line of departure at
Appendix YIII^C for map).

12^$ (see

Company U attacked on the right

(south) flank with a platoon t>f tanks in the lead.

Company 3F

made the frontal assault along the WAURICHMIMMBKPOBF road with
its platoon of tanks in support.
on order behind P (see Hg.

Company G, in reserve,

6 for map).

Both companies made good progress
Most of their trouble came from snipers
sitating a house

to house

mop^up.

to

IIMKBORIV

inside the town,

During this town~fighting the

tanks provided excellent fire support for the infantry.

1

followed

After

37
'*

I Clearing

organized

the town j Task f*orce X

a perimSter\

defence.

In the assault of IMM3SDO&B1; Company H had 'k tanks blown up by

mine's..
When Task Force 2

pulled back from ABCSILER. the south

flank of Task force X "became exposed.
Co G

4o6th Inf, his reserve

on the southeast

company

f

Colonel Eeeves committed
to organize the high ground

of town and maintain contact with Task Force 2.

Upon the taking of the objective,

the artillery and

mortars organized their defensive fire plan and fired in their
"barrages..

The force installed all available mines on roads

leading into town.
was completed at

I line except

This defensive, organization of the position

I^oo. All elements of

the force occupied

the

12
one platoon of Company G, held in reserve.

The first day* s action had made encouraging gains against
a determined enemy.

All objectives with the exception of

APW3ILSR fell to Combat Command

B,

The defense of ABTEILSB

indicated that the enemy might make a determined

stand west of

the EOER instead of fighting a delaying action back to the river.
The German

330th

Infantry Regiment of the

I^3d Yolks Grenadier

Division occupying the front line opposite CCB was virtually
wiped out during the afternoon.

The attack of CCB had,

broad front (3200 yards),
of three task forces.

I

through necessity,

been on a

This wide frontage necessitated

the

Because of the nature of the terrain,

these forces were organized and employed differently.
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They

use,

>

pre seat different me thqds of using tanks and infantry.

Task

force 1| Cbloiiel iisney's

tank heavy team, gave us

an excellent example of the attack of successive
The speed and violence of the tank assault

objectives.

coupled with the

perfect timing of the infantry's arrival on the first objective

illustrates the success

that can be expected from a properly

planned and controlled attack.

JUso noteworthy in this action

was the manner in which the force commander

action.

controlled the

Colonel Disney, "by being well forward where he could

observe the action, was able to direct the forces to the next
objective at the proper time

so as to preserve the continuity

of the attack.

I

]/fc Col Hillyardr s Task I'qrce 2

tanks gave

excellent

support

in turn aided the tanks.
through, the infantry

was balanced.

The

to the infantry, and the infantry

The technique of passing the tanks

at Hhour and the use of the light tanks

in close support of the infantry exemplify excellent coordination

between tanks and infantry.

The problem of infantry casualties

from artillery fire, directed at tanks,
the tanks and infantry by 200 yards.

was met by separating

In the assault

on

"FIiOIWIOE this worked out particularly well.
Task Jorce X!s operation is an example of an infantry
attack'siappdrted

by tanks.

Here tank platoons were parcelled

out to infantry companies because

»

of clearing the town of IMMEHDOJO^
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the action consisted mainly

I

Soinbat Command B :Was di/spqsed as shown on the map ;(.in
Appendix Vltl—B) at the end of the first days operations.

eral

Mite issued

tasjc forces to residue

orders for all

.the attack

6b. the following day.
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CHAISE I?

THE 9TH PAHZSR DnriSIONCOIBITmASTACKS
The enemy

reacted

CSB.Js successful attack

to the

!

IsFovember with immediate violence.

November, the Germans using armor
\u25a0

on

Barly on the morning of
in,:mass,

l
6

17

supported "by infantry

and heavy mortar and artillery fires, launched the largest armored

counterattack: against the 2nd Armored Division that it had ever
1
experienced.

From observation and from interrogation of American
oners of War, the Germans

had "built up a rather clear picture of

the American situation "before D4ay.

>

the U.S. Armies in this atea,
and

Anticipating

the Germans

moved the

an attack "by

9th Panzer

15th Panzer Grenadier .Divisions from the KSraEDP Area to the

MUBSrCHEKfGIjApBAOH area during the second

mobile reserve

for the

sth Panzer

Army.

week in

Hoy

On the 3

to form a

v, General der

Panzer Truppen Yon Manteuffel, Commander of the German
Army,, discussed

with Gen. .der panzer Truppen Ton Luettwitz,

Commander. of the XUflI, Panzer Corps, the advantages
advantages

of transferring elements

Order of Battle), "The;,disadvantage

and

of the tyth. Panzer Division to

the western "bank of the EQER. Eiver (see Appendix

I~]s

for German

was that this would bring

them within artillery rang©, subject to heavy shelling.
advantages

Panzer

The

were that . itwould jnal^e them, readily available for a

counterattack

;

in case of a penetration,

to cross the ROSE. River by bridge.

I
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and they would not have

This was. the deciding. factor.

Because of the Allied air superiority the Germans faced the
The final decis-

of their "bridges being bombed out.
ion was to move one kampf gru^e (Battle

Group}

of the

9^k Panzer

Division to the western side of the ROSE before the attack,
kampfgruppe moved

across the BOER and into the. LIKFICH area during
2

the first half of November

\u25ba

It was this kangtfgruppe that struck

at the north and south flanks of the
on the rooming

17 ITov,

2nd Armored Division

early

with the mission of Recapturing IMMEMDOBI"

and FHFraDOB:? and sealing the penetrations
Hoy.
l
6

9?his

made by CCB on the

.

2nd Armored Division Plan of Attack
Gen,

Harmon planned to continue the attack at OHOO,

17

Kbvt committing SGA, commanded, by Brig... Gen. (then Col,) «Tohn H.
oilier (see Plate 6), to seize H3SEBT while OG3 continued its
fight towards

GERISOITSWIILSR.

CCB !s plan of attack;

APWETtSa while TJX

secured

'SHFX and TJ2 to attack and secure

the high ground, south of GSRSOJrSWSILSS,

she. three forces then were to seize GSHEOITSI^SIIj2R (see Appendix
VIII-C for nap).
0CAT s plan of attack:

.
Force Ato move to assembly area

16~17

west of BDGGatDORP during the night

Fov and at 0800,

17

lov move from BIGGMDORJ1 through iOVSEICH to an attack position

•

in the vicinity of PUFF33MDORI 1, From PUFFmTDOHI', Force A would

attack to the northeast and seize IDSRSF.

for map, )
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(See Appendix VIII*-C

/

r

>
•The enemy counterattacks forestalled

these

attacks

,

forcing the 2nd .Armored Division to go on the defensive.

.Counterattack

on Puffendorf

Signs of enemy reaction were apparent

PUSTSNDOBJ 1 continuously during the night
early morning they "began to concentrate

out of PUJ^BHDORP.

1617

as they shelled
3tfov #

In the

their fires on the exits

During the night the outposts had reported

hearing enemy tracklaying vehicles moving in front of their
positions,

At

>

0700, Co D 67th AH, outpost

receiving small arms fire from the

ing PUFOTDOBF, reported

north* A heavy

obscured enemy activities, t>ut the tanks of Company
the enemy fire with, all weapons,

morning mist

P returned

Shortly after dawn, as the tanks

of the Ist Battalion drew up, on line and the 2nd Battalion moved
up on*

t^eir left in preparation for the scheduled attack,

velocity

high

armor piercing shells "began to plough furrows in the

soft earth around the tanks.

The 11th Panzer Grenadier Regiment'

supported by 20 to

30 MX .V and VI tanks had launched a count
k
attack with the mission of retaking FtJPFSI'IDOBP.
The counterattack
preparing its

Til off balance

caught

own assault.

while it was

The tanks of the Ist and 2nd Bat*

talion,67 :£&' J&M& line in an exposed position, lacked the

»

necessary

depth to

cover any advance "by fire. Out gunned, out

armored, and out maneuvered,

in the slush and mud, which favored

44

)
the German MX V

ans

MX Tfjts with their wide tracks, the tanks

of T3FI fought "back furiously.
The Germans had the advantage
velocity guns and thick

armor.

with their long range, high

Time and again the tanks of T3PI.

scored direct hits on the enemy armor $nly to have their shells
go screaming off into the

armored enemy tanks.

they ricocheted off the heavily

air as

One tank of the 2nd Battalion fired

76mm

shot at a MX VI before destroying it, only to be
5
knocked out the next moment "by another MX VI.
rounds of

The enemy fire "began to take its toll as the German gunners

>

found their range.

The tanks of Tfl were "being picked off one "by

In the space of a few minutes., Company A lost five light

one.

tanks to direct fire. There were too many tanks and too little
room for maneuver.
range

The Shermans

fought "back desperately,

was too great for their lower velocity 75

The enemy had the additional advantage

imi

and

"but the

7^ m w S^s*

of position and

ability, which rendered advance or flanking movement impossible.
By early afternoon

the situation had become

critical.

The Ist

Battalion had only three medium tanks left in Company D and only
five light tariks in Company A.

better.

The 2nd Battalion had fared no

Company I
had eight medium tanks remaining and Company

S was left with four, having lost seven to direct

fire. All

were short of ammunition,, with only four or five rounds of
and

76

wm left in eacfr platoon,

fosses of officer

I

75 mm

personnel

increased the difficulty of keeping control of the s ituation.
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further

>
Since it was impossible
exposed positions,

to continue

to defend their

the American tanks were ordered to disengage

and withdraw to the outskirts of PUFFSHDOEF. . Here, the ruins
of the stone buildings would afford some protection.

As the

tanks started to withdraw, .lit, HoTpert 35, Lee, Commander of
Company D, dismounted

from his tank and went from foxhole to
Keeping

withdraw with the tanks.

telling the infantry to

foxhole

his tank in an exposed position, he covered

the infantry

"Ihis action forestalled, any panic that might have

drawal,

spread through the infantry when they saw the tanks pulling

>

out.
The withdrawal to ?WfBM(W reversed the situation,

,

Itfow the German tanks had to come out in the open to attack.
One ME 71 was knocked out "by Lt,

Hunicutt's Tank

Destroyer as

it charged PTOTMDORI, firing as it came.
After six hours of fierce fighting the enemy withdrew to
a

defiladed position south o£ GERSJOFSWBILIE, and continued

harass

the positions

to

in FUTPIEWOBF with fire the rest of the

day* .

The counterattack
had reached

had "been stopped before the Germans

their objective^ "but at great cost to TPI.

The

2nd Battalion alone, lost 19 tanks from direct fire. The enemy
known losses

»

were,

knocked out l)y^he
talion,

. two tanks

90: to

knocked out

g^s:

"by the Shermans

of .the 702nd Tank Destroyer

7
\
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and two

'

%h* TStfe *a* SSrtf Ara»s*«* Fl*l4 JfffciilMnr Sattali«m» *iHfeia*A

4f

 .

y

»

town, force A Tpyp^ssed S|TT^HICH to the no rth on the main road
through LOI/1&IGH to

As force A!s lead tanks emerged

IWPMDOBF.

from LOVERICH on the ZOWRIOB^TVfWSWOW road, the counterattack

was in progress against Til of CCB in FUFI'MDOW* force A
stopped at the

northeast edge of IiOTERIGH; the

infantry

dismounted

and the tanks dispersed in a near"by field to wait for the
situation to develop.

Col* Ira P. Swift, |*orce A Commander,

went

tip

to make an

estimate of the situation and at 1100 hours, ordered Force A to

move to the southwest of PUJTEIIDOBF.

There the infantry

\u25a0i

edge of

mounted in an orchard on the southwestern
immediately encountered

t

heavy artillery

town, and

fire. The men could

find no cover or fox holes and quickly "began to dig in to get
as much protection as possible.
to the east and northeast

of

The tanks

fanned out and moved

PUfFEHDOEP, tying in with T3TI

#n

the high ground north of PUFPEEDOHF,
By

1500, Co D 66th AR had moved

up to. the northeast

e&ge

of PHBvFEM)OE3 t , where they came under direct fire from the
direction of GBHEOIISW!EILSR t
a tank platoon of
of the
ive

?6*s,

Ist Lt. John S.

whiGh were holding down the hottest

battalion, had his tank knocked out

shells.

Holler, of Co D, with

"by three high

He then went ter the Command Post of the 2nd

talion and requested permission from Major Herbert
Battalion Commander,

>

position.

sector

onS» %bB

'

to withdraw his tanks to a less exposed

Major Long contacted

Col. Swift "hj radio and received
48

»

permission to pull"the tanks "back about, 7s yards "behind some

shattered "buildings from which they cottyd cover the approaches
to the town from the

northeast*

Company D lost four tanks and.

.

one attached Tank Destroyer in the ruins of .HOTSEEOHB 1

1630,

At

Force A in coordination with T3?l, made plans for the

.

defense tff PtMiJNDOBS 1

5

Attack on Apwei^er ifails
In the center TF2 planned to coordinate with TFX effort

9

for

APWEILER.

Company At

Hist Armored

Infantry Regiment, com-

manded by Ist Lt, Raymond S. Earhart, with one platoon of Co B

Hist AIR, planned
Southeast

to push forward to seize the high ground

of APWEIEER, the previous da^s objective.

to be led "by the

This^ attack

3rd Platoon, Co t 67th jffi, .cofceafiddd rfby'-

Jamea-.Vfei*e«^3fhe -reaainder of Company B, supported ty
the tanks of Co G 66th Jffi would move east of the town to prepare

Ist ht.

against. possible

67th AR

The Ist and 2nd platoons of Co I

counterattack.

to support the attack with direct fire and then go forward

to cover the right and left flanks.
received

Co 0

67th

AR, which had

three repaired tanks during the night bringing it up to

the strength of five, would support the attack with direct fire.
The attack "began

immediately concentrated

17 Nov

at OSOO as

scheduled.

The enemy

intense fire from artillery, tanks

mortars and machine guns on the attackers.

,

The platoon of Company

!
s tanks, leading the attack for TF2, moved only 500 yards "before
I

I
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>
"being forced to

aME V from the direction of
withdraw. Fire from
»
turned it. White's tank, wounding him;

(rEREOITSWEILBR hit and

another was disabled "by a mine, an third forced out of action by
a hit on the

deck, and a fourth had its

gun shield damaged.

10

The heavy artillery and mortar fire drove the infantry

back to their original positions.

A singular

act of

67th AR,

and a small detachment

under the heaviest

>

heroism of the roost

type of fire to

had been left on the

battlefield.

carried was riddled with small
accomplished

the magnificent

the Distinguished

outstanding

arius

feat.

evacuate many wounded men who
The Bed Cross flag that he
fire as he and his men
Captain Erbes was awarded
;

11
for the attack

on AFWIILER in coordination with TF2 on the morning of

At 0700 the Germans counterattacked
of the 10th Panzer

MX 7 tanks of the

3 r&

of his aid men, went forward

In JMMlil©oE3f, TKC was making preparations

three companies

nature

Service Cross for this work and his men each

received a Silver Star,
\u25a0

0910.

Captain Jolan Erbes, Battalion Surgeon,

highlighted the day.

Bn

The action ended "by

17 Nov.

IMM33HDOE31 with approximately
Grenadier Regiment and ten

9^h Panzer Division. Defensive

artillery and

mortar fires were very effective in breaking up the enemy format

tions and inflicting heavy casualties.
Destroyer

>

tanks*

Battalion's 90 am

Fire from the 771st' Tank

guns knocked out three of the Panzer

The German infantry used every method to close on the

£ask Force's position.

At about XlOO hours a group of company

50

J

strength

came forward. 'with a while flag on the pretense of

surrendering.

When ab put 100 yards from

TS^s position,

they

This group was stopped

dropped the white flag and char ged.

small arms fire and forced to withdraw.

!EPX received another

"battalion of

counterattack

infantry and S tanks.

about 1700 from a

The Germans used the ruse

'

of firing high over the front line of the 2nd

tyoSth

Battalion,

Infantry Regiment, with tracers while using "ball ammunition to

inflict casualties on the

unwary troops.

of the attacking MX T!s and the
knocked them out.
"by a

771st

Mine fields stopped two

$ank Destroyers

then

One MX V "broke through into I^O2©QBF, followed

small number of foot troops,

A Co .H", 67th AR tank knocked

12
out the intruding Panther at a range of 30 yards.

Col. Hurless "brought forward the 3rd Battalion,
Infantry Regiment,

the leading element,

to aid in repelling the thrust,

l+O^th

Company L^

found itself in a fight as it near ed the

center of IMMEIfIDORIT. The troops formed a skirmish line directly
from their march column and forced the enemy elements" from the

town.
At 1800 all forces made contact with each other and formed
a defensive line from IMMiMJORJ1 through HjOYSRICH to PUFFETOORI 1 {'see
Appendix Til13 for

map),,

kept all forces alert,

One

strength which was quickly

about 2QOO.

The possibility of enamy counterattacks

small counterattack,

about platoon

repulsed, struck in lH'2 t s sector at

Xn PU^mffiOSJ the

tank and infantry outposts

51

turned"

I

"back: several enemy patrols, "but ''one succeeded in slipping through
;

At 2200 small; arms fire caused Major

to the center of town.

Batchelder,. CO of the Ist Bn Sfih AR;, to send his reconnaissance
leader, lit. Sdelberg, out to

platoon

prisoners,

a few minutes with two

I+oo men who had

force of

investigate.

He returned in

who stated they "beon ged to a

dug in on the edge of town prepared

attach and seize PTO7H3©OES' in the morning.

to

They had been told

that as a result of the day [s fighting the "bulk of the American
force had "been destroyed or withdrawn, and
only lightly outposted.

through town after

guards

tpelieved this

was amply

when another patrol of thirty men came strolling

demonstrated

I

That the Germans

that the town was

midnight, making so much noise that the

thought they were prisoners "being marched in by the

infantry.

When the mistake was discovered,

engaged "by headquarters
Twenty of

tankers.
prisoner*

personnel,

the

the enemy patrol was

infantry and dismounted;

enemy were killed and the remainder

The night of 1718 Nov

¥a s

taken

spent in hauling

ition and preparing positions for an expected counterattack

the

next morning.
Although the 2nd Armored Division successfully

all counterattacks

»

on

repelled

1J Nov, and did not lose any of the gains

made the previous day, the counterattacks

stopped the momentum

of the

go on the defensive

Division's attack and forced it to

for nearly two days.
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>

their "best Armored

With the .commitment of one of

Divisions, the 9th Panzer, in a large s&kle counterattack,
Germans clearly indicated

inch of ground.

determination

their

the

to defend every

This was not a delaying action "but an all out

struggle in defense of their homeland*
Igth of

November

Since more heavy counterattacks
front on the lStht Gen. Harmon
situation with Gen,

were expected on CJC3

indicated in a discussion of the

White, "that CCB would have a

CCS had no armor in reserve.

holding mission.

The single tank company held for

that purpose had "been committed to reinforce TF2,
made available the division reserve,

66th Armored Regiment, to

i

the

Gen* Harmon

3 r& Battalion of the

support any sector hit "by a counter-

attack.
Interrogation of prisoners
a#Q ther enemy att ack

myissionsia
Came at the

taken "by TS*X revealed' plans for

at 0600 on 18 Nov. Artillery fired preplanned

front of the entire CCB sector at

053P»

scheduled %%ste Taut CCB received a weak effort at

It was thrown "back "by defensive fires.

0700.

that losses
plans.

attack

from artillery completely disrupted

Eight Panther

Prisoners

said

the attack

tanks participated in the attack "but

withdrew after tank and tank destroyer fire destroyed three of
them.

ll+
Since no large scale counterattack had materialized, and

1

the British 30 Corps had "begun a push through GEIkENItIHCHMF on
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I

t£e left flank,

action

against

it was

ahead with the planned

to go

APWEEtdSR*

At 1130, CCB issued a letter of in-

struction for the day*s attack which ordered iMEK to make the main
effort,

The First Battalion,

*+06th Infantry

supported "by one

tank platoon of Co I, 67th AH, was to attack from the vicinity
of FXiOVSHICH, and secure the high grounQ

v

southeast of APtffILER.

The 3rd Battalion was to attack from IM&OTDOEF and seize the town
of AFWEZIdSL while the 2nd' Battalion supported the attack with

.

fire from IMMENDOKI1

scheduled

The attack was

for

An artillery preparation Tpegan at. X*minus
at

i^OO hours

the attackers moved out.

I^oo hours.

5 minutes and

Companies X and L led

the attack for the 3rd Battalion, *K)6th Infantry, following
within 100 yards of the artillery.

r

his proved very effective

I

as the enemy infantry, on the- west side of

in their fire trenches without a fight,

steadily through the town,

taking

their

positions.

infantry moved

a large number of prisoners.

Beaching the east side of the town "by

consolidate

APWEIIEB were captured

I^s

they "began to

Company Kon the right tied in with

TF2 three hundred yards south of the town* Company I
secured the
northeast corner of tow 4? and two platoons of Company I
were on

the left flank

.

connecting with the 2nd Battalion "between ABTE2LER

1

and IMMSHDOBI

The Ist platoon of Co I
67th

AE,^Commanded by Ist tt #

3?homas H«, Qsborne, led the attack for the Ist Battalion, koSth
Inf* Utilizing a wooded draw, lit. Osborne was able to move his

I
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The infantry followed

tanks on the objective without loss.

close behind and the position was "consolidated by

1600.

Companies

AR and a Tank Destroyer Platoon supported the
j
attack with direct fire.1®
0 and Gr f

67th

Companies B and

C, Ulst MpR, were ordered to attack to
They

straighten out the line after APSEII»ER was secured.
out at

1630

hours..

with the Ist

Company C filed through the draw and tied in

Battalion,

on the left about 200 yards south

Company B traversed

of .AFWEILJE.

moved

the flat ground to the south

and made contact with TH approximately 800 yards northwest of
PIOTOT)OIUP,

Company A remained in its present position as

reserve company (see Appendix TIIIB for map).
COB ordered TJPI to have three patrols reconnoiter to

IQEREOHSWEIIiER
unsuccessful.

GEREQHSWEILER.

during the night.

Two of the infantry patrols were

The third reached a point about I+oo yards from
The patrol heard no enemy vehicular activity in

GSRSOKSWBIIiER but noticed several enemy bunkers on the outskirts
of GEREONSWEIMR.

Iteoonnaissance

Company,

67th

Armpred Regiment

continued

to protect the right flank of Combat Command in the vicinity of

IjOVMIGE, tying in with elements of COA which ware assembled
s

,

PtJFOTffiOEB 1 protecting the south side of the town.
During IS Hov, while Force B

to wedge its way into the

battle, a

waited for an

opportunity

platoon of tanks from Co

I66th AR was loaned for the day to assist in the attack on
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at

)
S3SMERICH hy the zs%h Infantry Division.
Approximately

front during the day..
ments

225

were taken on the division

prisoners

Casualties

of the division and its attach-

totaled 13 killed^ ,90 wounded and 31
The counterattack

on November

missing in action.

17

IJth had stopped the

division's advance dead and had thrown its schedule off "balance.
Braced for another counterattack the morning of the 18th, the 2nd
Armoted Division did not get started again on the second day
except for the capture of APWUILKR,.

Thus the assault

for two days after initial successes

of the first day.

was delayed
Con-*

trfbuting to this seWback were the inferiority of our tanks in

>

guns,

armor, and

maneuverability*

position held *oy the

defenders,

the advantageous

enemy; and the aggressiveness

defensive
of the

in that order.

Despite

these disadvantages,

follow up their counterattack

the German failure to

enabled CC33 to continue to

reorganize

for another day and then attack again, while CCA was a"ble to
throw its full strength on BDSRJDF the next morning.

The precipitous reaction of the German command in
committing all available tanks to counterattack

within

2*4- hours

of 2nd Armored Divisions initial assault shows vividly that
ABMOE DEAWS AHMOE.

The extreme sensitivity of the enemy to

armored threats is apparent.

>
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THE DEIVH IS EBSUKSD
We find the 2nd Armored Division now ready to proceed to

OTXAWJIIKHOVI^ and

the capture of 32)120T,

(JllEB01TStfBil»lE, and to

seize the high ground overlooking the BOER.

With the Capture of

these objectives the Division will b£ in position to launch the
campaign.

final blows of the
On

19 November, while CCB consolidated its

previous days, CCA

and JiDBSSU.

attacked to seize and secure

force A was

assigned

gains of the

fBBtj^WEOVW

EDUEHH as its objective, while

force B was directed to capture WSMI££DW&OVW»

i

the initial employment of force 3 in the HOM
*
The Attack on freialdenhoven

1

This marked

operation,.

!Ehe plan of attack against yESI^LpIJiSOVDI? contemplated
that

force B attack through a bridgehead to be seized by the 29^
'

. •
.
1\u25a0
Infantry Pivision across the antitank ditch east of
i

\u25a0\u25a0

\u25a0•\u25a0

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0

\u25a0

.\u25a0

\u25a0

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0....

S©?T2lfelCH

(see fig, X); $ince SBTTBRICH was still in German hands at the
time the plan was drawn up the attack by I'orce 3 was dependent

upon the capture of the town and' establishment
by troops of

of the bridgehead

another division* Hot until the town was captured

and the bridgehead secured was the area to come under the control
of the 2nd Armored .Division,

\

IThis introduced a serious element

of doubt into the CCA planning since; no direct action could be

i

taken by the 2nd Armored Division to: expedite
58

capture of the

>

town.

As a consequence,

it was necessary

to make an alternate

plar>^in the event SETTERICH and the "bridgehead should not be

secured prior to the attack.

The second plan provided that

Force B should move through EEGGEITOOBI 1, LOVSBICE and FTJTFEHDOBJ 1
and force its own crossing of the antitank ditch.
arrangement

Div,

was a matter of considerable

concern

This awkward
to the 2nd Armd

It underlined the fact that the responsibility for

securing key terrain, vital to the launching of a major attack,

should "be made the responsibility of the command primarily

concerned,

and not be dependent

on cooperative

59

arrangement.

I
SETTERICH was taken by the 29th Inf Div on the afternoon
of the 16th and the necessary bridgehead established,

making it

possible for Force B to launch its attack the next morning.

Force' B moved out from its assembly area in. the vicinity
of EE(K3EM?(CT at

1030

on November

19.

The 2nd Battalion 119 th

Infantry (Lt Col William C. Cox) occupied SETTEfiICH, and at

1306

relieved the Ist and 2nd Bns Il6th Inf which had been holding the
town and the bridgehead across
Co & of the 2nd Bn
tank

the antitank ditch to the

119th Inf remained in reserve west of the.

ditch.. The remainder of. force B moved

vicinity of

east.

toSVEILEBj bypassing

initially

to the

SETTERICH when it launched its

attack.
The attack order directed the 2nd Bn 119 th Inf to hold
its positions in the vicinity of SSTTSRICH; the advance guard of
Force

B, commanded

66th i£).to

(CO, Company I

operate on the ridge west of fSBIALDENHOYENj and the

Ist Battalion
envelop

by Capt Henry H. Chatfield

66th Armored

Regiment (lit Col Carl Parker)

IBEIALDBBEOTO from the south, covering the south and east

exits of the town and protecting the

division's

A fifteenminute artillery concentration

attack.

to

The advance

guard crossed

Col. Parker* s battalion,
for moving the tanks across

the ditch at

right

flank.

preceded the

lkOQ followed
9

maborate plans, which had been made
the ditch in expectation that it would

a;foraidable obstacle were now discarded as several easy

W crossing

places were

found.

There was no hindrance from mines.
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»
Capt. Chatfield's advance guard quickly succeeded,

point Just short of .USBIAEJKEKHDVM.

in,. reaching

a

though the town could be

,

cohered "by fir.fi! "both the advance guard and the "Parker force
southwest of the town, were stoppled by a minefield which
tended across the entire front" of HffiIA£D3OTOVE3ST«
were issued

to dig in and consolidate

positions occupied

At 1620 orders

for the night.

The

were approximately 1000 yards west of

IBEIAIDSNHOVM. Except for the mines, the attack of Force £
had been unopposed,

On the left contact was established

force A and with the

115th Inf (29t&Jnf Div) on the

Force B!s attack on the 20th was delayed an
jumpoff time of

the scheduled

for the day*s operation,
secured by Cos B and P

Co G

0900

by a heavy

right.

hour

2

beyond

fflisfc. In the

119th Inf was to move

IX3th Inf the

with

plan

up to the line

previous day and then ride

tanks into I^EffiIALDEHHOVEH. On its left Oo T 119th Inf and Co I

66th AR were

to secure

the road running northwest between

MBRZBUBAUSBH and EDEHEI,

On the right, Co 35

I
66th AEL were to seize HILL
Company 3P

at

110.8 south of

119 th Inf and Co

iraij&LMJNHOYM*

66th &R launched their attack
119 th Inf and Co I

1000, moved out across the

PTBTOTOOEF^DIJBjBOSLAEI road and

vanced to a point approximately 1000 yards northeast

of

FBEIALftEKSQtfEft,, There they ran into the north part of the
field protecting

j^halted
Am ,

in^

FHSIAXiDESHOVEIsr*

Both wooden and metallic mines

the progress of the armor, so the order was given to dig

They

FPVifitr

v»+
#%J? +Vs**t^* **x^\«?^fc»*+^l
short
were just «nT**n
of
their objective*

T*«kT*/!!\

iii«4
i

>

¥*>^

(
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»
The attack of Go G

119th Inf was

delayed until

IUOO due

to extensive minefields immediately "beyond the line of departure.
The plan of having the infantry ride on the tanks was given up,
and the company advanced

without tank support except for four

British flamethrowing Crocodiles,

These tanks were placed in

direct support and committed despite the fact that the minefields

had not been cleared.
Other than the antitank
to the infantry.

The first enemy resistance

along the fire trenches

>

which were no obstacle

minefields^

was

encountered

which were dug in all around IOTIitfJOTBOVM.

Although these trenches were

manned^

the only antitank fire re

ceived came from bazookas axs£t four small antitank weapons sited
in a camouflaged position at the western edge of tjae town.

fite into

the trenches

just west of

The

They squirted

flame throwing British tanks advanced aggressively.
liquid

«

"the v town, expediting

the advance of the infantry through the obstac;Les
time three of the Crocodiles hit ,mines and were

f

About this

disabled.

The

fourth got to within 100 yards of the town, but there it bogged
down in the

mud.

The infantry drove into the town alone»
factory communications

»

Sue to

practically no supporting fires aided the

advance.

Most of the Germans pulled back or gave up.

prisoners

were

taken,

Numerous

ttQ hostile tanks were encountered in the

town, nor any antitank fire. Although there were many mines they
were carelessly

laid,.

Tfre engineers followed the infantry and

&&\u25a0

»
Not.' a. ain^ie.ioan was

lifted an^enormous

\u25a0Injured by\u25a0\u25a0"them,. By nightfall about half the town was secure.
The advance
Co F

66th AR which

in an endeavor
possible

south of T3SIA£DW&O7W was spearheaded
was ordered to reconnoiter

to find a Way around the

by

well to the south

minefield.

It found it

to skirt the "barrier, "but great difficulty was encountered

in' crossing an irrigation ditch in this sector.

At 13U5 Co F

northwest of the village of

reached its objective, HILL

FHSUBNSAIH, • where it commanded the south and east exits of
FBBIJ^DSNHbVIJN.

>

Company 1 119th Inf, the other member of this

team, moved forward about I^OQ., Very little small arms fire was

encountered,
an

hour,

and the infantry caught up with the tanks in about
.

Company I
66th AH was detached
Company B 82nd Reconnaissance

from Force B at

IUHS.

Battalion was attached to Force B

at 1200 and was employed to maintain contact with the

29th

Inf

Division on the right flank.
The Attack on Bderen
At 1500 on the previous day,

19 November, Force A, CCA,

which had been holding PUFFENDOEF jointly with elements of

CCB, attacked east~southeast

>

with the mission of forcing a

crossing of the antitank ditch and seizing EDER3HH (see Figure

9), Task Force 1 of C&B was given the task of protecting the
'
left flank of Force A and of placing direct fire on GrEREOKSWBILIR
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»
to disrupt any hostile preparation's

for

counterattack. . force A

pushed foi^ard 800 yards to a gap in the antitank ditch southeast

of FUFFIKDOEJ.

During the advance,

the Germans committed a force

of approximately 100 infantry with four tanks towards the seemingly
exposed left flank of Force A, "but the counterattack
'

\u25a0\u25a0•\u25a0\u25a0
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'
the enemy was driven off with heavy

*

\u25a0

losses.

failed, and

k

Promptly at 0900 the next morning, 20 November, Force A
renewed the attack," The two assault platoons of Co %

followed closely *by the infantry of Co, B
of tank destroyers,
to the

I

north.

swung east across

66th AR,

AIB, and a

platoon

the ditch and veered sharply

The morning was misty, the ground "boggy; it was

doubtful for a moment whether the tanks would "be aole to operate
at

all. The infantry followed the tanks at a distance of 200
The tanks were heavily loaded with ammunition, carrying

yards.

113 rounds for cannon and 13,'0Q0 rounds for machine
attacked

with all guns firing.
\u25a0

of fire was the

•

This heavy and continuous
'

' \u25a0'\u25a0

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0

guns.

day's

volume

6

\u25a0

ma^or reason for the

They

success.

The main road to EDEEEIiT served as the axis of advance.
Co B
the

66th AR and its attached

road.

infantry advanced

The leading elements

yards out while the other

on the left of

of this team were ahout 800

team, consisting of Co D

AIR

and Co D 66th AR, was still passing through the antitank ditch,
Co E 66th AR slowed up a little to give Co D 66th AEt an

I
ity to

come up on the opposite side of the road.
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However, before

$

I
this could be accomplished, direct antitank fire from the outskirts
of EDEBSH

knocked

out a tank destroyer and five tanks of Co Bf

Co B 66$h iE was now be*

three of which were later recovered*
tween the

antitank ditch (left) and EDEOT (right), and

your

towards the town from the west?,
tween the assault

haystacks

swinging

in a field "be^

tanks and |!PB3EEN were burning furiously, sending

up white smoke in huge swirls,

A providential wind blowing from

the south provids4 a firsWrate smoke screen behind which the
leading $anks of Co $

an

advanced towards the town,

|he tanks flushed

estimate^ 250 to JOO prisoners in the fields southwest of

»

„

.

EDEEOT.
As soon as

\

saw Company D being maul ed 4 Major Herbert

S. Lpng, commander of the 2nd 3h 66th AS, called Capt Bruce .

Kelley, CO of Co D, .and ordered him
behind Co E.

Kelly disengaged

four remaining mediums

advantage

slides! ip to the east

himself successfully and with his

crossed the

of the smokescreen,

to,

highway to the

and came

u£

left, tool?

in h,alf an hour withot|iJ

further los&.o s&.
Company I*

AIR, the Porce A reserve,

followed 1&&

attack, moving up on the left side of the ditch and in the ditch

itself. Prisoners came out like flics4
small arms.
$.t.

and

When, this company reached a point opposite EDEREIf,

\u25a0fcur^ed east across the

Ka^or

abandoning bazookas

kong then called

ditch,

and reached the town £t 1530%

Colonel Swift and told him that the tanks

nd infantry were ready to attack

WMM frpm the northwest*
66

i
Colonel

Swift ordered the armor to hold, fast and the infan try

(See Plate !•)

to move into.tile town.,

Meanwhile Go 1 66th M (Gapt Chatf ield) had "been detached
,

from force 3 for the purpose of. supporting Force A in the attack

on 325M31, and was now attacking Wffl32>B from the southwest.

Under

jfire from the tanks, Co I? I+la't AIH entered the town from

covering

the west to clean it out, while Co I
66th iE ranged throughout

(See fig* 11.)

its eastern approaches*

secure, and

By 1730 the town was

contact had teen e&ta'b'

lished with CC3 on the left (see Appendix 7IIXS),

i

The

Attacig

JIiIIAiBiIUISOVSH, CCS
¥EILEE (see

yig«

0900

U3ERI3U and

10)* field Order 37 issued "by Division Head^.

20 toy 4

Ijth directed CCB

Elements

llfrhPanzer Reconnaissance
is|on with

its attacks :on

launched a coordinated drive

q.uarter/S at ISOO on the
than

.

on &ereonsweiler

2Q H^v, whiie CGAC ohtihued

On

'

of the

to attack not

later

9th Panz er Pivis ion and the

Sn of the 15th Panzer Grenadier .

remnants of the ISl^ Yolks Grenadier Division held the

enemy line in the CCS

zone.

g

Against this force, CCB planned a

coordinated assault "by its three task forces.
,;

iask I'drce 1, on the

initial olDjective,
previously.

i

right';,

was assigned H^Lt 102.6 as its

It had "been driven off this hill four days

After its capture. Task force 1 would assist the

attack of Task Force 2 oy advancing northeast, maintaining
contact with CCA on the right.
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I
Task Force X would attack a"breast of and on the left of
Task Force 2.

Two troops of the 2nd Squadron,

GEBEOITSWEILER.

(British),

Yeomanry

the northern portion of

Its objective was

which had "been attached

Fife and Forfar

to COB the previous

day, were now attached to $ask Force X for the operation.

These

troops, which were equipped with .flame throwing Churchill tanks,

were to lead the Ist Sri UoSth Inf in the attack, while the 3rd

£>n followed in reserve*

Tanks and tank destroyers

were placed
•\u2666

on the left to guard the north flank of the task force*
Bn I+O6th Inf was given the mission of holding
1

During the night, units

B all preparations

AFW33ILER*

were grouped for the attack and

were made to move at 0900,

A detailed artillery

fire plan was developed "by Lt. Col 3riard P # Johnson,

executive

f

It provided for heavy concentrations

of COB.

SE^EOHStBHiSR
forcements

defenses,

The 2nd

to neutralize the

to isolate tlie town from possible rein~

and to protect it from souiit era t tack once our teams

had entered it.
,

'

Heavy rain fell during the night and continued during the

early morning*

the push was postponed until

As a consequence

1100 in hope of better weather.
As planned,

GERBO2TSWEILER,

Six

intense artillery fires preceded

the drive on

"battalions, "beginning at H minus 10, fired

five rounds per gun into the western outskirts of the town.

From

k,Hhour to H plus Is, corps artillery laid down heavy fires on
•

P

.
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.
the commanding ground around tlie objective.
'\u25a0
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At,E plus

15 the

>
fire failing on the west edge of the objective was lifted, and the
six battaj ions rolled a "barrage through, the town.

.

the line of departure.

At 1100 all three task forces crossed

Task force 1 jumped off in*two columns toward its initial objective

EILL .102. 6.

The Milwas taken at

infantry all the way to the

1130 hours.

Tanks covered the

hill, and no losses were sustained.

After capturing HILL 102.6 the task force moved 'to the eastern
edge of

GSEBdraCiIILIIR where it reorganized.

advance and secured

th6high ground

It then resumed

the

600 yar&s east of the town.

Task force 2, on the .left of Task Force 1, came initially
under only light small arms fire., "but .Soon thereafter heavy

\
V

machine gun fire from south of OSBJJOITSWSILER struck the troops,
inflicting numerous

half an hour.

casualties and pinning Co A Ulst A! down for

Company C

AIR, to the north had some defilade

from this fire "but despite this was also hard hit and was forced
1

down momentarily.

Within a few minutes the strength of two of

its platoons was reduced "by

half.

Two Mark V tanks south of GEEEOHS^ILSE kept the tanks
of Task force 2 from moving against the enemy machine gun
positions.

The Shsrmans of Co I
67th AB which had "been firing

on GSFJIOHSWSILER now turned their attention to the Panthers,
They saw their jG mm projectiles bounce

off the heavily armored

enemy, and consequently broke off the unequal duel.

i

Howvisr, the tank fire into

infantry advance..

GIIRSOrafSIIjER

aided the

Two armor piercing projectiles hit an oil dump

\
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I

'
in the southern eection of the town arid set it on fire. Black
smoke rolled out

and was "blown

"by a southeast

front of the foot troops,

the

;

Six Mark V tanks,

35^0

67th

fective fire on Co I

wind across

yards to the

AR. The fire

was

north, opened
returned, "but without

MV^s.

hope of any damage "being done "by the outranged guns of the

Company C I+lst AIR finally reached the outskirts of the

town* 2nd Lt, Bobert Brockrnan took the leading

platoon

"but was stopped "by fire at a brick wall protecting the

left
I

entrance

The 2nd platoon, following the first, stopped and

to the town*

established

forward

a "base of

and came abreast

fire. The 3^4. platoon maneuvered to the
of

the first.

The platoon leaders were unable to push their men
"but the company

forward.

commander,, Lt Crane, rose to the situation,

/

claiming

to Lt Preston, forward observer of the $3r& Armored FA

Bn, ttLet rs walk iirnto town and see if they will follow.11
The two officers set out, accompanied
ing an SOB.

509

suspended

by two

on a pole between them.

runners caarry.

Seeing this

display of heroism the troops jtimped to their feet and followed

the two officers into GEBEOBSWDILER.

Meanwhile vhe Ist Platoon of Co I
67th JLH crossed

the

ClIRSOHSWI IIiIE^Pt3?lt©TOBI1 road and attacked a strong point south
;

>

of the town, destroying a machine gun.

men in fox holes and burnedout
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About 3O enemy infantry*

tanks had been protecting

the gun.

»

Tn& tank

dozgr

of Qq 1 a6ved up

holes* Hhe Germans quickly
tanks he£d their fire

aM

afs

"began covering up the fox

emerg#& with

the

scattered

white

flags up.

The

enemy "began running to

the rea* in an attempt to esdape §nly to "be quickly cut down*
2*reed from the enfilading^ire, &>s A and 3 IjXst AIB

moved

up Rapidly and entered

GMlOliStfiltLßß about

2?he cooaander of the Ist 3n

1200 hours *

Utst AIB ordered Cos

A and C

to push through G{BEEO^SI/ /BIIjSR. and set up a defense on the eastern
i

side.

He directed Go B to remain in town and clear it of enemy.

yir"k tanks followed the infantry and supported the mop~up with

fire (see Blate g)> I^wever, all three companies

Bk pinned
by Task

were soon

down inside the town by tank and machine gun

force 1 which was

fire lifted after about

advancing from the south o

15

fire delivered
When this

minutes the infantry pressed on through

the town, reaching the eastern edge at I^oo, Companies A and 0
continued

theij?

advance

500

they linked up with elements

yards east of

GfEHBOK'SWSIIfEE where

of Task Force 1 on the right.

were not able, however,, to contact Task

force X on the

They

llet*

Meanwhile Co B continued the cleanup of GSBEOUS^ILER.
Intense artillery

fire harassed

sporadic until the mopping

the troops.

force reached the

The shelling was
center of town, and

then it iDecame very heavy*: The Germans in the town resisted
only half

hear

tedlyv

Wany were found in cellars attempting to

hide until nightfall in the hope of escapinf: through our lines"

j^^F to

rejoin their units*,
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>

<*

was led "by the

Tile lask Force X thrust from
Ist^Sji4<O6^h

H

Inf spearheaded

6f tli AE moved

"by Crocodiles, "while six tanks of Go

out on tlie north flank to the High ground nortk*

east of GEaSGHSWBIIjISI^

.

Intense SS mm Cannon and machine gun fire was received "by
the.infantfy as they lef t J&MIIM. The fire came from high
ground to the north in the vicinity of PHtMSHRJJ and BJSJSCaC.

C

lllst
4

guns.

E) 3n moved

Company

to the east ofAPWEIIiBE to engage the enemy

The maneuver was a success in that it drew all the fire to

the tank

destroyers, "but

at heavy cost for the company lost all

except three of its vehicles in the fight*

Once the harassing

fire

diverted the infantry advanced rapidly "behind the leading

Crocodiles.

Small a:rms aad machine gun fire from <jHRSK)HS¥EIIjIE

was /light. Companies 3 end C Uo6th Inf reached the town at 1115,
They drove straight through and

reached the northeastern

outskirts

at 1300 and set up a defensive line. Co &$&$ following, made contact



with the tanks of Co U 67th A8A8 and occupied the high ground north
of the town.

in mopping

Co A then moved on the town to assist Cos S and. C

up*

The flank attack of Co A completed the demoralization of
the defenders.

German troops "began streaming out of the norths

east edge $f town in an attempt to escape

>

to LIMICH, They were

cut down in large numbers l>y the two companies

the eastern edge of G3EH23OIS¥BII»BR,
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w&ich had reached

>
The 3rd Ba Ho6th tnf after having "been held

iB/mLE^ for an how

and a

Tip

in

half Tsjf $S m firefrom HRIM&CT and>

small arms fire from ©JEEOISMLI!S t 'followed the Ist 3n to

ay

ward the

swung aff to the left and secured the
0o I

o'blective.

high ground which had previously ftecm taken "by the tanks and Co

X and £ moved into the western part of

Companies

A.

GSSBOHSVESItffiH.

!Ehe 2nd Sn moved out of IWJOTDOT and secured a defensive
line fro® ,|PfBILIE to &imo3pvsillisR f contacting the 3r(^ Bn in the
•

Charles &\u25a0,

&?&*&, replaced the

2d 'Bn,.'ia IH^HPOKH1 (see Appendix

'
\u25a0'
'\u25a0/ \u25a0"'.
9
ID for com^ositioii of fask Force 0) ¥
\u25a0

>

the newly formed Task Force 0, commanded "by Major

latter town,
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'

:

\u25a0\u25a0

\u25a0

% nightfall a oontinuous line ran from iM^KDGRf to
iHSISSB, Ihence

\u25a0&ry®&

where a tie*in wm

G|lß|loHS^f£lt®E to the Task S'^rce 1 positions

established

with CCA troops.

•

Th® Division captured ©ore tha?i JQO prisoners in the course
of the attacks on G;EHEofetel|i|lS,

iSDUKSBf

and". f3MiM£BWBQVW+

Its

.

iosses were 2^ Icilled, I^6 wounded and 11 missin^v (See Appendix
VIIIB for map)

.

\u25a0CQff, Deepens,

2he 2nd Armd

jDiv

Its Penetration

continued the attack on all fronts on

21 I
veia'ber, the combat commands employing their five task forces
in

coordinated drives from

positions in the vicinity of

E&SIAIOT^

miMt Wmm and GEEBOfStailXim, • Division artillery, reinforced
\u25a01y Cbrpi,.laid down intense preparatory fires prior to the attack.
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The mission? assigned OGB incited the capture of the high
ground

to the north and east of . GBBEESSSIpJIIffi, and the

ment of its positions

southeast of the town* The enemy situation

confronting; the combat command

issued at 2000 hours 20

..

j

Hoy was

as given in the attack order,
as follows*

.^Enemy rear installations are withdrawing across the BOER*
Our advance is opposed "by els of the 9th fz and 15th PfcG. Divs
and remnants of the obsolescent lolrd Yolks Grenadier pffv.
Dug~in tanks, Mk tf and VX| effectively delay our advance,
and artillery and mortar continues to "be heavy. Casualties
have reduced the JJn in our sector to approx 1000 men and 20
tanks, Ho reinfs are rpid "by Bf s and inclement weather
prevents air rcn"

*

....

TaskTor.cc X was assigned the mission of capturing the

>

high ground

overlooking the &0&& one mile north and northeast of

GISEOHSV/EIXIE,

The

Jr^

Sn 67tji

and a platoon of tank destroyers

were detached from $ask force 2 and attached to fesk ITorce X

.

Task Jorce X jumped off at 1100 after a heavy artillery
preparation followed by a rolling "barrage through the objective.

Air strikes on HlkjjS 9W

9&,1, battalion; objectives, had

"been planned "but were cancelled due to misty weather*
U?he 3rd Bn

Inf followed so closely "behind the

"barrage that is; captured its objective at 112&,

The enemy had

suffered heavily from the preparatory fires and resistance was
very light. The German survivors were quickly captured,
as saul t com.pan i
e& dug in, loofeing down on the HQ3SB*

)

not required to hol|L theii:; positions long^

elements of the

Inf (S^th Inf Sif 3
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and the

They were

however, as at 1200

"began crossing in front

I
of the

3*d 3h and

positions.

"by

completely pinched out the

1500 had

and occupied new

The "battalion then reassembled

|)ositions north and east of

3rd Bn

G^HSOHSI^BIIiISl>

forming a Reserve

line

for Task Force X,
The Ist

Inf crossed the line of departure at

Bn

1100, its objective "being HILL §S*l» This \u25a0battalion also crowded
the artillery and reached the crest of the objective just as the
enemy

rose from his hole's to fighs. Resistance was "brief. 3y noon

all hostile troops had "been driven fron the hill—killed or captured.

In these two attacks Task force X took about 200 prisoners*

Task Force l*s principal
east of &I3SEOIJS\ ,TBILEE,
I

objective

The Germans

was HILL 95, about 800

laid down heavy artillery

and ao rtar fire on the attackers as soon as they jumped off* .Although this fire forced Task Force 1 to advance more slowly than

Task Force X on its left, it also captured its objective rapidly.
The Ist 3n Ij-lst

Aliiwas detached

from Task

Force £,

attached to Task Force 1, and ordered to advance 3QQ^ yards east
of its present position^
damn fool, mission as we already had the commanding ground, n
was the comment of one Task Force 2 officer.

But the "battalion pushed out
whereupon it got into a fight

The 2nd 3n

67th '.£& supporte<|

3^o

yards

as ordered,

that lasted the rest of the

day.

it with ffie*rc* At last, undei' intense

mortar, direct artillexy and tank fire,, the "battalion was pulled
"back to its original positions.
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Task Force X was also having difficulties* When the Ist
BnJ*o6th

Inf captured HILL 9,8.1 the flanks of its left

(Company A) had "been left

exposed,

There was a gap of

company

500

yards'

"between it and the 3r& Battalion on its left, while an interval
of

fOO

it from Company B on the right,

yards separated

A platoon

of Company B was sent out to link up with Company A, "but was

able to close the gap.
)

..

The enemy saw his opportunity and made a determined effort

to drive Co A off the objective.

"by an infantry company at

The first counterattack,

I6OQ, was

made

repelled "before a penetration

could "be effected.
A second and larger counterattack
\u25a0

shortly after dusk,

was launched at

17^5 »

The enemy employed three companies of the

11th Pz &*Regt. again making his main effort against Company
The Germans used trickery in their attempt, to close

A<
in.

Some groups advanced under the protection of white flags, while

others came forward with their hands up, in an attitude of
render, "but cleverly concealing hand grenades in their palms,
As a result of this vile conduct.,, the two platoons of
Company A holding the line were almost completely destroyed,

the company was

and

forced to withdraw about '3oo yards to the south

to a position which afforded some defilade against machine gun
and

.

rifle fire.
Tanks of the

WTD

3rd 3n 6jth AB. and one

Bn were detached

platoon of Co B

Jo2d

from Task force 2 to reinforce the infantry*
With' this assistance, the Germans were driven "back and the original
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When., the attack ended, the strength of

line was restored at 18>3O,

Co A had "been reduced to

5^

Co B was a little "better off with

men.

SO men remaining.
Company C

Uo6th

Inf wasfibrought forward immediately to

fillin the gap on the left flank, Capt George C. Armentrout,
the company commander, displayed such leadership and heroism that
he was recommended

for the Distinguished Service Cross.

The 2nd Bn Hc6th Inf was held in reserve in GMSOITSWSILER
during the day.

When the second counterattack

developed,

Co G

was moved to the right flank of Co A, Co F occupied a position
in depth, while Co E was held in reserve.

The 3r& n
Ist 3n

Ulst

AIH and "by darkness

entire CC3 front.

SUth

AIR moved

up to restore 'Contact with the

the line was intact along the

Contact was gained with the

UOsth

Inf Hegt (under

Inf Div) on the left and with CCA on the right.

The Ist Bn 335th Inf (gUth Inf Div), attached to 2nd Armd
Div, was further attached
to relief of the

to CCB.

3rd Bn Ho6th Inf

It occupied 3PLOVSRICH preparatory
during the night of 2122 November.

CCA Begins to Threaten Merzenhausen

While CC3 was wresting more ground from the enemy in the
vicinity of G3SIOF^3ILER, Force B of CCA launched

two attacks

to capture positions whence an assault could "be made on MiSZMHiUSW.

The left element of Force 3, consisting of the 2nd Bn

119 th Inf (less 2 co's), one
\ of

platoon of Co I
66th AR and

one troop

Fife and Fo.rfars, Jumped off from mSX&LDWBDVW at 0900, the
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initial objective

MSS2®P4U3BN.

"being the gtound "s§§ to

UOO

yards west of

The ground a few hundred yards east of

HOVEK "begins to slope gently down towards MSB£ENHA,USEN #

Although

exposed %o observation from the high ground east and northeast of

pjEZBIIH/lUSEir, for some reason the enemy did not fire on the
attackers to any great extent,
artillery

The intermittent mortar and

fife received was inaccurate and there were few cas»

ualties.
Company & 119th

In£ reached its objective about 15^0.

Its first platoon, under |it# Gale C? &uiuif patrolled into

>

Mm?BIHAOSEN. ..'Vfhea Jitj
of

tanks in the

returned and

it wa^ decided %Q

reported the presence

postpone

further attack

until the next morning.

, on

Company Jl,J1

the left of Co G, had meanwhile advanced

almost to the M|EZ|&ZAIJS33H.|*D|IPEH Eoad, where it occupied
positions from which it could
enemy

was

dug in

further movement

cover the road v/ith fire. The

on the high ground opposite Company F, and

would probably have drawn

heavy fire from

him.

The company, remained in these positions until the evening of

26 Hbvember. *T.
The right element of J*orce B, consisting of the Ist Bn

66th M ()., Co U U9th Inf, and one platpon of
was also scheduled

»

to cross the line of departure

delays in fueling the tanks postponed
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Co 0

Jo2d WBn

at 0900, but

the 4um|>off until 1100.

>
The attack, launched from a position south of 3Q3SIACB3S&*

HOVM, was spearheaded

"by Co P

66th AH while Go

E 119 th

followed on foot, initially at a distance of 300 yards.
objective

The

was HIIiL 101.5, about 600 yards south of MERZENHAtTSEU,

The attackers

advanced across potato and "beet fields wholly

posed to observation

from the high ground east and northeast of

MBH.ZEKHA.USM. Our tanks
the objective,

met little resistance

until they were on

when they were engaged by six Mark VI tanks from

positions in M3ERZEMAUSBF,

>

tnf

Two of the enemy tanks were destroyed

and the others driven undercover,
During the exposed advance,

number

the infantrymen suffered a

from artHlery and mortar fire* Efforts to

of casualties

obtain cover by proceeding along th? I^IIRBOSLiJUMEaZBIEAIJSEIT road
proved

vain, for the

enemy had this

avenue

and covered it with artillery and mortar fire* Nonetheless,
infantry pushed on

in,

of approach zeroed

the

doggedly, and reached the objective by

fall.
Only a minor operation was carried out by JTorce A on the

21st #
yards

It attacked at 1100 to seize

east of EDEBEH,

artillery

HIIX 97 # 6, a few hundred

There was no opposition except light

fire*

The night of the 21st found the 2nd Armd Div tied in on

>

a front that ran from south of MER2:E2JIKA.TJSM through HII»jD 97.8

(east of JDEKBH) to the high ground east and north of GEBEO&S*

WEILER (see Appendix TIIIB for map),
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I
n less than

60 hours of

fighting it had taken three well defended

towns,

had

the high ground overlooking the SOER, and had established

itself in positions from which it could launch a knocfe^out "blow

wm. ok

"Shield

Order 35, CCA,

chapter

183.6304

v

Fov 44.

After Action Report, 2nd Armored Division, 19 Fov 44 #

|T|v.ember

Hinth United States Army, Operations 17, Offensive in
? 4th Information and Historical Service, p. 141.
U
Op Cit.» linth Army, p. 113.

5.

.

\u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0.

\u25a0

Ibid., p. 113.

•.

After Action Report, OCA, 2nd Armored
Piyision, 20 Hoy Uk t gives the time as 201000. . fhe *ttb Informa
Hon and Historical Service is careful to point out that the
attack of Force B was delayed one hour after the scheduled time;
gives no indication that Force A was similarly del ayed.
Personal Interview, Brig, Gen. John H. Collier, former
CGA <Jomma|ider f at Fort Knox, Ky., Übv. 4g #
After Action Eeport, CCA, 2nd Armored Division, 20 Jfov HU•

COB, 2nd. Armored Division, 191730 3STov
Git., Ninth Army, pp l^>lHg, passim.

Field Order
Q

59.

UU.

.Field Order 60, CCB, 2nd Armored Division, 202000 Fov kk
Op Pit., \u25a0'Sixth Army,

yy

I^71

18

?• ift* After Action Seport, 2nd Armored Division,
IMS*
44
states
£l.Bbv
thas these elements were halted by severe tank
and automatic weapons fire.

,

I*s
•"Op Pit, ITinth Armyf, pp

160161.
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>
CHAPTER VI
THS LAST PHASE

MERZBHHAUSBHT was the key to the enemy's final defensive
positions in the division zone.,

So long as he could hold it his

lines of communication west of the EOBH were secure.

But once

he lost MBHZENHAUSM and its satellite high ground, 3AEMMT would

"be rendered untenable and the west "bank of the ROER. uncovered.
The enemy could "be counted on to fight tenaciously for

HAUSSH.

In the event, it proved one of the hardest fought actions

of the month*

)

Initial Attack on Meyzenkausen
On 22 ITov, whij.e the other units of the Division
grouped and improved their positions, Force B of OCA launched

the first attack against M^H^SNHAUSBU (see Fig. 11).

mission was to seize the town, "block its northeast
thereafter defend a line

running NW and

Its

entrance, and

533, maintaining contact

with Force A on the left and with the 29th Inf Div on the right.
MSR2MHAUSSJJ was heavily defended.

Fire trenches pro«

tected it on the north, west and

south.

was stronly supported "by tanks*

An orchard immediately west of

the town concealed numerous

The German infantry

tanks and SO mm assault guns.

To

overcome these powerful defenses was extremely difficult..
The attack jumped off at

\

0900.

The Ist Bn

66th AS reinf

attacked from south of the village, while the 2nd Bn 119th Inf
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I
reinf approached from the west.

Of the five British tanks in

support, two Crocodiles were included in the force attacking
from the south,

while one Crocodile and two Churchills supported

the attack from the west (see Appendix 2),
At 0900, the two Crocodiles led off the attack from the

south, advancing aggressively towards the southwestern edge of
KSHZMEAXJ3SI,

Employing their flame throwers almost continuously,

the Crocodiles had an electrifying effect on the hostile infantry.
Almost immediately^ at five
of the town

different

places along the south side

and in the orchard, white flags

"began to wave*

Then,

unluckily, the British,vehicles moved into exposed positions on a

I

ridge, and bef ore 1000 all had "been destroyed "by high velocity
fire from the

orchard.

Ehe white flags disappeared.

The Crocodiles had "been leading a platoon of infantry.
As soon as the flame throwers were destroyed,

the enemy, who only

a few minutes "before .had "been so willing to surrender,

now "blocked

the advance of the infantry with grazing machine gem fire* The
platoon was forced to a

halt, and the Germans then took it under

fire with their mortars.

Our own mortar and artillery fire on

the orchard and on MMIOTHAJXSiaT failed to silence the enemy pieces,

La£er it was discovered that most of the hostile
protected "by

>

line of

overhead cover*

positions

were

The platoon had to withdraw to the

departure.

,

Company G 119th fnf part of the force West of the town,

was now ordered to fix "bayonets and charge the town.
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The men at

I
the time were dug in an open ground under direct hostile
tion,

They had discovered

that any attempt

itions immediately brought down fire.
ward to attempt
6.o wn.

So a patrol was sent
It was soon pinned

to find an avenue of approach.

66th AS was then ordered to attack.
Company I

approached

trenches,

As it

the town, two Shermans were knocked out, and two more

"bogged down,

it to

to leave their

The others, however, opened a gap through the fire

drove the hostile armor from the orchard, and forced

retreat

east of the town,

The first and second platoons of

Co G 119 th Inf then passed through the gap and at IJIO "began to
attack

the outermost, "buildings of MSRZENBAUSSU;

I

At about

1530

Capt Warae R. Parser of Co B 119th Inf,

which had "been involved in the abortive attack from the south in

the morning, ordered his third platoon forward to help consolidate
the town,

The leader, Lt William Hall, advanced along the same

route he had taken that morning, and this time was able to get
through the orchard,

LTear the cross roads at the edge of town

his men were forced to take shelter in a ditch from machine gun
and tank fire coming down the main street.

He asked Capt Parker

to have the second platoon pull up on his right,
and as daylight faded, both platoons

2his was done,

worked into the first three

or four buildings on the south side of town.

»

While Co S 119th Inf was moving these two platoons into
MSRZ3HHAUSM, the two assault

platoons

to work on each side of the street,
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3y

of Co Gr

173^

119th Inf continued

they had advanced

I
about onethird of the way through town when the enemy launched
a counterattack

down the street,

headed "by a Mark "VI tank.

It

66th AH which had followed
knocked out one of the tanks of Co I
the infantry into town and it completely "broke up the attack of
Co 0 119 th Inf. Lacking confidence in their "bazookas, and unaware
that two platoons of Co S were coming up to strengthen
position, all "but a handful of Co G retreated

their

to the vicinity of

the company CP, located in a house just west of the crossroads
the western edge of the town.

at

Luckily the Mark VI did not pursue

them, as none of the four remaining tanks of Co I
were in position

»

to halt the Tiger if it had dared to go further, and no mines

had yet "been laid.
Capt Chabaud ordered his third platoon forward to
tablish a line

near the

Lt Faris, he attempted

Cp while with the help of his executive,

to pull together the rest of his

organized company.

Lt Colonel William C. Cox, commanding officer of the 2nd
Bn

119 th Inf learned

of Co G.

only late in the evening of the experience

He immediately came to Co G* s CP

his own headquarters

set up

there—and supervised the mining of the

street in front of the battalion 1s line.
rest of the night strengthening

»

—in fact, he

Colonel Cox spent the

the "battalion !s positions.

He

had three heavy machine guns set up to cover the minefield, with
a tank in support.

The other heavy machine guns were placed on

the north side of the town.
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At 0130, 23 Uov, Capt Thomas F. Carothers, commander of
the 2nd Bn

Hist

AIR, whose unit had just arrived in rSEIALDENHOVEH"

from SDSRM and whose men thought they were due for a rest, was
called to the regimental CP "by Colonel Hinds.

The Colonel des-

cribed the situation in MERZERHAUS3N' as critical and alerted Capt
Carothers for movement to MSRZMBA.TJS2H" to restore the lines.

The relief "battalion arrived in MBRZEKHA-ITSar a"bout

OH3O.

Company E

By this time, Col Cox had the situation in hand.

Hist

AIR moved in one the right edge of town, jointly occupying the
first four or five houses with Co S

119th Inf for

protection from

Company D Hist AIR moved into the houses

the enemy artillery.

on the left side of the road.

These houses were to serve as the

line of departure

for the following day's attack*

Hist AIR remained

in reserve and dug in in the field between

nrnzmsavsm

Company P

and hill101.5.

Before daylight Capt Chatf ield of Co I
66th AH suggested
that. Co Or

119th Inf

resiime the attack

Company G- had suffered

3H

casualties

on the enemy in MERZENHA-USlsr.
since jumping off the prev-

ious afternoon and its three rifle platoons
of

38 me&» It was obvious to leaders of the

were down to a total
company and to Col

Cox that the survivors were too shaken to launch a successful
attack.

The 2nd Bn

Hist AIR .therefore undertook

ing one company on each side of the street.

These companies were

supported "by four tanks and two tank destroyers.
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to attack employ-

I
The infantry Jumped, off from the shattered houses at

Q&00. tEhe enemy > estimated as a "bat tal ion, fanatically defended
his positions in town with tanks hidden
artillery, mortars and small

Ifr houses,

dug in tanks,

arms fire.

The fight progressed from hotise to house

»

Snipers fired

at the advancing Americans and grenade^; were thrown at them from
second story

windows*. Forty or

fiftyprisoners were taken

as the

"battalion advanced 100 yards to the middle of MSBZSHBMTSM, .
1I1 s tanks was knocked out. Its crew reported
One of Co I

>

that; It

was hit "by an enemy tank concealed "behind a sliding

door in a large "building*. The door was opened only to allow the
tank to fire and then was promptly closed.

At,

1500

a "bazooka and

Molotov cocktail team was organized to set this "building on fire,
!The Tmilding went up in flames > "but the intensity of the hostile
gunfire prevented the team from remaining to observe the results*
At

1500 the "battalion

ground it had gained,

cleared of enemy,

Only about half of

V

the

MERZMHiUSM had ."been

(See Fig. 11.)

Elements of CGA spent
in MERZEtmAUSM.

wag ordered to consolidate

. (The

2nd Sn

2^ ITov

consolidating

Uls.t AJE (less Co

their positions

F) returned to

TBMAZDmS&V'm* Compahy F^lst AJR, which had "been in reserve^
relieved Co I
ll^th tnf in the line one half mile northwest of

>

MIRZMHkTTSSiir.. .
Although prisoners reported that the &ermans were
forcing the ir garrison in the. north part of the town no effort
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was made to drive them out of MERZEHWJSSIT as major changes in
the divisional scheme of maneuver

were in the process of devel<~

0pment.

.

The Division Regroups
Several days previously XIX Corps had announced a change
in the corps left "boundary, effective at 1800.
change narrowed the division
immediately

This

zone to HlLti 31*6 (exclusive)

east of ED3REBT to a point about

&OSIAH (see Appendix &B for map).

division of

2^ Hbv.

responsibility for the

SOQ

yards

west of

This in effect relieved the

area held "by COB and thus

greatly improved its freedom of action in launching the final

"blow of tbe operation.
The regrouping incident to the shift in "boundary began .
on 22 November

when troops of the XIIICorps were temporarily

attached to the 2nd Arrnd Div for the purpose of relieving
ments of CCB in

the line. The next

day GOB relieved Force

A. of

CCA in the vicinity of TEDTB&M• TJpOn its relief Force A was
solved and force B was redesignated as the
.

When the new

boundary became

Hist AIE () reinforced.

effective at ISOO 2^'Uov

the XIIICorps elements reverted to their parent units.

At the

same time the Uo6'th Inf reverted to the 102nd Inf Eiv«
Upon the completion of these changes,
fr,ont was held by CCA.

the entire Division

CGB assembled in the vicinity of OIDTW3ILSR.
/
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Continuation, of

th£ Attack

While these changes were in progress OCA was engaged in

as developed

planning the final drive of the operation. . The plan
laid, down a

threesfold mission for GGA: To

clear

the enemy from

MSftfcBTH&tJSW, to seize the town of BAHMSM, and to cut the enemy

west of the EO2E in the Division zone.

communications

2

The troop list was revised and a new task organization

The new attack force consisted of the Ist and 2nd

established.
Bns

119th Inf, 2nd and 3rd 3ns Hist AtE, Hen Co 66th AX, and Cos
'

\.

.

\u25a0

I, C and Or

\u25a0

.'

\u25a0

\u25a0

\u25a0

25 Eov

The time of attack was set as

maneuver

contemplated

"
\u0084

0715 27

Hov,^

a threepronged attack*

AIR on, the ri^ht was directed

CCA's scheme

The 3r& Bn

to capture the high ground from

HILL 9&.1 (east of MMZME4tJS#) to KOSIAR (exclusive).
3n

..

order of the CG XIX Corps, and

by verbal

assembled northwest of fS[|IAI,SSM!OVM*

of

•

66th AR. The Ist Bn 119 th Inf was attached torthe 2nd

Armd Biv at 2000

\u25ba

'

119th Inf

The 2nd

would clean out MSEZSiHA.TJSBT^nd establish road

fcicwisfika* inter sections east of the town.

The objective of the

is^Bn 119 th Inf was HILL 100.3, northwest of HSH2mrHiIUSEIJr.

The

2nd Bn tylst AIR, initially in .reservei was to pass through the

2nd Bn 119 th Inf after MBRZStIHAUSJSM had been cleared and seize
objectives west and southwest

of

BARMf. (See

Fig.

12.)

Coli Collier, commander of CCA, saw that the chief
lem of the operation lay in finding a good route of approach for

\

tanks to assist

the

I4t £n 119th Inf in
92

taking the high ground

•

northwest

of M2RZ3EHAUSEM.

This high ground was protected "both

on the south and on the west "by a cliff, varying fron 10 to
feet in height.

A second "barrier to a tank assault

93

15

was a snail

r

i

stream

1

30

(

to

Uo yards on the near side of the embankment,

In

addition, an antitank ditch protected the high ground from armored
attack from the west, while a series of fire trenches along the

top of the Cliff provided a formidable defense against either tanfc

or infantry approach from 'both south and west.

Southwest of the

stream the ground sloped gently upwards to the outskirts of
PSSiIAIiD^IHOT.'HJB'j west of the stream the ground also sloped slightly

upwards to high ground just east of ffiSESKF.

fhus the enemy from

his positions along the crest of the steep rise had good o"bserva*
tion on nearly all the ground over which he might Toe attacked.

Col. Collier explained to Col. Herlong that he had requested the
assistance

because no

of the infantry

i

to the high ground had "been found.

satisfactory tank approach

He emphasized that he would

like very much, to use tanks in the assault

if Col. Herlong could

find a defiladed route with reasonably good traction over which

the tanks could move.

Col. Herlong planned to move his "battalion from its
assembly

area on

the northwest side of F^IAtiiDIITHOTSK" to the

railroad tracks southeast

of SD3JE3F,.

AS held posit ions along the
3n

119 th Inf would pass

a"breast.

3^^®M£SE#SNBAUSM Hoad.

She Ist

Company B was given the mission of scaling the cliff and

along the crest,

I

66th

through these positions with two companies

cleaning out the antitank ditch.

southeast,.

Sen Co of the

It would then proceed eastward

swing around. and assault HII£, 100. 3 from the

Company C was to advance on, the; right of Co 3,. while
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,

I

Co .A

regained

in reserve

Herlong specified that
platoons abreast

"
in the :vicinity of" JHiIiALDIBHOVISH. Col,

Cos Band C were to attack with two

and, one platoon in

reserve.

The Attack on gj November

19^

CCA, occupying the entire 2nd Armd Div front, attacked

as planned in three columns at 0715 on 27 November.

The attack

was preceded "by an artillery barrage*
The 3rd Bn

Ulst .AIR attacking

on the right, encountered

the enemy in force on the ridge east of HSIRZSMHAUSM and was' taken
under fire "by artillery and mortars.
pinned the "battalion

A fierce counterattack

to the rear slopes of the high ground.

infantry jumped into abandoned

I

them for the remainder of the

The

German trenches and held out in
day, receiving considerable

ItOSIAH.

"

fire from

.

,

The advance of the 2nd Bn 119 th Inf in the Center, was
«
resisted "by the enemy with heavy small arms fire within MMZSKmTJSM
and with tank fire from the vicinity of 3ABMT and the crossroads
northwest of mRZWBWSW.

Company F, advancing in the center of

the town, was taken under fire "by snipers and "bazookas, as well as
"by artillery and

necessary

mortars.

In order for Co Pto advance

it became

to reduce nearly every house on either side of the main
&

street.

>

The technique employed was simple.

While one squad

poured fire into the openings of a house, a second squad rushed
the occupants.

'
A squad commanded by Staf f Sgt. Charles
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B.

Miner

I

captured approximately:

fhe commander

300

prisoners in houses

during the day.

and entire staff of the \u25a0battalion which had "been
A

defending

the town.

houses, in

MSRZENIAIFS3F was captured in one of the last

By IJOO Co ? had cleaned out all the "buildings in
\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0

imzEwnsm..

.

;

\u25a0

'Ifhile Go y iras fighting its way from one house to another,
Go E was having a hard fight in the "back yards of the houses on
the south side of the main street*

In these yards the enemy had

dug a large number of overhead "bunkers connected "by communication

trenches.

To assist Co 33, two tank destroyers and two

M*+!s

were assigned the mission of moving a"breast of the infantry in
the open field south of the town.

I

abled "by mines,

*he two

M~Ms

were soon

fwo more were "brought Up, "but one of the^e was

promptly knocked out "by. "bazooka fire, Co 1 was, given no further

tank support, and the two. tank destroyers were too far to

the"

south to "be of much value.
It took nearly the entire afternoon to drive the stubtnorn
defenders "back 200 yards,

finally, when it was almost dark, the

company commander dommit ted his support platoon*

Lt, Harold

JKolycross, the platoon leader, determined to nake

an old fashioned

infantry assault*

firing almost constantly, the attackers

through the refraining "back yards making

no effort to take cover

"but only to move forward as quickly as possible.

>

The men either

vaulted over the fences or "boosted each other over them*
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ew&pt

Unemy

$he momentum

?e? ist&ice collapsed in the face of this assault,
of the attack continued until

side of the town at 180b,

it reached the creek on the far

There Co B formed a defensive line for
\

the night.

fhs attack on the left was mafe by the Ist 3n li9th Inf.
Protected "by

very limited visibility,

the. battalion

Companies 3 and

progress after crossing the line of departure.

C comprised the assault echelon
platoons abreast.

j

made rapid

Co £ was on the left with two
proved

An antitank, ditch south .of HILL 100. 3

to, "be unoccupied* "out some men were left there "by Co Cto secure

it*

-

'

"

;.

..

\u25a0

The troops got within UOOU 00 yards of tlie objective, HILL
100^3, "before "being discovered.

JF

she first hostile fire was re-

ceived oy Co B, which was trying to advance up the eliff at the
point where the

railroad Tsends northward.

the trenches overlooking the embankment
the assault

was pinned

down,

Small arms fire from

soon "became intense, and

Approximately

150

yards

west of

this point, the other attacking troops found an avenue of
approach- in the form of

a narrow northsouth draw.

Two platoons

Of Co C and one platoon of Co B moved into the draw, passing

"beneath the railroad overpass,

I?he third

platoon of Co 0

was

echeloned to the rear to protect the line of communications.

A straight infantry attack was organized in the draw.
Artillery and mortar concentrations

were placed on the objective

as well as on the fire trenches to the east.

I
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The artillery

>

forward observer arranged a

rolling/barrage

to precede the

Infantry at a distance of 200 yards.

She three platoons in the draw advanced "behind the
"barrage.

But It soon "became apparent that the hostile small arras

fire had not "been neutralized.

SQO

yards to the east

was

Snemy fire from the trenches

Our artillery was shifted to

deadly.

these trenches, making possible an advance of approximately 5P
yards, "but at a cost of five killed and

15 wounded*

The enemy

had dug in so well that the artillery fire had only a minor

.effect* Col Herlong "became convinced that an infantry assault
without tanks would

>

prove'

too costly.

He ordered his men "back

to the draw.
In the meantime,

reconnaissance

of the railroad tracks

that ran between the stream and the embankment revealed that tanks
could

the

"be. routed

draw,

~

along these

tracks to a point UOO yards west of

At this point the ground, instead of rising abruptly,

an ideal avenue of approach for

sloped gently upwards, providing

armor. Col

Herlong promptly advised Col. Collier that he had

found a route over which tanks could gain the high ground.

Col,

Qollie.r immediately ordered Co G 66th AR, commanded by Capt
Joseph Roberts,

to advance over this route.

The infantrymen held

their positions during the hour and a half before Capt Roberts



tanks arrived,

>

1

The railroad bed proved more satisfactory than most roads

as an avenue erf approach.

As the tanks moved off it and up the
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fek hillt the

soared, condition of the ground

sloVed. them down

what/ But none of the tanks logged down.
The infantrymen* s spirits soared with the tanks

of 100 to 200 yards,

They followed the tanks at a distance

Sis fire slackened,

effect on the enemy was marked.

1

arrival,

$he

and soon

Ibrty Germans were captured; an eq.ual number were killed
'
\u25a0'"
.
.
.
U
V
or wounded; and the "balance managed to escape.
She tankinfantry

ceased*

':""'.

'

•

\u25a0

'

\u25a0\u25a0

\u25a0

\u25a0

assault
th,e

'

l

\u25a0

secured the objective (HILL 100,3) and the trenches to

east simultaneously.

The position was immediately organized.

Company A !s positions on the right flank were occupied after dark
and were thoroughly

tied in "by 0200 28 November*

At 2200 the 2nd 3n

Hist AIE, which

had "been held in

reserve throughout the day in JBMAJjSMKOVSF, was ordered for*

B.ward

to capture HILL. 9S«I and to fillthe gap "between the 3rd 3n
'

Ulst

AIR on the ri^it and the 2nd Sa 119th Inf in MmZTßmklJßm*

The attack was made "by Cos D andP following an axis to the left
of the .' MJE^SNEAtISSSSrKOSLAE road,
right "by Co G

Ulst AIH. The

Company 35

AIR moved up

They were assisted on their

object ive

was taken without difficulty

to fillthe gap "between the Ist and

2d 3ns 119th Inf,

Counterattack
At

2130

Against Merzenhausen

the enemy launched a tank infan try attack from

the direction of ILOSSDOS5 I. against the positions of the 2nd 3n

13,9 th Inf in the. vicinity of HSRZSKHA.irSM,

force was

Most of the counter

stopped "by artillery fiie "but two of the tanks
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I

;

and the •\u25a0\u25a0.infantry on thrift crossed

the railroad traces and

the nine field laid TDy Co

aipprQached

IMlJth Inf.

The "bazooka

team covering the mine field had "been reinforced "by two tank
a BAR man and a rifleman,

destroyers,

About' lO to

the mine field the' tanks stopped and the

T}e

maneuver

The tank destroyers attempted

to comply ?

into a satisfactory position

"actually never got off a round.

foot troops.

to fire on the tanks, /but

Meanwhile, six infantrymen had

worked into positions from which they

»

infantry

sent up to enable them to spot the tanks, and Co Fls

clortar platoon proceeded
to

accompanying

yards from

The tank destroyers requested that

attempted to piear the mines.

flares

15

qould

fire on the German

These men opened up on the Germans, apparently

killing or wounding six

or eight.

Thjs Americans continued their

fire for some time, despite the fact that the two German tanks
continuously returned

the fire. The tanks were never a"ble to

locate the exact positions of the Americans, and most of the fire
wint into the "buildings to the rear*
In the darkness

the enemy had considerable

ifforts to remove the mines.

artillery support despite their

extreme proximity to the area to "be fired. on.
desired, effect, and the enemy gave up and,

Shortly after this counterattack

»

in his

Fearing that he would eventually

succeed* the defenders called for

119 th Inf repelled a

success

Our fire had the

retreated to the north.

was repulsed, Co

patrol of 21 men who had crossed

over the stream in Co S!s sector,
100

£his patrol was

2

the "bridge

part of a

»

'counterattacking

force, and as Co $ had not yet mined the

3A^<MMBH?ISIIHAJJS'2ttI

Soad, its appearance

caused alarm among the

The counterat tack was supported by

men holding Co 3's line.

heavy artillery, mortar and machine gun fire.

retreated,

Some of Co E!s men

"but enough stuck to their positions to prevent the

!The patrol

entire counterattacking force from "breaking through.
which did get across

the creek ran into heavy fire. Five of the
1

.Germans reached the edge of town but there two of them were
captured, and
prisoners

one killed, while the others got away.

The two

taken "by Co E said that the mission of the

attacking force

was to recapture their battalion commanded? who had

"been seized some hours 'before,

i

Col. Cox ordered that road "blocks "be established

night at the crossroads

halfway "between MSRZ®HA.tJSaT and

that

BAfiMEfiV

Capt, Parker sent Lt. Holycross forward to establish a road
block, .and by gJ+OO he reported that his mission had

11shed.

In the early morning hours Co

$ also

placed a road

block on the FLOSSEOEF road at its junction with the railroad,
Thus by daylight of 2S Fov all avenues of approach to
'

•

\u25a0

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0

S
HAUSM.fron the north and east were thoroughly blocked.

CO&'s successes

on the 27th destroyed the integrity of

the final German battle position in the Division zone.
capture of Hllij) 100. 5 gave the Americans

which' had been a constant

\u25a0^lOjRM^USEKr

"

\u25a0

the critical terrain

menace to their forces

itself, bitterly contested
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The

in 'MERZME&.TJSSH'.

for six days, had been

>

cleared of the enemy.
ridge east of

With the capture of EILk 9^,1 and the

.MEHZSaJBATTSM by the 2nd and 3rji'3ns Hist AIR the
jr

Americans stood on,

ground which

dominated BASMT. It was now

only a matter Of moving forward to capture

"3&WM and sweeping the

shattered enow remnants from the Division jsone.
Col. Collier, foreseeing that the
verge of collapse,

n&de a brief and

(remans

were on the

.simple .plan for the final

forces held their present
the 2nd 3n Ulst AIR reinforced hy Co H 66th AB would

day— the 2&th. While the bulk of his

positions,

seize 3ABICSU,

On its right the 02nd,. Rcri,,3n reinforced "by a

platoon of tanks and a platoon of tank destroyers would cut the

\u25a0BASMBS^KD.SCAH. Road and the railroad running parallel, to it. On

»

the left, he planned to employ a tankinfantry company team to
protect the north flan]?: from

counterattack

from

and to

F£OSSDQR#

seize the high ground northwest of BAKM2&T.(see Jig. 13).
Exactly at noon on the 2gth the three columns

As Colonel Collier had anticipated,
guard action.

1500

the enemy fought osfly a rear

Shirty minutes after crossing the line of departure

the leading elements of the 2nd 3n
and by

jumped off.

Ulst AIR were

entering

34SMT

the town had been completely cleared of the enemy.

S2nd Ren 3n moved forward with

equal rapidity, quickly cut

!The

the

BAE!®TEOSIAR Road and railroad, and contacted elements of the .

29th Inf Div in KOSIAR.

The reinforced company attacking on the ,

left received tank fire from the vicinity of
its objective

I

— the high ground northwest
102

HjOSSDORI 1 but gained
'

of SASIOT^*by 1230.

•
•
By late afternoon a firm line had 'been established

•

along the front from

FLOSSDOR3 (exclusive)

KOSIAH (exclusive).

Patrols pushed forward to the RO3R, clearing

1

through 3ARM3F to

the last of the enemy from the Division zone.

6

During the past seven days the Division had narrowed

its zone, regrouped its forces

>
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and fought a "bitter "battle

W against

a skillful and tenacious enemy for

ICBR2SHHA.t3SSU'.

After

;t
$ix $3ys o.f intense fighting i
d^ove him from this key position

and followed up the victory "by

iaptur ing BAHM* and
;

severing his

communications west of the 8033H* :' The "battle had "been
heavy rain and deep mud "by

fought in

men w%o were soaking wet and operating

under the most wretched of condiflons, made worse T}y constant
r

artillery fire*

How the "battle was over,^.t he HOER had "been reached,

the

2nd Armored Division had accomplished its mission*

FOCOTOT2S :.WL CHAPTER VI

Hovem'ber,

W \u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'

Hinth United States Army, Operations XVt Offensive in
Inforation and Historical Service, pp ISI2^6,

Hth

'
\u25a0

2

"

'



\u25a0

\u25a0'\u25a0'"\u25a0

\u25a0

"

After Action Heport, 2h5. Armored Divisioiii 27 Kbv UU
Oit, Finth Army, pp

236239,

passim.

IM4* P» 2^si After Action Heport, 2nd Armored
Division, 2J ITo.v 4U, states that the enemy was encircled on
the hill,and that the entire force, including a "battalion
coJßuender and his staff, surrendered at 1500.
pp

2392i+S,

passim.

Ibid, p, 2^S| After Action Heport, 2nd Armored

x

»
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Division,

•

CHAPTER VII

SOMMABt nW LSSSOttS
On 16

November 19 W the 2nd Armored Division attacked

toward the HOUR River as part of the general Allied offensive
to close to the HOTS,

QJhe division planned a boxer* s onetwo;

a left ja"b northeast

to (JSftBOSfSWJSILBEi "by CCB followed lay CCA*s

right punch due east

to 3ARM&K. CC3 f s left jab would secure dom-

102nd Inf Div

inating ground at (JSRBDIISWSILIR from which the

could launch an attack on lIMTICE and the crossings of the HOSE.

CCA»s right punch would protect XIX Corps lleft flank in its main
effort against

JUUCE- aad' would also capture a division assembly

area at 3AHM3SET preparatory to following XIX Corps 1 29th and 30th
Inf Divisions across

i
I

the BOJJEU

On the 2nd Armored Division 1s right, the

29th

and

30th

Infantry Divisions were making XIX Corps l main attack to seize

JVhICB. and secure a "bridgehead across the EOSR.
the

SUthlnf Piv was engaged

GBtLiSBKIHSHEEr.

And on the left

in the major operation of reducing

Between these two main efforts the 2nd

Division mdc a limited objective

—
attack the

Armored

objectives,

G-SRSOK"S^ITSII.JE and 3AEM2U, were within the enemy battle position
and there was no intention to continue beyond them immediately,

for the RO2E River

precluded such a possibility.

2?he division had formulated elaborate preparations
fy
plans to assault

»

and

this strongLy -defended segment of the- SISGFEIED
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LtinJL

Sand tables representing the' zone of attack helped orient

everyone down to the tank

was ejected to do.

crews '\u25a0 asr to exactly

individual

what each

In addition^ the division

absorbed double

its own rifle strength to "bring up its tank infantry ratio*

s?his

was necessary "because the, enemy held the terrain "by fortifying
the numerous' towns and "built up

After an air

ireas in the

preparation,,

zone*

greater than the one at S$ L0»

the 2nd Armored Division attacked in column of coffilsat commands,
GC3 leading with the mission of capturing GSEOTSTOIiiIIU
of CCEB on the right was tank heavy in
ground

EF 1

order to cross the open

to its initial objectives Of tOtmjOU and W&TWDQRF,

while ft X consisted of infantry supported "by tanks to

I

seizej

and clear the village of IMICEUDOSI*. Jn the center Tt 2* a

"balanced force drove at LOV2JBISH and AJ>WSILSH.
disregarded the mine fields to dash onto their
of the tanks knocked out "by mines were repaired

in 2U hours*

$!* 2^s infantry followed

to avoid artillery

sChe tanks of W 1

©"b^ectives. Host
and returned with*-

their tanks at 200 yards

fire directed at the tanks.

After carefully

passing through the front line riflemen* s fox holes, the tanks

encircled tfLOTSEICH while the infantry pushed straight in,
capturing many prisoners.

"but APWBIL^I held out

Meanwhile

against

,IMIWI)OEF

fell to Tf X,

-Tf 2 with a resistance

that fore-

shadowed the dogged defense which the enemy was to continue to
employ 'baclc to the BO2E,

§

:
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•
SOhe 'following day*

17 &°v* the 9 th, danger, Pivisi on
'

attacked from GES3D3T&WBIL3E with lOth Pz Gren Regt, at IMMtaCSIO'
and\Llth Vz 'fireh. Eegt at OTOTDOII** Despite the major ITS
attacks against

GEILMXROIM on

south, the German command

the north and JULICH on the

hurled the gth Pz. Div> the "bulk of its

armored reserve* against the 2nd Armored Division forcing it to

the defensive for two .days*

OCA committed force A to seise

EDIRM "but it merely "beoame involved in the cottnterattack on
COB at PIB'ITUKDOES1*
.On the

?

lsth OCB

counterattack*

occupied AP^ILER and reorganised after

next day OCA sent

B through

B3EIOS to take TBMADDSU!HOY|3I t which however held out until

the 20 th* On the 20th OQB ? s . three. task forces seized^ their
•

(GKETOTSWSILSE)

objective

in a coordinated attack;

and OOA*s

Jorde A and Jorce 3 moved into WXSSM and yBSIAIiSW^OWI raw
spectively,

s!he following day f the 21st» OCB completed its

mission "by securing the hill north of GESSOKSWSILSR

dominating

limiOE on th© EOSR River* It remained only for GOB to 'hold
the ground until the

2^4th when tXII Corps. would

take over the

sector and pass the 102nd Inf 2)iv through.

Resistance

to OCX at

VIMEBJSSBtN&E® was

especially "bitter*

3Torc© B reached the outskirts of the town 22 Uov, "but not until

«27th

was it a"ble, to launch the final "blow of the campaign and

ure >I3RZ3HHAUSSI f By nightfall the town and 3,ts satellite
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HP big* ground

overlooking 3ARMM had

fallen

day, the 2gth, CCA took 3AWW cutting the

to CCA.

enemas

On the next
last commun-

ications west of the BbSEI.:.

In thirteen days the division had made a successful
limited objective attack from a line of departure near BSG-OT"-*
DOKEP and had penetrated

seven miles through a heavily fortified

zone to reach the ROEE near 3AEMF,

This' entire advance was made

conditions Of terrain and weather^

under adverse

Despite cold,

wet weather, fire-sWept, muddy terrain and well organized enemy

defenses the 2nd Armored Division took its objectives and
cessfully

defended them

against

sue-*

counterattacks.

i

fhis operation of the 2nd Armored Division presents the

tij^student with a

number of valuable lessons.

Armored divisions of

the future must expect to have severe limited objective attacks

—

against fortified positions included in their missions

the more spectacular

—and lighter

as well as,

exploitation type of actions.

In their training they must not allow the more appealing role Of
the exploiting force to obscure

the necessity

grim limited objective attacks against

position.

to "be prepared for

the enemy ls main fortified

Since many of the lessons of this operation are evident

from the narrative, only the more important conclusions

cussed below,

are dis-

.

Probably the outstanding principle to be gleaned from

this operation is that armor draws armor.
Heinrich

yon

General d. Pz. Tt,

Luettwitz, commander of the, XLY|I
Panzer Corps,
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»

stated that upon the commitment of the 2nd "Armored Division the

German Fifth Army commander moved the 3th Panzer Division and

the 15th Panzer Grenadier Division, the "bulk of his reserve armor,
to meet this thrust.

1

Later it was necessary

to reinforce them

with elements of the 10th SS Panzer Division, Yet on "both flanks
of the 2nd

Armored Division

major operations

were in progress—

the

SUth

Infantry "Division against OEII,IS3KIKCHM on the north and

the

29th

Infantry Division against JUIJCH

on the south.

The

presence of the 2nd Armored division drew in armor which otherwise
could have "been Employed against the

were making these main efforts,

29th

and

S^th Divisions

What would have happened

which

if the

9th Panzer Division and the 15th panzer Grenadier Division had
thrown against

these infantry divisions?

An armored division can successfally attack a fortified

zone with economy of personnel,

although this type of offensive

does not fully exploit the characteristics

of the tank*

The

,

decision to employ armor in such a situation must "be the result
of weighing possible

equipment losses against expected personnel

casualties.

The organic infantry tank ratio of an armored division
is

insufficient for an attack

Comparable

to the defenses

during tHis operation.

two tank regiments*

i

against

a strongly fortified zone

confronting the 2nd

The ratio was one

Armored Divisioii

infantry regiment

Because this was too small, the Corps
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to

>
CQUjraftnder

attached

additional infantry to the division, increasing,

the balance

to the equivalent of three infantry regiments

regiments/

In effect, this tripled the division* s infantry strength*

Wen with the additional
aiice

infantry, elements

of the S2nd Reconnaiss~

Battalion fought in the line as riflemen "before the operation
Actually, OCA used infantry supported by tanks in

was: completed.

its attacks on KIIEZI^mTJSSbT and 3i813f,
ed

to two tank

division

organization points to a

The pr&sent trend in

more "balanced ratio.

Armored divisions are capable

of

absorbing a lar'g* number

of attached units, Employing them' tactically with success

and sup—

them logistically without undue difficulty. For ihis

2nd Armored division had th» Uo6th

Infantry

Regiment of the

102nd Infantry Division, two battalions of the 119th $af antry
Infantry Division, the

meht of the

702nd

2ank Bestroyer

Forefar Teomanry (3r)> the 195 th AAB. Bat*

talion, Qn& fiv« artillsry battalions attached^
These attachments

ion, Squadron B,

c

\u25a0,

doubled the size of the division and show th© flexibilityof an
armor©a. division in abeorbing asad eiapldying theeo units^
'
.
dembnst rat eel ability of the staff to administer and
\u25a0'

\u25a0

\u25a0

large scale att^aohments

a eomraander

stteh

is *65#cially isoteworthy.

or^nizing them with dv«» e^sicLeration to the
position of enemy

\

\u25a0

\u25a0

l?he effect iveness of combined arms teams

P?y*

The

\u25a0

\u25a0

defenses*

To

accomplish

depends cii

composition and

his mission effective^

must carefully analyze the terrain to eTnploy

110

the

.

»

proper type team on the ground,

flexibility which

can

General White demonstrated

the

be obtained "by the proper organization

.

tank^infantry teams "based upon the mission and terrain

Force 1, Colonel Disney* s tank

heavy team,

of

Task

was employed across,

open ground xdiich afforded maneuver room for

tanks,

This team

quickly accomplished its mission (LOVSEICH) with very few person<~
nel casualties.

Had the assault "been made "by infantry or "by an

infantry heavy team no doubt the casualties

Task Force X, on the north, demonstrated

would have "been high.

how an infantry heavy

team can successfully attack a Tmiltup area.

General White

judiciously organized and employed his combat command so as to

>

sustain the. minimum number of casualties

in "both tanks and

infantry, and yet accomplish his mission in the shortest possible

.

time.

The suspected presence
tanks from advancing.

success.

_\u25a0

of mine fields must not deter

Taking counsel of one 1 s fear is fatal to

Many tanks were disabled, "but enough got through to

insure victory.

This was especially true of CC3*s tank assaults

on LOTMICH, PLOVSRIGH, and PTJFFHtDOBF where mine fields protected
all avenues

of approach for

armor.

The tanks quickly pushed through

the mines and, although they suffered'

some

casualties,

captured

the assigned objectives*' Mosfe} tanks which were "blowi up "by mines
had sustained only track and suspension

>

easily repaired.

111

damage,

which could T?e

The effectiveness

W

of artillery fire in separating dis

mounted infantry from their tanks poses a problem in the
ment of tankinfantry teams.
problem with successful

The 2nd Armored Division met this

results "by having the riflemen

the tanks at about 200 yards.

follow

On the other hand, time and again

the German infantry was destroyed "by shells directed at their

tanks, and the tanks then knocked out by close range AT weapons
or /by mines which the infantry

should have

gapped for

them.

fantry working with tanks must be in position to assist

at

the crucial moment.

Therefore it is vital to make

the tanks

provision

for the infantry to be ,in the right spot at the right time,

flame throwing tanks spread panic among the enemy.

General

kused

yon

Xuettwitz stated,

American flame throwing tanks^

in this battle for the first time—had a strong effect on

the morale of our troops,"

At MSBZWftkTJSM on 22 November

\u26 6

the

enemy, terrified by the Fife and Porfar Yeomanry flaWe throwers,
displayed white flags.

disappeared

Their demoralization and the flags both

when they saw the last flamer s knocked out.

\u25a0

Piecemeal commitment of armor in a counterattack
vites disaster.

The Germans learned this forcefully when the

sion made simultaneous counterattacks on "PTJFfM
9th Panze r Biyi

DOSF and IMMDOBJ. Sach thrust was made ty a panzer Grenadier

Begimeni.

Since the direction of the two attacks made mutual

support impossible, both efforts

were badly muled*

Had the

division been used in mass against either IHMMDOEF or PUmEDOHF
story might have been

different.
112

'

The reconnaissance

initial mission for 'the #2nd Reconnaissance
Armored Division was to"establish contact

and/or

close possible gaps between

through CCB and reconnoiter
company

naissance

The

"battalion must be versatile..

with

29th Division

combat commands

northeast

to each combat

Battalion of the 2nd

and/or

command,. !f

and/or

pass

attach one recon~

;{See Appendix VI for

FO 3^). 7 the time the operation was over the unit was fighting
in the line as infantry..
In such a study as this it is easy to lose sight of the
absolutely

vital part played by those outstanding

individuals on

whose heroism such a battle depends.

The actions of these men

are frequently unrecognized,

we have mentioned Lt. Lee's

although

preventing panic when his tanks withdrew and Lt, Crane rallying

his . company before

It is by the agrees ivene?s of

such individuals and others like then, unknown forever, that a
unit inches forward.
h

Of all the lessons

$0 be learned

from such

study as this, it is universally true that no force regardless

of size can win battles without such heroes*

\u25a0^Qpm^mr^
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APPENDIX IC

"HSLL OH. WHEELS"
ORGANIZATION AID COMBAT ACTION TO THE WEST WALL

V

.The 2nd Armored Division, one of the two

original Armored

Divisions in the United States Array, was organized on July 15,
at FORT BOTBFG , GSDEGIA.

19^0

Its tank units traced their ancestry "back

to the tank "battalions of the ASF in World War I. In the years of

peace that followed they took part in the evolution of American
tank organization.

67th

As the 66th Infantry (Light Tanks) and the

Infantry (Medium

Tanks) they were part of a provisional^ Tank

Brigade in 1939.

When the 2nd Armored Division 'was activated these regiments

were redesignated as Armored Regiments and combined with the 6Sth
Armored Regiment (Light) formed the 2nd Armored Brigade or Division

t

Assault Echelon under the command of General (then Brigadier General)
George S. Pat ton, Jr.

Led

"by General patton the division "became

participate in large scale army maneuvers

during

the first to

19^1

.LOTTISI^Siand in the CAROLIIaS, During these maneuvers
pat t on* s

armored doctrine of "Gra"b

the pants" paid off in spectacular
attacks which earned
on

Wheels".

!
em

"by the

in TETO2SSEE,
General

nose and kick !em in

end runs and powerful tank

t&e 2nd Armored Division its nickname— "Hell

A.name which "became a reality in "battle only one year

later—known and feared 'by the enemy from AJBICA to BER^IH.
*^.r;.

•

Organization and Composition

In Januarjr

19^2, hased on world trends in armored action,

it was decided to reorganize
under

the division into two combat commands,

control of the Division Commander, "but

independently.

capable of operating

The Armored Regiments of the Striking Echelon were

reduced to two—the

66th and the 67th.

mental Headquarters

and a Headquarters

These consisted of a Regi~
Company, a Reconnaissance

Company, a Maintenance Company, a Service Company and three tank

•

"battalions (see Fig. 1, p. 15).

£h& first of tl^ese was a. light

battalion, while the second and third were medium.

had a headquarters

and a headquarters

2ach "battalion

company and three tank

,

companies of 17 tanks each divided into three platoons of five tanks
company were also a

In the "battalion headquarters

each*

naissance platoon, mortar platoon and assault gun platoon.
The other element of the striking force, the
Infantry legiment,

*Hst

Armored

was also reorganized out to a lesser extent.

It consisted of a regimental headquarters

company,

and a headquarters

a service company and three armored infantry "battalions (see IFig. 1,
p,

15).

Each "battalion had a headquarters

of the tank

company similar to those

"battalions and three rifle companies of three
'

each carried in halftracks.

platoons

.

In the 2nd Armored Division Artillery, the' main stay of the

t

Support Echelon a regiment*— the

l^th, and

a 'battalion— the

78th f

were reorganized into three identical 10[>mm Hovrbiiser battalions

'

(Self propelled) of three firing batteries of Six .guns each under
Division Artillery Headquarters,
Minor changes

(See Appendix 1^B.)

took place in the elements

of the Service

Echelon composed of the Supply, Maintenance and Medical Battalions*
With this organisation the 2nd Armored Division partici*

pated in its first combat action in the. African Landings in MOROCCO
during LTovember

19^2

Initially the Ist and

and the conquest

3*"& Armored Divisions were

as Heavy Armored Divisions.

•

ATRIOA, and

I9UU

of SIGIILT. in July

The First engaged

19^3.

similarly organized

the enemy in

ITALY but was reorganised into a Light division in July

while the Third

fought

across KEMCE and C3S!^MY as a Heavy

division. All other American Armored Divisions were of thb
type composed

of separate

battalions

Light

instead of regiments.

In relative 'Ujak strength the Heavy division had six
v

light tank companies

and twelve medium tank companies organized

into two light and four medium battalions as compared
VI

to three light

•

tank companies and nine medium tank companies iflt the three standard
tank "battalions of the Light Division. . This

gave the heavier arm-

ored division thirty-three percent' more tanks.
Other advantages
greater staff strength and
"by

the

regimental

of the Heavy armored division were the

concentrated logistical support

organization,

staff available for operations,

given

Bach regiment had a regimental
while the maintenance

company

provided greater repair facilities and the service company
logistical support, than the similar platoons

more

in the separate

tank

"battalions of the light divisions.
Baring

•

the intensive training in SNG-L.4JD, which followed

the 2nd Armored Division1 s transfer from the Mediterranean

to the

Uurope&n Theater of Operations, further changes in the composition
"but not the organization of the Division took place.

cided to follow a "middle of the road" policy
strengthening

It was de-

witji the idea

the composition of armored task forces.

mental organizations

of

The Eegi-

were retained "but tank "battalions were con-

*

stituted of one light tank company and two medium tank companies.
This was accomplished "by the light "battalions releasing two of
their companies

and receiving two medium companies

medium "battalions each

tank company,

in return.

traded one of their companies

The

for a light

This produced "better "balanced tank "battalions "but

caused havoc in the identification of the individual companies.

3Por, in reconstituting

•

panies

the "battalions, the lettering of the com-

was not changed "but companies were physically transferred

"between "battalions in accordance
and battalion commanders.

with the wishes of the regimental

As an example, Company 3, in the

67th

Armored Regiment, "became the light tank company of the Second

lattalion while in the 66tfr Armored

Regiment, Company B

light company of the Third, Battalion,

i^nation

Similar confusion of des~

existed among the medium tank companies
VII

was the.

with Company H

67th

being in the first Battalion of the

the First Battalion of the

66th Armored

Although the reconstituted

#

one medium tank company,

Regiment,

tank "battalions were each short

they represented

with staff and headquarters

and [Company F being in

six "battalions complete

company in comparison to only three tank

This allowed the formation of

"battalions in the lighter divisions.

a greater number of armored task forces— packing more armored

power in the punch of the heavier divisions— enabling them to
continue in sustained attack for longer periods of time,
page 15, shows a detailed graphic representation
composing the battalions

of

Figure 1,

the companies

of "both armored regiments and the armored

infantry regiment*

In ActionsAfrica to Germany

The "Hell on "Wheels" Armored Division received its "baptism

t

of fire during the Allied Invasion of FEipCH HOaSBWEST AFRICA, when
striking at three points

it participated in amphibious landings,
along the

coast of MOROCCO on 8 November

19^2#

Armored Battalion Landing teams, specially constituted
task forces composed of two light tank companies, an Armored
Infantry company and an Armored Field Artillery "battery, supported
the assaulting Infantry at each of the three invasion sites—

POST LTAIIOT, FMSELA (north of CASi^MCA) and SAffl.
The landing force at SAFI was commanded "by i'lajor General
Ernest IT# Harmon, CO of the Second Armored Division, and was
supported "by CC3, the floating

reserve of the Western Task Force,

In the months that followed, the Division was joined "by
the remainder of its elements in the OOR3C Forest, near RABAT with

m

the mission of holding MOROCCO against a ITazi threat through SPAIK.
During this time hundreds of officers,

to OTHSI& as replacements

men and vehicles

for the units fighting
VIII

/were sent

there.

During July

19*+3

i^e 2nd Armored Division took part in

the rapid conquest of SICILY by General

patton !s

Seventh United

States Army. Both combat commands were employed in support of

#

OCA was attached to the 3 r^ Infantry

assaulting Infantry elements.

Division ai LICATA while CCB landed with the Ist Infantry Division
at G3JLA.

Later both combat commands of the Division joined at

ACHIGMTO in a lightning dash to cut the island in two' and seize
the port of PALHRMO in a pincer "by a double envelopment.

During

November the Division was transferred to SFGLAND where an intensive
training program preparatory

to the invasion of

"Portress Barope"

was undertaken.
!The first "Hell~Qn~Wheels n elements landed in FBAICE on
% June

19^ (Df2)

over OftiHA Beach and were immediately committed

in support of the 29th Infantry

t

Division,

On 12 June CCA was

ordered to CAEHMfAU to the relief of the 101st Airborne Division,
These two units then launched a combined attack against the enemy
to enlarge the beach nead,

July 26 was the start of the famous

ST. LQ Breakthrough which spilled American armored might across
the plains of northern IMEC&, Starting at CAHISY CCA pushed

southwest to THSSY~SUEHTISE while CC3 reached C3R3KCDS. . Ferrocious
fighting and terri"ble devastation narked these advances.

On 2 August CCB led an end run southward through BHBCSY
and ST. HILAIRB turning eastward

through L 3 TEILL.HJL into BAPJUTOH

while CCA smashed

ITIRE to

southeast

from

jaws of this double envelopment

GER to close the vicelike

on the enemy,

The weeklong

battle that raged helped smash the German drive on AVSA.HCH3S
and in the destruction of the fleeing Seventh and Pifteenth Armies

#

heading east toward the PALAISID GAP,
Continuing in pursuit of the retreating ITazi Legions the

Division crossed the SHIES on

25~29
IX

Augast and then swept with six

columns abreast northeast

•

to 3ELGUTM.

Second Armored units were

the first Allied troops to cross the Belgian "border "by advancing

60 miles in

36

hours.

The pursuit slowed down for Several days along the AL3ER3?
Canal "by a. violent defense put up "by the Germans,

CCB cleaned

out enemy' forces east of the MWSS River and the southern

HOIiLAISD,

OCA attacked northeast

tip of

through MAASEEIGHIE and liberated

many Dutch towns*

The onslaught of the tf Eellon~Wheels" division finally .
halted on German soil "by order of higher headquarters
September near 'GSIXBIKISCHSF*

•

the SIIGF&XSB Line

continued

¥he attack started

"by CQB

3 Octo"ber followed two
slow systematic

Preparations
during

for the assault

of.

the remainder of September.

armor pouring across the WURM River on

days later "by the commitment of CCA,

A

reduction of the pill boxes and fortifications
in Hitler's impregnable

created a penetration

6 October the 3r& Battalion, 67th Armored
of the most spectacular
attacking

on 20

"West Wall". On'

Regiment conducted one

tank operations of the entire war while

WATHICMT from U3AOH. 'After several futile assaults "by

its slow moving medium tanks the "battalion launched
"but thinskinned light tanks which penetrated
and whose successes

its swift

the enemy defenses

were capitalized Tdv the medium tanks.

During the ensuing six weeks the Division held its de/

fensive sector east of the WURM River,

•

comparatively

quiet the personnel

While- this area was

of the units Were TDusy "behind

their lines planning and rehearsing

German fortified belt.

X

the tactics to breach the

•
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APPSMDIX ID
COMPOSITION AMD

ti&itX DISPOSITIONS OF MAJOR tmUS
Soy ember
l
6

19HH

2d Armd Div (CG: Maj Gen. B. H, Harmon).

Combat Command A (CG:

Adv CP: PA:»BmG (KSSH6OO)
GERMAFT*
Main OP: Vie WAttBACH (K8115%5)

Col J. H. Collier).

Force A (CO: Col Ira P. Swift)
66th AR (~) reinf
66th AH (less Ist '&• 3d Bns, Ren, Sv and Maint Cos)
2d Bn Hist AIE
1 Plat Co A 17th Sngr Bn
Co A JO^d TD Bn (Sp)(less 1 plat)
Force 3 (CO: Col Sydney H. Hinds)
Ulst AIH (). Seinf

Hq & Hq. Co, Hist AIR
Ist Bn 66th AE,
2d Bn 119 th Inf
2 Plats Co G 702dX) Bn (Sp)
Go D 17th Armd Shgr Bn
2 Trps, Sclß, Ist F&F Yeomanry (Br.)

%

CCA Control
Hq CQA
3d 3n Ho6th Inf
Hen Co 66th AR
Artillery:

lUth Armd PA Bn

65th Armd FA Bn
Btry D 195 th AAA A¥ Bn (SP)
Co A 17th Armd Sngr Bn (less 2 Plats)
Go C 702dfn Bn (Sp) (less 2 plats)

Maint Co 66th A&
Go A Hgth Armd Hed Bn
ing

CCA held Div front from WAUSICHM (exel) to BEGOTDOSF employe
3<3. Bn Uo6th Inf until the assault forces of CCB passed through
'

the line.

Combat Command B (Cs: Brig Gen I.D. White).
1 (00:
tf/F Hq

(3P:

PALENBSRG (555599)

Col Paul A. Disney)

67th AE
67th AE (less 3d

Bn, Co H, Hen and Maint Cos)
B 17th Armd Bngr

3d Bn Hist AIR (w/3 flamethrower crews, Co

#

Bn atchd)
Co 3 17th Armd Bngr 3n (less 1 plat)
1 Plat Co B 702 d0?D Bn (Sp) (direct support)
1 IPW team

T/f 1 crossed line of departure along east edge of BSGGEIH3ORF at 1100 A;
captured IjOYSRIGH "by 1335^; captured PUFFSKDORF aljout 1530 A; reached
high ground north of PtFFSKDORF (vie K9 30615) and consolidated "by
IyOOA. Jwd and rear Cps 67th AR moved to' BEGGSHDORF.
*•

xii

*Alllocations are in GSRt^lO" unless otherwise stated.

0?/F

2 (CO: It Col Harry L. Hillyard)
3d" Bin 67th AR (less 1 mcd tank co)

Ist Bn

Ulst.Alß (w/3 flamethrower

crews, Go 0 17th Armd
atched)
1 plat Co B 702 dED 3n (SP) (direct support)
1 plat Co 3 17th Armd Sngr Bn
on west edge of FLOVMXCH
T/F 2 attacked at 12U[>A t reached woods
IU3SA;
13OQA,
by
pivoted northeast towards
at
and cleared FLOTIEEICH
objective,
its second
across the IMMUJDOEFHPtIPtMOOHB 1 highway?
reached positions about 1000 yds "beyond FLOVERICHat 153QA* where
leading elements were halted just northeast of highway by heavy AT
fire from vie of APWEILE&j positions consolidated.
"Sn.gr 3n

t

E/F X (COs

tit Col James C. Reeves)
Inf

2d Bn UoSth
Co h 67th

m.

4.

I
flat Co C 17th Arrad Sngr Bn
1 plat Co B 702dTV Bn (Sp) (direct support)

X attacked
T/f135QA,

at

at

•

12^5A

from vie of

.I&TJSICHM;

captured IME!CDOHF

S2d Ren 3n (00; It Col Wheeler SuME&EIAM) CP: BHTOSUM, SOLLAJH),.
S2d Ren Bn ():BIOTSSfJH, I^OLIaFD.
Co Aj HESRLSRHSTD3, ' HOLLaHP,
Co B; HESSLIEHiII)^ HOIIAKD*
Co Cr Wfi&Mi HOfci.HD#
.

17
2d Armd Dif
Adv Cp moxed to SB of

ÜBACH;

November

19^:

Main Cp moved to PALMBI2&O.

Force A, CCA
Moved from west of BEOG'END'OSS 1 via BSGOTtDORF and LOV3SRICH to
PIBTEMDOKFj attacked at 110QA in direction of EDBRSPt? unable to
advance; consolidated its position on the south and southeast edge
Of PUF^SEDORF, .

T/TT 1,

.

\u25a0

.

COB

Attacked at OgOSA towards frEcHONSWEILSR; ene'j^y counterattacked
and drove
1 from high ground north of PUEFSMDORF to positions
along south edge of PUFFS&DORF at 090gA. Defense of PUFFSFTDORF
organized in conjunction with Force A, CCA, on the right (southeast

Tff

and south).

T/F

2, CCB
ITo substantial

F/F

change in positions.

X COB (CO: Col Bernard F. Hurless)

I

IHMSHHORF. Ist and 3d Bns Uo6th Inf and Co B 327th Sngr oBn
attached to T/f X. Col. Bernard F. Hurless (CO, UObth Inf) assumed
command.

XIII

IS November

19^4

Force B, CCA moved to fwd assembly area SW of BSGGEEBDORF,

t

?/F

1,

GC3

Supported attack "by 11/?I 1/? X, CCB and $/F 2, CCB, on
commencing at IUOQiI. keft flank moved up with the attack of $/F
2 to maintain contact a*bout 500 yds>;northean^ of PUFFMDORF,, Ap~
W.T31L318. was secured at lS2s&'oxt& rositions were consolidated. '\

2/F

2, COB

2/F

.2 supported attack t>y
X on 4?^IIL2E; moved up on right
.tying
and contacted
X
in with f/f 1, A complete line was
organized fron 5 00 yards norjlh of
BMMDOHF to ApWSILS^ to
' '
1
.
!!
BOHB

tO/?

.

l/S

1

T/l

\u25a0

\u25a0

X, 003
Attacked at

perimeter defense.

•

\u25a0

l^OQtl and captured APWSILiHE

at

1515 A;

organized

19 November 19^.
Force &, COA
Attacked southeast fron PUPF^IDbHB 1. at 15OOAJ pushed forward
800 yards; consolidated at antitank ditch southeast of PUFFHOOHF,
contacting Force 3, OOA, acToss ditch»
.

Force 3, CCB

area southwest of B3JG&OTCRI 1 at 10304,
reached objective 13 "between antitank ditch and' DUHBOSMBrPIJFFfICDOHF
Road and consolidated ap3fcL*ooo yards west of FRBIiLDMHOVBr,
contacting Force A, OCA at the railroad crossing on left, and with
115 th Inf, 29th Inf Div on right at K9555&7.
Moved from fwd assembly

T/F 1,

CCB

Contact point "between T/f 1, CCB, and left flank of Force A,
.
at PIT^FUCDOPJ ,

CGA, established

I/F 2,

1

CC3

Ho change in positions, Co Or, 66th Armd Eegt was detached from
OCR and attached' to CCS, and placed Under control of T/F 2.

I/3

X, CCB

swo

4PW33ILKEU Patrolled during night to vicinity of &SRSOHSWMIER.
troops, &q. B Ist Fife and Forfar Teoma^y (3r) attached to T/F X,

1

Z

82d Hen 3n

S2d Ren Bn (Co B and Co C) moved from BRtMSSTJH, Holland to
vicinity of ÜBaCH,
XIV

20 Hovember

«

l^k

force A, CCA

Attacked north and northeast at IOQGA; captured SDEIEH at
173CE, consolidated and established contact with COB on left in
vicinity of

K9>+g62s.

force B, CCA
by Co I, 66A.R (detached from Force A, CCA)
Attacked at 100QA, advancing east to a northrsoutii line through
PHSIAtiDSNEOTSH' and the high ground southeast thereof, consolidated
V ITOQi contacting 3d Bn Il6th Inf» 29 th Div, vicinity of CTGSR

Reinforced

sb&js:bsf.

£/P

1, COB

Attacked at 1100 Aas right prong of threepronged attack "by
CCS, captured Hill 102.6 at 11304, between PIIETEHDOSP and &SE!OSS~
X,
WBIISE (force A, CCA, attacked on right, and T/3P 2 and
CC3 attacked on left of £/P l); continued attack and entered
2 entered
east edge of aBitIOHSWSILSR at l2OQA,as elements of

£/f

•

Tfl

lHOfjAj and secured high
from the west} secured GSEED&SWSILIE
ground 1000 yds southeast of town "by 150QA. Dispositions for
night were as follows:
Left force, T/I 1, held' line between
Contact with T/f 2, CCB, on left.

XS^S 35

Right force, tP/f 1, held line between
Contact with force A, dCA on right.

?/f

K9H6632

and

E9U6632*

and

1 Reserve at east edge of GEHSDITSWSIEQER.

Holding force,

I/3P

1, on Hill102.6.

T/I 2, CCB
S'/f 2

was middle prong of three pronged attack launched by
CCB at 1100 Aon &ERI3OISWMLMj 0?/f.X on left? 0?/f 1 on right. Tff
2 and
1 began moving through GER2DiTS¥iIILBE at 1200 A.; and
pleted occupation of towi at J4OSA. Elements of T/f 2 continued
to advance northeast

and

established a

road block

the town on the main GSRBOHSt^EILSHLIIWICH load.

E/f X,

Attacked as left prong of' CCB, with

:

yards from

CCB

secured (JERSONSWULEH at

T/f &,

7^o

ifto^A.

3?/f

1 and

T/f A, CCB,

CCB (CO: Major Charles J. Oirard)

Organized by direction of CG, 2d Armd Hiv, and placed under
control of COB; consisted of Sen Co 67th AE, Co A S2d Ren Bn; and
plats of engineers and tank destroyers; occupied line IiwSEWBSfc
APWIILSR, maintaining contact with gUth Inf Div on left.

2tv

20 Hovember

'

iffift (Cont|d)

S2d Sen 3n

t

Co A attached to CCS Force &, acting dismounted filled gap
"between IMM3HDOBF and APWKELSR in conjunction with Sen Co, 67 th AS,,,

Co 3 moved from HSSKIiSEHBIDS, HPLUKD to TIBACH; later to
to Force 3, OCA.

SIO7TSEICH; attached

Co C moved from BIOTSSTJM, HOLIA&Z3 to southeast Qf TJ3ACH,
placed

in Division Jteserve,

ifUU

21 Fovem^er
Force A, CCA

Attacked at 090GA, occupied high ground east of SPIRIT (Hill
97,6) and as of 20QQA held a line from K^jSs^SDSßa^Hill 9T..6
K966615 contacted CC3 on left, Force B, COA on right.
\u25a0\u25a0

Force B, CC&

t

26, 3n H9th Inf (*), one platoon Co I66th AR. and one troop,
F&F Yeomanry attacked at O9OOA and secured high ground south and
west of M^ZjSHHAtISB^, estaolishing contact with Force A, CCA, on
left. . ist'Bn 66th A2£ one company of 2d Bn 119 th Inf and one
platoon Co 0, 7 02^ T/^ 5n attacked east from position south of
FHSIAiaDStIHOYI^ at 1100 A, reached objective "between FEAUIIBATH and
MSBZIHH&xrSJJBr, . (See S2d Hen 3n "below. )

T/F I,'OCB
Ist 3n Ulst AjH relieved from $/F 2, CC3 and attached to
2 sector (K9U5635 to K9U3635).
lat OJGOA. T/f 1 took over
1 sector now ran from K9U363S thru
to X91+5625; contact
A,
with
Force
v/ith
CCA on right. Attacked
2:, CCB on left »n&
yards east of
at 110QA and captured high ground a"bout
thru KS^jS35
GSEHOWmSR "by IUoOA. 2?he line now ran from
to 29^5625, held "by Ist Bn
AIE (supported "by 2d Bn 67th Armd
Hegt) and 3d 3n Hist AIE (supported "by
plat) with Ist 3n 67th
AH in reserve at south edge of G33E30H5^3311j2E.
Contacted CCA on
right. H Co rejoined.

I/F

!T/F

T/F

K9U5635
600700

!T/F

K9U66U5

2/B

5/r

2, cob
Contact with Ist Bn

Uosth Inf* SUth

Div on left.

i/y.x, cob

•

Attacked at 100GA, o"bjective hi^di ground one mile north of
(JERBOKSWUHiSR at K92g65 1)j occupied objective at 1330 A. Repulsed
enemy counterattack at
vicinity
reinforced "by 3d
platoon,
Bn,
Bn 67th AH and one
from
2.
702 d!PD

#

i/f a,

K93^s^»
f/F

17H5A

cob

Patrolled from IMJCEEDORF to aMJDH^SIIER.
S2d Ren Bn
Ist Platoon, Co 3, attached to Force 3, CCA, outpost ed g&p
tween 119 th Inf and Il6th Inf at K953596.
I
XV

22

November

19HH

Force A, CCA
Co I, 66th AR' reverted to force 3, CCA, Maintained defensive
line east of SDHRM, CC3 on left and Force 3, CCA on right.

I

Force 3, CCA

Attacked MSS&PHfcTTSSH' at 0900 A; reached town at 161QA..
During night of 2223 Nov. the enemy counterattacked and drove
ments of Force 3 to the southwest edge of .MERZKHHA.'OSIEf., Contact
with Force A, CCA on left*
\u25a0

if? 1,

CC3

Ist Bn Hist Am attached from
m /"El O

2/F

2,

f*f*T&

l/F
f/F

3d 3n 67th Armd Hegt and platoon of TD'.s detached from
X, CC3. Ist Bn Hist AIR detached from
2 and attached to
2 and attached to
1.

Tfl
T/F

T/F

X, CC3

Armd Regt and platoon of TD r s attached from
'
2. Ist and 3d 3ns 335th Inf relieved Ist and 3d 3ns Uo6th Inf.
Inf moved to vicinity SD2RB2T preparatory to relieving
3d 3n
2d 3n Hist AIB of Force A,, CCA, Ist 3n HO 6th Inf prepared to
1, CC3.
.
relieve Ist and 3d 3ns Hist AIR of

I

T/F

T/F

67th

3d 3n

\u25a0

2/F

0, CC3

Pis"baaipd»
S2d, Ren 3ti

Co A relieved from attachment to CC3,, and moved from IMMSKDOKB"
to ALSDORF. Co 3 (Ist
42d Plats) outposted, gap "between 119 th
Inf and Il6th Inf, Co C ttOved from vicinity southeast of U3ACH
to vicinity north of A^DORF. Co 33 moved from east of U3ACH to

an

ALSDOSF..

23 November

19HH

Force A, CCA

•

Co F Hist AIR detached at 090CA. Co C, 702 dT33"Bn (~2 plats)
detached at 120CA. 2d 3n 66th Armd tegt, Co A 702 d!ED''3n (1
plat) and Co A 17th Engr Bn (1 plat) d,etached at 120Q&; attached
CCS, 3d 3n Ho6th Inf detached aVIHOQA^ Force A dissolved at iHOQA.
Force 3, CCA.

Limited attack at 0S>00& to clear M3RZEKHATIS3M; cleared onehalf
Co F, Hist AIR attached at O9OOA. Co C 702dTD 3n (2
plats) attached at 120CA, Force 3 redesignated Hist AIR ()• Reinf
at IHOOA. Co C S2d Hen 3n attached Hist AIR (~) at 1723^. Co H
66th AR attached Hist AIR () at 2020a..
of town.

XVII

23 Fovemb^r igUU |oontVd)

$/tf 1, CC3

I

23H2A.

() at
from sector control "by
vicinity
Ist 3n 67th AE moved to assembly area
OIDOT3ILSR at 16OC&
AR, Co 3 17th Sngr Bn () and
in sector support; 2nd 3n
platoon* Co 3, 702dTd 3n remained in support of Uo6th Inf (~).
AR control from
X at 17OC&,
3d 3n 67th AR reverted to

f/P Irelieved

67th
67th

iff

assembled ficinity OIDTWBIL3R. Ist and 2d 3ns fest AIR relieved
from attachment to 67th Armd Regt, assembled at TBACH and ALSDOKF,
respectively.

'

&2d Ron 3n {)
Ist Platoon, Co 3, relieved "by

3& Platoon, Co

3, on outpost.

2k November I9UU
2d Armd Div

Div 2 narrowed to include front line positions east of SIMM
and SBIHAiDHrapV32J from Hill 97»5 (exclusive) to MSRZWHATJSUF to
£99559^ (west of KOSIAR). Control of former div sector north and
northwest of Hill97^ (inclusive) and in vicinity of GSRBDHSWBILSS
turned over to lO2d Inf Div* Boundaries between 2d Armd Div and
lO2d Inf $iv and "between XIX.Corps and XIII Corps were adjusted
accordingly.
ECf (771st. Sank 3ii attached) reverted to lO2d
Inf Div. 335th .RCI (CO A SlUth 03) 3n and UOth ilk 3n attached)
detached from 2d Armd Div and attached to lO2d Inf Div. Slight
adjustments were made, in right "boundary "between 2d Armd Div and 29th
Inf Div* S3d Armd i^3n relieved from attachment to 2d Armd. Div
and attached to XIIICorps at ISOQA, See !T/F 1 changes below,
CGA now held the entire defensive line in 2d Armd Div sector, Div
CP moved to K598578, vicinity of 3ASSWSIL3R.

I

'

T/f 1, CC3
During moruing Plat Co 3 702dTD 3n and Co B (\u25a0) 17th Mgr Bn
were withdrawn from the line and relieved from attachment to 67th
Armd Regt. 2d 3n 67th Armd Regt was relieved "by 771st Tank Bn
and was withdrawn at 12*43&, At I2SQA the 67th Armd Regt was
leased from sector support, The final dispositions this date of
the 67th Armd Regt, in the vicinity of OIDWSILSR, follow:

Command Posts
Regtl Hvi and
Ist 3n
2d Bn

Hq.

£909561

Co

5900553

K9U561
K907567
K913553
K912563

3d 3n
Ren Co
Maint Co

£91256U

Service Co

AIR () Relnf
Occupied position vie MSRZSIHAUSSM, with following units: g2d
Shgr Bn, Co S,

3n (Co D)j Ren Co 66th AR; Co D, lfth Armd
119 th Inf and one plat Co C, 702 d!Tp 3n.
Ren

XVII

2H November 19HH (Cont'd)
g2d Rci£:3n

I

Co 0 moved from vicinity ALDSiDORF to FRSIAI^SKHOWT and was
attached to Ist 3n 66th Armdßegt. Part of company outposted. line.

2$

November

I9HH

Hist AIR (**) Beinf
119th Inf (30th Inf Div) attached to 2d Armd Div. and
further attached to CCA tinder control of Hist AI& (). Reinforced
let 3n

and moved to vie FRBIAIJJINED VEST.

62d Ren 3n
Co A moved from ALDSDORf to W^L&^DW3O^Mt and into line
about 1000 yds northeast of FftSIA^DMSOVA. 2d Plat Qo C with two
sections of 3d Plat Co 0 outpost ed Hill101 soutwest of WBBZW*
KAUSSI. Ist Platoon and two sections of 3<3. platoon iix reserve
east of DUHSGSIAR.
9

2,6 ,' November' ,!s*&,,

t

Ulst AIR (~) R^inf

.

3d 3n 66th Armd Regt and elements S2d Ren 3n a.etached from

Hist AIH (~) . : 3d 3n Hist &XR moved
vicinity imiTS^Ri^H at 22001V.

to forward assembly

area

S2d Hen In
Ist Platoon, Co B» relieved 2d platoon at 1100 A, Ist and 3&
Blatoons secured !CSRZSi;3MtJ$5i|iEOSIAR Road as line of departure from
Hist AIS attack on hill just west of KOSIARf. Co C Ist and 3d
platoons moved from Hill101 and dug in along the KSRZKLTEMJSSI^
KOSLAR highway between 119 th Inf on left and Co 3 S2d Ren 3n on
right.

27

ITpvemljer

19HH

CCA

CCA attacked in three

columns from vicinity

MSR23HHA.USELT at

0715A. 3d 3n Hist AIR attacked on right; 2d 3n 1.19th Inf (Co I
66th AR atchd) in centers and Ist 3n 119'th Inf on left. Ist 3n
119th Inf Regt with Co $ 66th AR (') and one plat Co C 702dCD 3n
captured Hill100,3
ll^Kfc.lnfat Igoai.

at

1500*.. MSRZSMBLITSmi

003
Vicinity OIDdPWSIIiUEL

six

was cleared by 2d 3n

27

•

g2d

November

19^

(Cont*a)

Sen 3n

Go 3 moved forward to line from K99959^ to K997597. CPC P c
(less 3d Plat) moved to high ground just north of KOSDAE and relieved Co H 66th AE. 3d Plat Co C" attached to Co H 66th AH
captured Ohj

7

east of MURZWHAUS^T,

28

Hbyeiiiber

19^

CCA
Attacked in three columns at 1200 Ato seize 3ABCES" and cut the
3AIMW-KOSLAE Hoad. Occupied 3AEMU3 at IS3QA. g2d Hen 3n cut
3ARMM-KQSLAH Hoad and the railroad parallel to the road and contacted 29th Inf Div elements in EOSLAH,
1

29 November 19^GCA

•

Held line 3XOSS2KOT (exelJ-BAHM^P-KOSIAH. At 17OOA Ist Bn Ulst
AIH (reinf) reld Ulst All.(-) leinf. Sd Bn 119 th Inf Hegt reld
from attachment to CC4*. reverted to parent unit, and moved to 30th
Inf Div sector.
AIH (-) assembled in vicinity of FOHDSTSHIir,

•

m
XX
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AFPMDIX II
J&SRMAUT GMSPAL 1 S COMMENTS
*y
•

General der panzertruppen Heinrich Freiherr yon Luettwitz
OS of the *+7,Pz.. Corps in the Hhineland from 23 Oct to 5 Dec 19HU
(Translated "by Christensen at Allendorf , Germany, 11 <Jan 19^7)
Our own attack

was suspended, on the 1 Hoy

drawn to its line of departure
KHUIFSLD, where it was assembled

,

3 2fov 19 V+.

on. the

Based on observations

16

ITov 19HH.

of enemy movements

in front of the sector

nade by ?Ws, we had

of the 12, SS Ps Corps and on statements
picture of the situation of the enemy.

a,

rather clear

This made us expect an extension of

the point of gravity of which was supposed

the enemy attacks,

area

Here, and in the

we expec ted enemy attacks in the

Considering the overall situation

•

the corps was

and again transferred to the area around

of MOTCHSiMiIMBACE it was trained until the

near future.

19*&

to

he. south of

the 12. SS Corps in the area of AACH2ST, and the attacks were also expected
on the sector of the 12. SS Corps.
transferred

In consequence

the corps and the subordinated

of this estimate

divisions to the area of HJSffCHEBh

GLA.D3.iOH 8t the "beginning of the second Week of ITovember.
aiming at a committment of the corps,

12 SS Corps and the

Si, Army Corps,

Reconnaissance,

was carried out in the sectors of the
(She command, post of the corps

located at ANEA^H. On the occasion of a map exercise, on the 3
"by Gen d. Pz

yon

we

Manteuf fel , the problem was discussed

was
v > arranged

whether it would "be

up to the point to transfer elements of the Pz divisions to the western
j

"bank of the ROSE "before the enemy attack.

It is true that there they would

\u25a0te within the range of the enemy artillery, "but , on the other hand, here it
would be possible

to send them in at once or move them without "being obliged

to use the bridges across

#

raids on these bridges.

MJS^OHBT'GLABBACH,

the HOES*

We had to reckon with very heat y
T

•;

The main body of the divisions remained in the area of

Anticipating

an enemy attack one kampfgruppe of the

XXII

9 P2 Div was transferred to the ws&tern "bank of the HOSE and roved forward
to the area of LIK^ICE during the first half of November..

#

The enemy attack started on the

l
6Hoy 19^.

During the afternoon

of thfe'&ay the corps received the order that it had "been subordinated

(placed under command of) to the 12 SS Corps together with the 9 Pz Divi**
sion.

The

15.

Pz Gren Div remained

in its position as Army Group reserve

About 20*00 hrs, the staff of the corps arrived "by the

for the time "being.

12 SS Corps at VSSOi&SIJT, and found the situationto "be the following: The
enemy had taken IMMIKDO3? and FLOVIRICH, fight was going, on for the pos

session of PWra£Doß£V,and

the kampfgrupoe of the

hank of the BO3E had already been sent in there

9. :N Div was ordered to

•

fur fcft&a? pene trat iono n

.

.

9* "Pz Div on the western
By the

12.

SS Corps the

recapture PUFPSKDOHF and prevent the enemy from

\u2666

Prom the 16 Nbv

*\u25a0

of e~vevy irrch of ground.

1 Dec there was violent fighting for the possession

Jhe clayey ground was very sticky owing to con-

tinual rain; even armored track-laying vehicles were almosst unable to move»
and this caused

the attacker

the situation was the same,

considerable- difficulties. For the defenders
"but the effect of the difficulties was much more

unfavorable for the attackers.

,... From B&3CK Imyself

have seen with which

difficulty the American infantry again and again tried to carry on the attack
through/the

Artillery Corps and four
heavy losses.

Jhe Artillery fire of all our guns (two Yolks

sticky terrain.

divisions), which was directed by the corps, caused

Only owing to the decreasing

strength of our infantry the

enemy gained slcwly ground.

Prom the

23 Nov

-*

2S Itfov there were no large engagements..

sides regroup d their forces.

*

Prom the

29 Uov

-

Both

.

1 Dec there was fighting for the possession

of

LIMICH.- LIHFICH. was finally.lost on the 2 Dec and with this the engage:

ments along the ROIR stopped for the time being.

XXII

•

Details

17 November
large enemy attacks

Tanks of the 9. Pz $iv>

did not take place.

still at the northern outskirts of PtWHTOEl'.wwre pushed out of the village.
During the evening of the

main "body of the

1J the

along the line: PHJMMOT

 HJSrtTOOHB , where
1

183. Voiles Gren Div still offered resistance..
these portions were subordinated

to the

9. Pz Div took
»

only weak portions of the

During the days following,

9P? Div. During the

—

position

day, the

15»

to the Corps during the night of the ljthey

Pz Gren Div was subordinated

were ordered to move to the area XJEDSBH

DEMOT

..EIMHE&JCH.

18 November
At

•

"began.

07.00

hrs. the enemy attack. in the general direction of PEtßiSHIT

Very strong shelling of PBTJMI^M, at noon, wade

a direct attack on this village was imminent.

PHUMMSRF at

15.00 hrs. At' about this

us recognize 'that

Fighting took place ''at

time the elevated terrain west of

PHJMMHB! was lost. PIOTM33H, the most important strong point, had to be
cleaned from enemy forces.

15»

Counterattacks

launched "by one kampfgruppe of the

Pz G* |)iV from WTIRM on PHJJC^BRN and "by one karnpfgruppe of the
1

Div from
night,

(JEKSOIf^IIISR or.

We succeeded in

9

Pz

PBU^^SH were ordered to take place during the

recapturing a part

of.PHITMMJOT* but we .were not

able 'to clean i'c conipletely from enemy forces.
front now protruded considerably.
exclusively through PHUI? fEEII?

At G^ILIEMIRCH}!! the German

Would the enemy continue his attack

If this would be the case his left flank would

become longer and longer and more and more jeopardized.

Thus we had to

reckon with an attack on the protruding front at \u25a0'(JSIiLEKKISOHIIH' in the near
future.

Consequently

the bulk of the

DRUif;^HIMM2EXCH. On the

#

i£ the

15* Pz Gren Div remained in the area
British Div had attacked, and had

gained ground in the direction of O?EIPSRATH

at GEILM^CIRCHM was still more jeopardised.

XXIV
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Thereby the protruding front

Since early in the morning

.\

•

17

of the

the command post of the corps had "been situated at HUICKSLHOYSU.

ApWSILM was lost on the

*

*

18.'.

\u25a0

*

*

*

*

*\u25a0

*

20 November

Attacks tookrplace along the entire front and spread to the areas
of

GS&OISWSILSR ,

3DI&IM, and FREpLDStJHOVBF.

that no ground "be last, not under any circum

thrown in. !The Array demands
stances.

A retreat

All forces of the corps were

"by sectors

.

"behind the RO33R would have saved many lives,

and would have made it possible to establish a strong defense on the opposite
"bank of the river* Neither the troops nor the leadership knew at this
time that an advance on MAASIHICHf was intended to take place from the
"bridgehead at

•

SOiSRICED in connection with the offensive in the AHBBWSS
\u25a0

were too weak for the "broad sector of the corps.

forces

507

situated along the line

GSRSOFSIfMLSRlilX^nCH.

She infantry,

ground "be given up.

i&Lerefore the unconditional demand that no

LIIIDHRHHILL 95

.

!Tiger Afoteilung

was sent in along the road

s!he Tiger tanks were dug into the earth and

flicted heavy losses upon the American tanks, especially those of the 2nd
American Armored Division, In the evenirig, OEEOTTSWSIL3R and

M)SRBIT were

/

captured

the enemy;

o:*?



left neighbor lost FRSIAIDS^EDYM.

21

23 Hovem"ber

During these days further attacks

took place along the entire front.



OOhe. fighting for the possession of BSSCK was extremely stubborn.
attacks

..'were

repelled, the line TKIPSI&ES

(l. km northeast

of <J32RBO3STS¥EILSR)

 WBL2
\u25a0

IiRJI&WWSO?

*

of the 10 SSPz Div arrived,

'

m .east of BSSCK.

On the 22 Uov the first



Ihe 9. Ps .Div, which was "badly

mauled, defended itself in the sactor:

500

 BEiiJCK  HILL 95

was held until the 29 Uov when new

attacks "began, leading to the loss of LIHDESIT.
elements

All

Bailroad

BS3CK

the road fork

During the following days the lO f SS Pz Div was sent

in from this point and as far as

I+oo

m east of EDSE2F*.

XXV
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Estimate of the situation on the evening of the 2$

On the

m

of the C of S

resistance,

19W.

25 JTov Lt. Col. Graf Bernstorff took oyer the activities
of the U7, pz Corps "because the former C of S Col Kleinschmit

had "been wounded.
1.

Boy

The situation was as follows:

It was the mission of the corps to keep 'the main line of
which had existed since the

'

2J November

and not give up one

.

The order was given in this form "because

inch of ground west of the HOUR...

an attack was planned from the area south of HSBTEB2BG in the direction of
southwest,

This had to take

place within the framework of the offensive

in the AHBMTSS, "but during the defensive
anything about these intentions,

V

•

\u25a0

¥ot knowing

it its main task to prevent the enemy

from gaining a firm footing on the eastern
jumpoff positions for further attacks
importance

corps did not know

as they were kept secret.

about the plan, the corps considered

•

col.ibat the

"bank of the HOUR and thus obtain

on the BHIKB.. Further it was of

to lose as few men and as small an amount of natertal as possible

particularly no artillery



on the western bank of the ROSE.' As great amounts

of material were used on all fronts, we could not reckon with ample supplies
for our engagements
2,

sector,
elements

.

the HOUR 'and the BHIIHS.

Uj. (British)

We recognized the

of the 2. (American)

c

Infantry. Division in the northern

the SH, (American) Infantry Division in the central

enemy had attacked

between

between

sector, and

Armored Division in the southern sector.

The

since the IS> JTovember, lie broke through our own positions
h

GSIL3HKIHCHSM and &ERSOITSW SIL!)?IR., but was stopped by our new positions,

which were reinforced by the

9« Pz Div and the 15. Pz Gr.en Division. The

positions were situated along the line:

south, of BEBOK

 northeast



TSIPSRA.TH

of GSRSOHSVEILSH

 hard

south of ICrSHMDOPJ 1

the' southern out skirt of WS&Z.

During these days the enemy suffered very heavy losses, and on the 23
the attacks ceased

temporarily.

m
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Hoy

•

:
In'the
sector of our northern neighbor (the

no attacks of Importance

1J&, VolksGren Div)

took place.,and since the 23 Fov our southern

neighbor (the Si. Army Corps) had only had local engagements.

Movements In the area south of SESCK and the southwest

of

thrust (partly supported by tanks) on WORM,

GKSRIDirsWSILSR reconnaissance

BS3S3CK, L.IHDMT.and LIHFICH, increased

air activity over the ROER bridges

and the area of ERKELEBTZ indicated that the enemy had only temporarily
suspended his attacks,

aiming at the capture of the western "bank of the

ROER, and that he intended to resume

For this purpose he had to establish bridgeheads

troops.

banM of the river
The bridges at

•

them after having reorganised his

 if possible

on the eastern

with undamaged bridges across

LtitMJCH were especially suited for this.

bridges wetfe situated in the sector

the BOSS.

(Some 60 tons

of the corps).

¥c knew that the 7* (American) Armored Division and the British
Armored Division of the Guards opposed the sector of the Corps, we had,

therefore,

to reckon with their commitment

west of the ROSE, in case

the

attack. with other available forces did not result in a success.
On the other hand we did not know of the 102. (American) Infantry
Division, and its presence

3. The

at LIHFICH was a surprise.

corps sector of defense

difference of level of a few meters,

consisted

it had numerous

of flat, arable land with
excellent roads and

was traversed bFtaierous ditches along which grew long rows of trees, and
spread over the terrain were large villages with Stone houses,

A chain of

hills was the key point of the position, it ran from 313C2C through LIBD3FIT
a"bout

•

500. m southwest of the" road LIUIOTff * LIMICH. The

possession

for the enemy because

chain of hills was of decisive importance

he had a free view into the ROM valley and thus he could survey

hinterland as far as the RO2E.

of this

from there

his own

The enemy recognized this, and from the

29 ITov his main attacks in the nbrthern sector of the corps aimed at the
capture of this chain of

hills.
XXVII

Bain lasting for weeks had turned the clayey ground into a swamp,

•

and the activities of tanks and motor driven vehicles was completely

stricted to the roads*
The open terrain and its muddy condition, which was caused by the
rain, only offered the attacker "bad possibilities

the use of his tanks and combat cars.
the observation for the defenders,
terrain between BD3CK

for protection and limited

On the other hand, the terrain favored

at least as long as they had the elevated

 LINDEHT LBTFICH in their

hands, the numerous

villages with their stone walls and cellars gave them fine possibilities

for defense,

the intermediate

terrain was to some extent fortified (bunkers)

and reinforced with field fortifications, and the muddy terrain offered at
many points a certain security against mechanized

•

attack.

The terrain thus

offered many possibilities for the defense.

U» ffhe Boer

and the bridges

across same.

o?he HOUR was 10 to 15 m bora& and

1.50 to

2 m. deep; owing to rain

the current had "been rather violent for weeks, the meadows as far away

as $0.0 m from the riverbed were inundated.

Consequently a crossing was

only possible by the bridges, and a building of bridges could only "be done

in connection with the existing crossing sites.

The following "bridges were available
l) one wooden bridge at EILFAESH ,

2) one wooden "bridge at BBA.CE.T3L3ST,.
3)

oxie

railroad "bridge at 3RACESL.W (the bridge was not planked

and could only be used by pedestrians)

k) one footbridge at KQRRSfcTZRJ,
5) two stone "bridges east and northeast of lIHKICE
(the only "bridge strong enough for our type "VIn tanks),
6) one footbridge hard east of HOMDOEF.

#
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One of the chief concerns

of the corps, were these "bridges.

On

one hand they had to "be kept in repair in order to maintain the necessary,

communication with the front, and to make a withdrawal of the artillery and
other motorized or horsedrawn elements possible, on the other hand it had
to "be possible
ly reached

to demolish the "bridges at once in case

the "bridges.

The corps endeav6red

the enemy surprising-

to construct

additional foot-

traffic jams at the most westernly bridges, in

bridges in order to prevent

case the enemy should achieve a speed penetration, "but owing to lack of
material this was not possible.

Bridge commanders

were in charge of the "bridges.

sible for traffic .regulations

and the preparations

They

were respon-

for demolition of the

bridges when orders came fromthe divisions, in charge of the

in

sector,

addition the bridges were occupied by Security troops up to the strength
of one rifle snuad.
consequently

All our engineer battalions were used as infantry, and

we did not have the platoon or company available which were

prescribed for the occupation of bridges, likewise we had no antitank

weapons available for the securing of the bridges.

The brid.ge commanders

were requested to cooperate with the heavy antiaircraft batteries
in the neighborhood,

emplaced

the possibilities for antitank

which reconnoitered

defense at the bridge.
Despite the fact th/t the antiaircraft

to be inadequate^
corps,

considering the numerous

the enemy did not once succeed

defense

at the bridges seemed

in destroying or even

brid.ge -by bomb hit,

night of the

h arming one

r

\u25a0

The wooden bridge at -BJUCHSL-EKT was destroyed

bustion in the

sector of the

objectives in the

29 Dec (a shell hit an

spontaneous

igniting

com-

charge).

The

other bridges were destroyed according to plan when we retired across the

#

HQSH, the enemy failed to thrust energetically on one of

XXIX

the bridges.

5* Qrder of ."battle of the

•

corps on the evening of the

25 Ifov

Condition of the divisibns:

a.

The 15. pz &ren Mvision*

The

IOU.

Segiments had each three weak battalions

and 115* ? z

(with 100 to 200 men).
quiet one, one weak

In addition in the northern sector,

alarm "battalion of the IS3» Yolks Oren

talions were very "badly equipped With machine guns (2 to
guns

"being the most
Diy. all "bat-

U light machine

to each company).
The 115 Pz Battalion had aoout ten

tanks,

tfIV

of the type

long"

ready for action.

The Pz artillery regiment was up to authorized strength,
light and one heavy

•

The

(two

"battalion).
two weak companies,

engineer "battalion:

fantry, partly used for the laying of mines in the

partly used as in-

area round WOftM.

Despite very heavy engagements, the division was still fit for use
ift emergency cases.
remnants of the

On the

23

!Tov the withdrawal of the

l#3v Yolks G-ren

Div, "began which aeaat

could only "be thinly occupied.

"b.

:

',--v

that

the front line

only a very weak reserve

The div had
'

'

"battalion av.^iia'ble.

9Pz Div and

\u25a0

The 9. Pz Div,- "badly mauled,- was "being withdrawn and assembled'

in the area north

0f

.

HSIH#HEIG

\u0084.\u25a0

.•

I.?.'!"

The Pz G-ren Regiments and all elements availablei lable for usi as infantry

(engineers,
200 men

"and

alarm units) were put together in two' kampfgruppeh
subordinated

to the

The Pz regiment had

3

15. Pz Grren Div aiid the 10. SS Pz Div.
to

for action, they were subordinated

*

of 100 to

5

tanks of types

trT"

and "IV long IT ready

to the infantry kampf gruppen.

The Pz artillery regiment (two light and one heavy battalion) were
subordinated

to the AHKO

U7

in positions around BEACHSLSF.

3OQC

The

c.

•

10 SS Pz Div at first

only arrived with

and one Ps Gren Battalion (in total three battalions
and one light artillery "battalion.

way from
Tiger n

506.

The

HOLME).;

All other

of 200 to

250

men)

were still on their

elements

Pz Battalion with about

one Ps Gren Regiment

6 to S tanks

type

"TI

was subordinated.
The ABKO

d.

U7

 Werfer  Brigade


HIMMSHICH EOIfSDOBl BSA.OHSL3H. An
number) and one Yolks

Requested

in positions in the area

to cooperate

RIIMKPE ~

amount of ammunition was

adequate

1

available.

Corps (I do not know the

had one Volksartillery

with AfiKO Hj were the following units:

She 115. Pz Artillery Sediment (about 17 light and 10 heavy guns).
The 9. Pz Artillery Regiment (about 10 light and.

6

heavy

guns).

The 2. Battalion of the 10.' SS Pc Artillery Regiment (about 10

•

light

guiis)

65

In total

included).

light and

29

heavy, guns (the YolksWerf erBrigade not

(Together with the artillery of the neighbors about

guns covered

130 to 150

the. front of the corps.

Considering the material superiority of the enemy (air force,
lery ammunition

from the IS
losses

i

tanks) the troops had fought excellently in the engagements

23 Fov and

were very heavy.

prevented the enemy thrust on the HOSE.

Our own

The continuous rain,, the impossibility of feeding

the troops regularly during the pitch dark nights, the

long

service in the

positions without prospect of being relieved preyed on the strength of the P2

Grenadiers and the infantry men.
through, unshaved
supplies,

for days, facing an enemy who had abundant

these men fulfilled their duty to. the utmost.

on all fronts:

•

and unwashed

Pale and holloweyett, sick and drenched

the leaders had also here to ask themselves

troops wouldbe able to meet these requirements.

defended
because

themselves,

]?or

the case

how long the

the time being they

but they were no longer able to launch counterattacks

there was no inner connection between

replenished;

As was

the units which were constantly

and the company, platoon, and souad leaders, who were constantly
XXXI

replaced,

•

were una"ble to plan and carry out attacks systematically.

seldom 'counterattacks

carried any success,

Very

this was

and where they succeeded

only due to the element of surprise.

*

*

*

*

*

*

#

Details

25

*

*«

*.

November

*

Field Marshal

*\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0*

\u25a0*

Model/ the

Command,erInChief

visited the command post of the Corps,

a,

Division* which were
as

possible.

*

*

"B^

The following items were discussed
of the momentary

LIMTICHmust _t>e kept under any circumstances.

The freshening up and training of the 3» aad the

. "b.

•

of Heeresgruppe

The task, which was to hold the possessions

main . Litie of resistance,.

#

assigned

116.

Pz

for this purpose, had to take place as soon

*

*

*

*

*

2$ Ifovember

The enemy reconnaissance

activity was carried out to the

extent as during the preceding days.
changed

At noon, when the weather temporarily

to the "better, there were several airraids against

HII^AETH and LBmiGH, TDut

they

same

were unsuccessful.

'

the bridges at

The Chief of Staff visited

the command post of the 5. Panzer Army at \u25a0IMDERS&EIKD for a preliminary
cussion of the offensive in the AKDSFH3S.

*

*
On the

•

29 November
He

\u25a0*

29 November in the

*

*

*

evening the corps had the following

picture of the si tuation:

1.

The

corps ters the task of recapturing LBTOKH" in a

ttack and of reestablishing
necessitates

the former main line of resistance.

This task

the commitment of all available reserves and a very high
xtx.il

consumption of artillery ammunition..

*

2.

T

ln the sector of the corps and that of its left neighbor the

enemy started his d ec is ive attack with the purpose of capturing the ROSS
sector during the

29

£he

Nov.

3s. British

Corps, opposing the northern

sector of the corps and that of its right neighbor, did not take part in

these attacks^

By

statements

we

"by PWs and "by radio reconnaissance

of the SU. American Infantry Division* opposing

the presence

ascertained

£iven

our line* Bother, we supposed

that the 2,

American Armored .Division

opposed the southern sector and that of our left neighbor, although our
radio reconnaissance

*

•

*

indicated the presence of one other combinedarms HSnit;

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

30 November

*

WSDZ, in the sector of our left neighbor, is lost*. Counterattacks
with the purpose

of recapturing the village fail.

At !$\u2666 00 hrs the
a counterattack
to cooperate

% Bz Div,

on LIJIDSHS

.
1

supported "by its artillery, laimched

(The Artillery Comander

with the 9» P z Div for this attack).

ments succeeded

strong infantry forces.

*

*

*

During the night the corps
all;elements

was requested

few assault detach-

in penetrating into the village during the night "but they

were' una"bie to hold on as the enemy attacked

#

A

"^7"

*

*

*

was ordered to take over the command of

still engaged east of the H>SR«

under the command of the 81.

them at once with tanks and

Army- Corps,

Until then they had "been

our left neighbor.

These troops

included one weak battalion at HOSRDOPJ 1 and one engineer company at
f

FLOSDOPJ

,

1

they were not subordinated

to the

.10. SS Pz Div. The 10. SS 2>z

Div was ordered to reinforce them with tanks of the

#

with artillery,

:

XXXII

506.

Pz Battalion and

The forces sent in south of LIIFICH have only one footbridge

•

east of EO3BDOEF at their disposal for their communication across

tfeere was also a li&e of communication
longer use it because

the ROIHIR;

through tIHI^IGH, "but they could no

the enemy was in the irarnedi.ate^neigh'borhood.

was therefore a danger that after tile fall of LBTFICH these elements

tfhere
might

be out off and lose their communication to the eastern "bank of the ROJSL
The corps thought.it desirable to build a second footbridge at TIiOSSiXOT..
Measures

were prepared, "but it took too long to procure and "bring up the

material, and consequently
elements

nothing could "be done.

Owing to this, these

were put in a very difficult position on the 2 Dec, and they

were almost completely annihilated.

•

#
s

AAAXV

APPSKIJIX 111

•

The air preparation

for the HOSE Hive* Offens iVe was the

close support effort ever flown by the Allied Air

largest seals
1

Shortly "before noon on

forces.

16. November the Ei#th Air force,

with 12OH heavy bombers escorted "by

3679

*+S5

fighter "bombers, dropped

tons of bombs in the BSdHfSILM area.

The Royal Air Porce

Bomber Command with 112>8> four engine Lancasters dropped
on their targets,

chiefly on BUIOT and JtttJCH.

tons

Medium bombers of

the IX Bombardment Division (British) executed heavy attacks on

LiH&ICH in the Finth Army zone, and on other towns in the ?irst
Army

•

zone.

2

Practically all

towns in the immediate front of the

2nd Arniored Division were hit daring this air operation.

Con trol Me&sur e s
2b insure accurate bombing, and to reduce the possibility
of bombs being dropped on friendly troops, elaborate control

ures were devised*

fhe plan executed with outstanding success

consisted of a number of

safety

$he first control

devices*

measure

was the establishment

of approach on the ground for the bombers.

of a line

This line consisted

of white panel markers ( 36 ! x 7 !) placed parallel to the Army

boundaries and leading to the target area #

t^ie' second measure was

groups of nine vehicular red

or yellow fluorescent panels placed so as to raatfc the front
lines as shown

#n*th? sketch on the next page.

Jot the third element of the control plan eleven captive
balloons established a line in the air. These balloons were

»

attached to Army from the MP.
altitude approximately
and perpendicular

They were flown at 2000 feet

yards behind the front lines, astride

to the direction of approach of the bombing planes.

xxsv
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The fourth co atrol "measure established
shell "bursts, "by U' "batteries of

90 ra^ ^

\u25a0

/'

a line of red A&

sune^

on the same line as

the "balloons. 'Sight of these shells, adjusted so that they exploded
a"bout 200Q feet Td^low the iDonibers, "burst every

15 seconds*

ation, "by radio, between IX tactical Air Force, and Headquarters

•

109 th MA Groitp controlled the M fire.
In addition to. the atove., a thin vertical radio "beam
marked the "bomb release
Inglish

line, crews opened Tx>mlb "bays over the

Channel to. scuttle any loose "bp.nfbs and "bomb racks reinained
xxxvi

/

/

\u25a0\

locked during the passage

•

over our front lines.

%

Artillery, in "both the First and Ninth A&mies., fired on

known and suspected

flak gun locations during th& air strike*

This neutralization of AA guns by the artillery undoubtedly greatly
reduced the aircraft casualties.

to friendly troops

It was gratifying that no casualties
occureed

during this great air support mission.

of targets and the safety precautions

Proper

selection

taken to prevent casualty

producing incidents were completely effective.

Results of the Bombin
Although it was never possible to accurately assess

the

results of the heavy "bombing effort preceding the attack, subsequent

•

and intelligence reports

investigations

damage, particularly to communications,

psychological

The

pectations.

of enemy troops,
surrounding the
prisoner of

was inflicted and

casualties probably fell short of

esr*

These

troops

were dispersed in the open country

towns rather than in the towns themselves.

A UCO

war from an infantry division reported that his men

condition for

U5

minutes after the bombing.

ticularly telephonic,

were in a dazed

Communications,

were interfered with as far back as division

and the slow reaction of the enemy in moving his

serves was due, in part, to the effect of the bombing* 5

*

than

explanation for this is found in the disposition

completely ignored all orders during the attack and

headquarters

that the

effect upon enemy personnel was probably greater

33nemy personnel

expected.

indicated that considerable

\u25a0
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TACTICAL STUDY 0? TEE TEREAJIT AHD tmTHSR

1

1. PURPOSE ACT OT&SR XI^ITBTG OOTSIDEBATIOIFS.
To study the probable effect of the terrain and weather on an
armored attack in'tjie area

2.

(mrm&L description op the

area.,

—

a. ftlimatjc or weather conditions Throughout the period the

s o
temperature vjaries from an average minimum of so41
P. to an average
majriLmum'

of

U6 P.

2
the month,

in this area in November is

Precipitation occurs, on the average, 15 days during

2.25 inches.

/

Average precipitation

'

The rain is

generally accompanied

"by light winds

(1020 MPH>«,

•

"k* %QpQ graphy— (see Appendix JVB)
\u25a0

(l) Helief and drainage,

area^thfe
Ihe

Two rajor streams drain the

Eiver on the west and the SOSR Hiver on the east,

'WBto flows

northeast and the SOSEI flows northwest,

valleys of ""both rivers

are wide and meandering with steep cliffs

bordering then in mmy places.

Many tributaries of these

rivers cut .the area, generally perpendicular

the streams',

The

two

to the line of flow of

The.'tfilSM and its tributaries are narrow (16— 33 feet

wide), with hard bottoms, fordable (2i to 5 feet deep) in most
places?

converselj 7", the HOSE and some of its tributaries

m.

unfordable,.

are

The entire ROM valley can be flooded by the des~

tgjuctlon of' tv/o large dams approximately twenty miles upstream
from

JiJEiCE.
The area is gently rollingr varying in height from U6O feet

in the southwest portion
a gradual decrease

#

to,.

210 feet in the northeast.

in elevation except in the two river valleys

and their major tributaries.

Some of these valleys have very

steep <£jpee, dropping almost vertically for 100 feet,
steep banks

There is

are especially true of the ROM valley.

These

Certain

tocviii
t

i

I

area could "be considered almost flat, the terrain
U
varying very little in elevation for over 1000 yards.

portions of the

•

(2) Vegetation— The forested areas consist mostly of
small wooded lots and

long

rows of trees "bordering the numerous

These ditches are generally perpendicular

ditches.

to the

Most of the towns have wooded areas surromUling them.

roads..

The fcrees

vary in size, none of whicli can "be considered an obstacle to
armor,

The remainder of the countryside is devoted to agriculture.

(3)

soil

Surface Materials— O&e surface of the

is

clay which is satisfactory for tanks under optimum conditions of
In certain parts" of the area the soil is not able to

weather.

support tanks during periods when there is average

•

pitation* Armored movement

is restricted to the

or more

roads.

during

periods when the rainfall is above 'average*

(h)

Cultural Fe&tures^Many small rural villages

(1000 to 2000 population) dot the area.
villages is., on the average,
road net is available*,

northwest

2000 yards 9 A comparatively good

The better roads are the ones

running frpw

IMMMDORP. to DUEBOSIAE

and north*east

to southrea^t from

to southwest

The distance "between these

\u25a0

from HIOTCB. to. SSTTHRKEL

There are other secondary

roads capable to twoway traffic, A small coal mine is located

east of. ISSJQCrKDOBi 1. bridges cross the : HOSE River at UOTICH,
BUEDOB21., and FIiOSSDOEF,

A railroad crosses

the area from west to

east, IIIMiSEDOEl1 to BABMBT and KOSLAE. A spur of this railroad
runs south from PUStfEKBOSJ 1 to SSTTMXCE,

VB, )
(See Appendix I

% MiLmur aspects oh* thu AEm,
a#

—

Critical Terrain Features.
(l) PUPFSCDOBI I—A1 A critical communications

m

town is located at the

center.

!piis

Junction of the major roads in the area.

XXXIX

y

(.2)

•

crossings

Sigh ground west of

BOS^HPermitß unit to

control

of the river.
(3) Sill area north and east of aHRBOHS^SIiSBrGontrols

approaches

to IIHHOH and BO'Sft Biver and the terrain to the north*

(k) AH the
the road net.

towns

throu^iout the arear—The towns

control

They are natural strong £oin,ts "by virtue of the

struction of the houses, namely, the stone walls and cellars.
Observation and fields of Fire"«( See Appendi

(l) Observation.
or the forces moving to

the

X

IV~3)

Generally favors the attacking forces
east,

There are certain valleys and

draws in which the enemy can Operate unobserved, namely, the HOSfe
valley and the valley through the towns of WELZ and

•

MMZMHAUSBJ.

(2) Fields of Fire* This is an agricultural area and
as such has excellent fields of fire. In the towns the fields of
fire are limited "by the houses and wooded areas*
obsts,cles~A tank ditch exists "between PUFPSEDOBF and

Co

EDSHSM running north parallel to the TVF^W^OBJ^GWMMS^TjTL'SB,
road to (9^,5*=62.5).

•

In certain parts of the area the soils are

not capable o.f suppcrh ing armor during periods of precipitation.

The steep, "banks to the west of the ROEH Talley and the river are
obstacles.
Conc ealmen t and Op ve r~~Cone ealment is offered "by the small

d.

wood lots and towns; however, it is not adequate
division on a narrow front.

the area

c

c.

Avenues of Approach

for an armored

Cover is almost non^exs.s tan t throughout
'•'

—

Because of the precipitation the

armor is almost roadbound and every road will "be an avenue of
approacho

#

ITo terrain corridor is available to our troops.

The



RO3R valley and the vallqy running through LI^ICE^I'iELZMJEIIOT
1

MSRZ®HaLtS3M are crosscompartments,

Another crosscompartment

formed "by the valley running through 3EEOHGrSRIOITS^EILSR~iP

PHTJMMOT.

w

The soil traffi
cab ility is extremely poor when wet.
XL

is

pm>

V

X TACTICA.ii EIIF33CT

*

v^:

OF TSIT TISRHArR,
1

Hffect on types of operations required to accomplish our
missioiy«^he

extreme weather conditions encountered

will

sltate attacks "by small teams of integrated armor and infantry,
These teams will have to capture each snail town eiiroute to the

objectives.

It is almost impossible

"because of lack of room for maneuver,

/to outflank the

The enemy is capable of

making each, town a strong point which will only

on the town*

enemy positions

fail after assault

The enemy is in an extremely good position to

fend the ROSE Valley from the high ground to the east.

HOTSS K)H'iPPMDiXiVn4,

•

1015, Draft, C&Gii College, Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas, 1

Sept Ug, p.

237.

TFinth United Spates Army, Operations IV, Offensive in
November, (^th Information and Historical Service)* p« 3»

\u25a0SUth Division itiBattle
Statement,

of Germany, Viking Press, p.

Gen d. Panzertruppe Heinrich Preiherr

15*

yon

Luettwitz, Comnander of the hfth panzer Corps in the Hhinelancl,
(Translated hy Christensen) passim. (Ail
Allendorf , 11 Jan
facts, unless otherwise noted, are from this document). 

Action Koport, 2nd Armored Division, ETov UU

*
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m

#,
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COMMAMOTaS Aim PmSOHALITISS
Commanders
Supreme Headquarters
Allied Expeditionary Forces.

.Gen. of the Army Dwight D»

«r

Eisenhower

twelfth
Finth

Army Group

?

.Lt. Gen. W. H. Simpson

Army

tit Corps.

.

,

.Lt Gen. Saymon S. McLain
•Maj. Gen. Ernest H, HarmOn

2nd Armor eel Division

dombat Command

A

Combat* Command 3

,
,

Brig. Gen. Joim H. Collier
Brig* Gen* 1.. D. White

•Col>. Ira p.. Swift

66th Armored Fwegimeiit

•

Ist Battalion
2nd Battalion

.
. ,. • . *
. ..
. •
, ,. . . .
, ,.
* • *

Armored Hegiment.

Ist Battalion
,d

Battalion

3rd Battalion

Hist Armored

.Lt. Coj. Carl 0, Parker

i.i '.
»

3rd Battalion

67th

.Miaj,; Herbert 8,, Eong, Jr*.

\u26 6

• •

*

\u25a0k

*

#j

»

.

•

,

.*

f
\u26 6

*

..
.
...

?.A»,3n. 4.'

1. Pope

.

C01. I©.rshall X* Orowley, Jr.
,.

Col f Carl 141 4 Hut ton

,Lt. Col. Ho"bert A. Berlin

.Lt. Col, Wm H, Buster

*

Bn.

.Lt. Col.
.Lt. Col. Louis

•

*

Itter

.Lt.Col. Lloyd P. Van Court

,

S2nd Armored Ren. Bn

2nd Armored Div. Trains.

.

f

lUth Armored J.A. Bn* ,

Engr^

]jemuel

•It 001 Cliarle sB,
* .Ijt,

w

2nd Armored Division Artillery

17th Armored

3. Satchel der

.Ma j, John ¥« Pinnell
•

92nd Armored P. A,. Bn^

.Maj, Clifton

,Col. Sidney H. Hinds

«

2nd Battalion

70th Armored

*Col. paul^A. Disney

* .It. Col, Harry L. Hillyard

Infantry Eegiment

3rd Battalion

»!Dt^, v Co|;»;:Ljnd&^y C. Heifeness

.lit. Col,

X

*

«

Ist Battalion

#

Gen. Omar H. Bradley

2nd Armored Maintenance 3n. •
3oaqq.ii

G. Merriam

W. Correll

.Col. Louis C PriedersdDff

.

.Lt. C ol Allen L• Start s

2nd Armored Supply 3n»
Hgth Armored Medical 3n.

.Maj. Edward $. Sanford

..

.Lt> Col, John S. Wler

AESJACHSD TJITITS

Ho6th

• •

Infantry Regiment,

Ist Battalion.

..

..
....

.

f

.

2nd Battal ion. • *

3^d Battalion.

\u26 6

•

•

155 th AM AW Bn (Sp)
Ist Battalion,

119th Inf

2nd Battalion, ll?th Inf

702nd Wtn (Sp)

.. . .

.Col. Bernard $V Hurls ss
.Lt. Col. Cecil R. Everett
.Lt. Col. James H. Reeves

,Lt, Col. Terle D. Miller
«

,Lt. Col. D, Ro Corcoi

:f

.Lt. Col. Ho"bert Xi#

Herlonf

•It, C6l. William C. Cox

f

.Lt. Col. Jo 3m A. Beall

Personalities

•

Armentraiit ,

Organization

Capt

Co C,

Broctonan, Eo"bert

2nd Lt

Co 0,

Oarothers, Thomas 2121

Capt

2nd Bn,
HiefAUU
Al
.2nd
3»r Hist

George .C.

Inf.

Hist

AiR,

Cha'^aud

Co 0,

Chatfield, Henry H.

Co I,66 bh AR#

Crane, Harold 3,

Co C,

Hist AIE.

Earhart, Raymond S.

Go A,

Hist AIH.

Edel"berg

*

Ranlt

JJame

t

119th Inf.

I&SPlat, Ist 3n,

Irving M,

Sr"bes, John

Bn Smg,

faris

Co G, Il9th Inf.

Hall, William

Co E,

11.9 th. Inf.

Holycross, Harold

Co B,

119 th Inf.

Funnicatt

702nd TO 3b.

Kelly,. Bruce

Co.D., 66th AR,

Kuhn,,Gale C,

Co (J, 119th Inf,

Lee, Robert S.

Co 13 r

67th

Miner, Charles 3

Co.y,

119th Inf.

XLIV

67th

AR.

3rd 3n ' 67th ML..
f

AR.,

Organ i
zat ion

Rank

Fame

Co 1, /67th AB..

OsiDorne, Thomas E.

.Co S; ligrtdi Inf•\u25a0

Parker, Warne E.
'

Pfoff, Francis 2J«

. Go

Sf&lXh.m.

S3rd Am 3n,

Preston

3ol3e.rts, Jo seph.

Co G,

66th

Holler, John B,

00 DV66th AR,.

White , janies

Co I, 67th AR.
Co &,

James L.

AH,

67th AR.

•
f

m
XLV

a

n
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Bee Intelligence Annex*

X First TJS Army operating on R of Uinth ITS Army makes main
effort of 12th Array Gp; VIICorps, on L of First TJS Army,
makes main effort 01 First TJS Army. ITinth US Array protects
I
flank and assists advance of First TJS Army. On or aTxmt
7 Nov UU XIIIVS Corps operates on L of ITinth Army, B>th
Air Force supports attack (weather permitting) "by
tion TDomMng of areas indicated and other areas in Army
zone* XIX Corps attacks in zone, making main effort with
29th Inf Div on E to seize and secure "bridgehead over
ROER River via JULIGH; continues advance to the RHIITS
Btver, protecting Ij of 12th Army Gp.

•
2.

a»

2nd, ArncL Div (reinf) attacks in zone DDay HHlour (DDay
tentatively set for 10 Ifov kk, exact day and hour to "be
announced) to seize initial object ive, committing CC3
itttially; establishing contact with 102nd Inf Biv on 1;
pibtecting L flank XIX Corps, prepared to eirploit &ny
weakness in enemy defenses in ths direction of LBIj'ICH.
Bulk of Div will"be prepared to attack 3D on £iv order to
seize and secure that part of assembly area in Div zone.
Div will assemble in area shown, prepared for early
crossing of ROBR River through "bridgehead established "by
29th Inf Div and continuance of attack to B#

*, TROOP LIST:

CQ&

•

\u25a0

COB

\u25a0

Col J. 5, Collley, Cmdgy

Brig. £en I.E. Ifalte,, g^^
%

S«i C£3A

Kg CO3

2nd 3n,
AIR
66th AR ( Ist Sn)
Co A, 17th Ihgr 3n
Co A, 702iid TD 3n (SP)
Co A, Ugth Med3&L
Det Maint 3n
Ist Plat. ,3 try 3, 195th
AAA Bn AW (Sp)

'

l«t & 3d Bns>

67th

1

Ulst

A|R

AR
Co B & 1 Flat Co C,

Tf Ihgrs
flame thrower teams atchd,
Co 3, 702nd tmßnlS?)
•Co B t Ugth Mcd Bn
2nd Bn, Ho6th Inf Regt
Set Mai^at Bn
Ist Plat; Btry A,. I9stji AAA
Bn AW (S?)
XLVI

w/3.

OCR

DIV MBJBt

S» 1U :Hinds;, fonftg.'

Hq & Hq. Co,

Ulst AIR

Ist 3a, 66th AS
2nd, 3a, 119 th Inf Regt
Co i,17th Sngr 3n
702nd M> 3n (SP) (
Cos A & B)
Go C **Bth Mcd 3n
Co A g2ad Ren 3n

Qol Carl Hut ton, Cm&gt..

Arty
m 3n (f Plat Stry

&<l 33iv

iHtJi

D*

195 th 4M :3n At (Sp)>
7Sth m |n (f3try £ (l'Piat)
. 195 th MA.Bji.jJf. (Sp))
92nd m $n {^ 3try C (1 Plat)
195th AAA Sa At (SP»

M3n (f 2nd Plat, 3 try. 2),
195th AAA $nffl.(&))

65th

S3rd 1A 3n
258th FA Gp (consisting

of 2
2
gun
and 3ns 155 «*
3ns
Sp How) in dir sup 2nd AB>

tm comwt
Hq. & Hq Co 2nd Armd Div
I^2nd Sig Co
195 th AAA 3n A¥ (SP)

(less Dets)
17't£ Sngr »n (QosA,? :
& D, 1 Hat Co C
w/3 flame thrower
teams atchd. )
"S2nd Hen 3n (Co A)
Div Tns (/ 3try 3, 195 th

•

AAA 3n A¥ (Sp)

Uo6th

Inf Regt (Ist & 2nd
3ns)

3. a *

"b.

S2nd Hen Bn ( Co A); Prepare to move 6n Div order to
establish contact with 29th InflDiv on R; and/or close
possible gap between CCs; and/ cr pass throu^i GC3 and
reconnoiter to FB and S to RO2R River and XIBTtCH; "and/or
attach 1 Ron Co to each CC.

CCA; Prepare plans tp move on Di.v. order to assist CCB
southern
in. o"b gaining initial objective hy: attacking
part of Div zone to Seize and occupy that part of ass^irfbly
area in Div. zone. The 3^<i 3n, Uo6th Inf Regt attached
prior to the attack reverts tv Div control when passed
through "by the attack: of CCB on Div ord^r.
•

0*

»

Attack EHour DDay in zone to seize initial
objective j protect the L flank of the Div and Corps, 3e
prepared to release part of the command upon reaching
initial objective and to "be assembled in Div Res in area
to "be dosignated preparatory for crossing of the ROER Hiver,
reconnoiter aggressively toward LIMICH and 'be prepared
to exploit any weakness discovered in that vie. Employ
2nd Ba, HoSth Inf Regt reinforced "by armor bo seize
M'iMMIDORI1 and the high ground north thereof, Upon the
securing of this objective this 3n will defend in.place .
and the reinforcements will "be detached when the danger
of a counterattack is over. Remainder of the Ho6'bh Inf
Regt, less 1 3n, now under division control, will extend
this line to the B including the objective H of GERTOKSWSILKR
and upon Div order this part of CC3 sector will "be turned
over to the 102nd Inf Div.

CCB.

XLVII

Move on Biv order to assist either GO or to move
assembly area (exact location later). Prepare plans
to assist in accomplishing missions outlined in paragraphs
"b" and "ctf above.

d. COS:

Tiito

c. Biv Arty: The Biv organic and attached artillery will
operate initially under Biv control in direct support of
the attack and will "be prepared on Biv order to detach 3ns
as follows: JSth and 83 rd AI& Bns to COB; lUth and 65th
AFA 3ns to CCAj and 92nd 1 ASA, to COS. Coordinate with
GO XIX Corps arty for supporting fire, and particularly
with the 102nd Inf Biv for cou.it erbattery fire in the
WM Eiverarea Fof OBILBIKIRCHM. Principal effort of
the arty willbe to neutralize and destroy tanks and SP
guns in the towns on the immediate front; count er^battery;
and fires on call. Amount of preparation wi3,l "be
ermined "based on XIX Corps arty plan. See Arty Annex
(to be published,) for prearranged fires.

.

*"• fov
g.

•

See par V "below.

Bagr Bn; Hove on Div order * Prepare plans to assist
advance of Div "by road work, removal of mines and Td
Co C (1 Plat) will
traps and clearance of obstacles
move forward in close support of CC3.

17th

.

k«

Hg a?id Hq, Oo» 2nd Armd

x,

(l) AH previous lists of lettered, code groups issued by
this piv are revoked. CCs will use letter code groups

Divt. Move on Div order*

as shown on overlay in order to report locations in
clear.

(2) Special emphasis willbe placed on security.

U

(3)

Special check lists willbe prepared to insure that
all measures are taken in preparation for attack..

\u25a0Oj)

Prior to attack, all units, will be on the alert to
repel any hostile counter threat which might unbalance
the command for the attack.

a. Unit s?ns (less

combat trains) revert to control of Biv 2?ns
Cmdr in unit areas upon movement of major units.

b. Units will carry full basic ammunition loads
(200) operational miles of gasoline.
c.

•

an?,

two hundred

Biv 2?ns Cmdr will be responsible for the orderly collection
of unit trains from areas where" parent organizations have
departed and prepare them for' forward movement upon order
of AC of S, GV

d. MSE~Sast of ¥ÜBM Hiver: ÜBACHBSGa^tDOKPIO^SRICHPU^iaroGHP.

c. o there r Admlni strati ve Mat ter s : See Administrative O'rdei'
this Hq and Change 1 thereto.

XLVII

#7

—

—

% a f Current SOI in effect*
s no change
*b« CP !

$hsage.a

to 'be reported,.

msmir
Omdg

tumomti

/s/

.Tenna
Jenna

03"
l^inci (Overlay)

•

#
XLIX

mfiBBDTX VTI
%6m S3?I#!S Aim STATISTICS
General
At the "beginning of the offensive all 2nd Armored "Division

dumps were located in the vicinity of EE&RLW, HOIIAHD (approximately

9 miles southwest of PAIBE3SR&, GBHMANtf)* and XIX Corps
tions

1

were at HB2EMT, GUILDSff, and VAJ,MBS&G. Mnth Army

located its Class

JI & IV installations in and around FMSTSICHT, .

On ljÜbvember the division established a truckhead for

Class I, 111 and . V supplied east of the ttIEM liver in the vicinity
of PALSBBRGr,

EfcUs truckhe^d, located to give close support to

2% ton trucks

the combat elements of the division, consisted of the

•

Battalion* £hose service tinits west of the

of the Quartermaster

WDHM Eiver continued to draw supplies from'.fee dumps in vicinity
of EBEBL3ST.

for all classes of

Dumps

MSBJCSfroT,
for the

(SEEIWT

rejoinder

supplies

were established near

These dumps served the division

on 2j5 l
ovember*

of the BOSS River Offen si ye,.

.

\u0084

Trains
'

'

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0

•

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0

tlnit trains were organized, into A and \3 trains.
except for necessary

2

\u25a0

,

A trains,

maintenance, unit medical vehicles and in some

instancies a limited number of ammunition vehicles, operated "under
Combat Command control,

3 trains, including kitchens

, operated

under control of the Envision frains' Commander.
During the

SOBS River Offensive Division Trains employed

a fleet of ninety six
requirements,

#

ton

trucks to haul divisional

supply

fortyreight of these trucks carried the needed

ammunition (Class V), forty the fue!L and lubricants (Class III),
and the remain ing eight carried the rations*

L

It is interesting to note the allocation of tracks that
These trucks were /'loaded as shown "belowi

hauled tfiQ ammunition.
20

\u25a0

3

iQ^mm How

ifoMm Gun
Gun
~ fsmm
2
Sim Mortar

5 \u25a0'*\u25a0

;

5

1

15



75^ How

Smal1 arms, machine gan, 37^
miscellaneous.

g^nian

A

Vehicle Evacuation
Vehicle evacuation, during this operation, presented
quite a

problem.

If a vehicle was disabled or knocked out along

a road,, evacuation was relatively easy, "but for the most part the

tanks and halftracks which "became' casualties

•

in the fields had to

"be abandoned, "because of the muddy condition of the ground.
instances,
proved

"but it

evacuation of tanks from fields was attempted,

& major

The

engineering project to accomplish.

following number of

In some

k

vehicle casualties, sustained

"by
R

the division, were evacuated to shops of the Maintenance
As a result of
enemy action

Hot as a result
of eib my action

60

166

5
IT

19

Tanks & SP Arty
Ealf tracks,. Set
& Armrd Gars
AH other vehicles
.Total.

In addition to the

m

sa

a"bove, some

Battalion."'

32^

Ghruchill Tanks of Squadron 3,

Ist Fife and Porfar Teomanry (3r) were

evacuated.

$upply Pr ofr1c mg

The shortage of certain types of amnmnit ion created the
4

most critical, supply problem of the operation.

a

The problem was such

Commanding General of jTinth Army, issued

\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0'''
G
many
The 2nd Armored
types of ammunition*
orders which rationed
that General Simpson,

Division keenly felt the restrictions on expenditures of Slmm W t

75mm

gun W f

lO^mm Howitzer (all types),

and j6mm gun armor piercing

(especially hyp erveloc ity),

LI

Because of the
tanks,

muddy ground,, it was< desirable that all

"be equipped with track connector extensions (( n duck "bills")

to increase

flotation* At the

"beginning of; the offensive most

These extensions were manufactured

tanks had "been so equipped*

for the 2nd Ariipred Division in LIE&B3, DiiLCrIUK, and before the
end of the operation all tanks in the division had "been provided
The installation of the extensions to the track connect^

with them.
ors presented
for

which

methods*

an additional problem for the Maintenance

they

Battalion

set up a special shop and used production line

S
The division main supply route, for the first part of the

\

operation, followed the

•

PtJS!PMDOH3P Bo3>d»
the surface,

.SGHJipPlSSfl^Bfe

The heavy traffic over the road soon destroyed

'What had "been a road developed into a quagmire.

Statistics
During this operation, the division evacuated

casualties,
and

621

expended

75»^6l rounds of lO^mm howitzer ammunition

tons of ammunition other than

gallons of gasoline,

2,^3S

lOsmm r consumed BO t SJO

2,130 gallons of diesel fuel and 12J15

gallons of oil Of all types, and captured 2 ,^4 prisoners of

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0

war.

10
fhe engineer water points furnished 1,400,000 gallons of ws.ter c ;
,

the following losses

In addition the division sustained

T

Personnel Battle Casual

Killed

in Action

•.

CCA
COD
totals

Wqlanded

Missing

in Action

in Action

Totals

m

Off

Off

357
661

0

m

. ,off

64

20

11 123
16 IST

36.

Off

5

ties"

56

IOHg

i

0
0

IM

67
131
19a

25
:f2

JM

513

915

T1

/

LII

\u25a0\u25a0 'Equipment

losses

12

Ungineer

6

6" diameter
Blocks Snatch,, l
Case, fflapi plastic, iS^xtS"

9

30

Compass, Lensatic
'Compass, Watch
Ca"ble, steel, 1 inch diameter
Demolition Kit, Cavalry
Clas s , Heading, Magnifying
\u25a0Ifets, camouflage, fabric twine:

46

200*

lU
1

76

361 *xW
%'

U
160
3
k

Het, camouflage, for steel helmet
Pens, lettering, speedball, sets
Protractor, fas rasge def IS"
Protractor, semicircular, grad
in degrees
Scale, coordinate, plastic, grad
in yards, 1/20,000 & 1/62,500,
&in
& in meters 1/25,000 &1/50,000
Scale, eb ofdinate, 1/&5, 000

•

1^
.

12

7

Medical

vj*

Kit, Medical, ITOO
ITDO
lit,Medical,
lit,
Medical, Officers
priyates
Kit, Medical, privat'es
Casualty
ty
Kit, Ist aid, Gas Casual
Kit,
Kit, Ist aid,M..Y. , 2*f
2*f unit
Kit, Ist aid, . M. IT*
V.:,
f 12 unit

U
v
12
IB
IS
IT
1?
31

Chemical Warfare

Ujl160
100

It, weight
Mask, Gas, Service, It.

apparatus,

l|qt.
decon,
decon ? lgqt.

Ordnance
Tank, Medium, MH w/75ram
w/75^m gun
Tank., Medium M^l., w/76mm gun
gun
Light
Tank,
MSAI
M5&l
Truck, Trailer, UO-Ton Tk Trans'
port

M25

Track, 2-g^ton, 6s£ cargo
Truck, 3/^*"*on, Weapons Carrier

Truck, i/H~ton, W
Moto re ycle , H.D,^ Solo

»

Gun, Machine, Cal 30 f ML9l9Aft
Gun, Machine, Cal 50^ HB/M2
Gun, Machine, Cal 30, M1919A5
Gun, Machine. Cal 30, M1917A1
Gun, SuV machine, Cal^Us, Ml
launcher, Grenade, Ml
Launcher, Grenade, MS
Launcher, Eocket, AT,, WL&I
Mount,. Tripod, Cal 50, M 3
Mount, Tripod, Cal 30, M 2
Mount, Tripod, Cal 30, M1917A1
Mortar, Slmm, Ml
Mortar, 60mm + M2

LIII

\u25a0

21

15
5
;

1

v

k
IS

5

Ui
6

1

k
5

35g
33

1.

35
3
2

s

Ordnance (Cont'd)
2

aiming,; Ml

Post

Projector, pyrotechnic, hand

M

9

Stifle, US 3rg,Auto, MI9ISA2
Snipers
Rifle, TJS'.Gal 30,
Sight, MU, for mortar
Binocular, M 3
Binocular, WL2I

Ml9O^»

Circle, Aiming, Ml
Watch, pocket, 15 or more jewels
Watch, wrists 7~9 jewels

15

s

1
2

70
1

H
3

us

Quartermaster

25
X
6

Bag, Carrying, Socket
;,Csn

r

Can 5

Can/

corr, nest, 16 gal.
corr, nest, 32 gal.

water,

667

5

l
6

Cutter, wii*e

, carrying, 30

rd &MG
fly, tent, wall, large .
Heater, water, immersion type
Paul in, canvas, 12* x 17'
Stove, 1 'burner, gas

Case

•

6
6

he

16
1

Tent* CP
Sigial

Axle,

HL27A
AUU5

13
US

.

7

Antenna,

LO23

31>vtorch

r

2

TjbljO

1
2

uol^ if'l
C.i '6  sli types

759

3
3
25

3UH625

EeTJocTJor Set.

20

lyr'i&motor^ ±M 35
1yna mo101 0 rr i)M•37
Plashligjit, TL"I22
fldg Set, M~23S

36

1,309
IS

6
76

Cloves, LC10
Hardset, TS13
Headset HS3G

,

Headset,

10S

kk

P23

Headset, HS19
Headset,; HS1^
Head & Chest Set, ES19
Holder,

M167

\u25a0

Lantern, Port,,

*

20

1

Ug

5
3
27

;

6*volt

10

Loudspeaker, LS~3
Maint Equipment, Mj^lJ
Mast Base » all types
Mast Base Bracket, MPJO
Mast Section, all types
Microphone , T17
Microphone, T30

2

106
Uo
2F20 2 F 200
128

liU

LIV

Signal :(Qontid)

Panel,
Panel,

AlrIHQ

207

AlrIUI
5&%,. AP~30~d
Set , AP.50A

21®

;

Panel
Panel

1

IUU
7
\u25a05
17

Pliers, TlrlJ

Radio Set, SCSI 300
Radio Set, SG.R SOS
Radio Set, SCR 509
I&dio Set, SCH 510
Hadio Set, SCH 52S
Hadio Set, SCH 536
Hadio Set, SGH 53^
Hadio Set, SCH 60S
Hadio Set, SGH 6.10
Radio Receiver, DC 603
Heraote Control Unit, HM29
Heel tJait. RLJL
Switchboard Unit, EE2

1

26
1

kl
27
2

S

6

Switchboard, BD72
transmitter, 3(3^60^

telephone,

•

SEKS4
Terraihal Strip, SMlS^
Test Clip,.CD~l9o
Test Clip, OD^7S
Tool Squipment, All types
ftoes, all type&
fest Set, I176

Voltmeter , IIS6

Wire

Pike,

MOIS3
«

Prisoners
of War

Killed

(estimated)
CCA
CCS

230
600

i;§s7

Totals

030

2.355

72S

Material Destroyed
Tanks

*

CCA
CCB

Diy Arty

SP GrUXLS

I
3

36

Air Spt

?
12

Totals

lv

Mise

(Veh, wpns)

&7

12
?

l>3

io?sS'K)R appendix

Array Supply Points

earmarked

vn
for XIX Corps.

2
Presently referred to as Combat and Pield Trains* A
trains consist of thostt vehicles of the "battalion trains iwfoieh
are required for ini?ied£#te support' of com"bat operations. 3'
trains consist of those
\u25a0which are not required for the
immediate support of combat operations, and which are not included
in the "battalion 4 trains,

Vehicles

•^Personal

interview, Lt, Col, P. M. Mullet*, formerly
Division, at Port Enox, Ky. 5

,

Assistant G4, 2nd Armored
Hovernier

19^3.

\bid.
After Action Beport, Headquarters Maintenance Bat
talion, 2nd Armored Bivision, Kovemiber 19^^»



I

l^hh

6.
iinth U«So Ar^r ? Operations IT,• Offensive in Ifovenfter
(Itth Information & Historical Service).

•

Ifeller.
r*

°IMd,

^After
Armor eel

Action Report, 2nd Armored Division, November

After Action
Division, Koveiriber

11

O£J^Cit

t

P

Ifth Arnored

Engineer battalion, 2nd

19^f.

2nd Arn ? d Div. t Ebveniber

IP
\u25a0Tobes, It. Colo I,"M. IfcXler

#
LVI

19^.

I9UU.

1

\u25a0APP.MDIXTIII

Maps

Af Area of Operations

•

3. Sotmdaries and Front lines

C. Attack posit ions and Objectives
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